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ABSTRACT
This study provides a comparison of alternative means for high data
rate communication (about 106 b/s) from deep space probes, and
indicates the extent to which orbiting spacecraft can aid deep space
navigation. Emphasis is on the communica'_ion problem. A special
effort has been made to delineate practical and theoretical constraints
on communication from a distance of 1 to 10 AU at microwave,
millimeter, and optical frequencies (1 to 100 GHz and 20 to 0.2
microns wavelength), and to indicate promising avenues for extending
the art.
The interrelationship between fundamental theory, device charac-
teristics, and system performance has received particular attention in
this study. Specific missions have been synthesized, and problems of
visibility, Doppler variation, handover, acquisition: tracking, and
synchronization have been investigated in order to discover the
limitations imposed by practical system considerations.
This study was initiated and directed by Ira Jacobs.
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CHAPTER5. SYSTEMCOMPAR!SONS
I. CANONIC MISSION- MARS ORBITER plane and the moon orbit plane to the ecliptic. This
fraction represents only a few hours per month, which is
In this section, a series of topics are considered which negligible unless occultation occur_ at times when contin.
dictate how certain choices of orbital parameters affect uous communication is necessary. This can be avoided by
orbital properties important to communication. The results proper _heduling or redundant trackers.
are summarized here, with the details given in Appendix 10.
1.5 V_'oility Periods of a MarsOrbiter Relative to a Space
1.1 Fraction of Time r Mars Orbiter Is Occulted by the Probe ApproaciOngfrom Earth
Planet
Even for relatively small probe-Marsdistances (as small
Under sJitable simplifying assumptions, such as a as 0.01 AU), simple graphical _esults as in Section 1.1 can
cylindrical shadow, one can produce graphs of occultation be used directly (and for ev:n smaller distances they can be
fraction (defined as the fraction of an orbiter period for used with slight modific" tions) for pre)iminary mission
which Marsoccults the orbiter) which are valid for at least design. A simple occultaqon criterion based upon the
several orbiter periods. The_ graphs demonstrate qualita- assumption of a conic;' shadow (and thus valid fog any
tively the effects of varying the orbiter parametersand thus probe-Marsdistance) is also given.
may be useful in preliminary mission design.
1.2 Fraction of Time MarsIsWithin the Beam of the F.m-th 1.6 Payload Considerations for a MarsMission
Tmmmitter
Several of the classes of possible missions are described,
This fraction is equal to the occultation faction plus a and references to some of the extensive recent literature are
small correction which is proportional to the distance provided, inAppendix 10.
subtended by the antenn, beam at Man and inversely
proportional to the orbital radius of the orbiter.
1.7 Visibility Conditions Between a MarsLanding Vehicle
and a Mm Orbiter
13 Mssnttudemd Variationef eepplerShift
This situation is similar to ,he one discussed in Section
The Doppler frequency shift is approximately periodic 1.5 except that an even simpler trite;ion for occultetion
with a period of 2 years. The maximum fractional shift of
can be given once the landing vehicle is on the Martian
2.0 × IO t (which must be multiplied by the frequency to surface.
obtain the actual shift) occurs about 1-1/2 months after
Earth.Man opposition.
1.8 _ of a l_m _mm b_lt, from m
1.4 Vi_ Conditions hem a Tntcket Satellite Sltmtod Estqh S_ &ttellite
ms T_mplf IJIItlen i'etmt
It is demomU#tedthat themm pe_ of twe w
Anupperboundontheoccultatieafractionof 0.006is tlueemonths,twoor threettmesperyearwheneoatimmm
obtainedby _ theIndlnatiemof theida orbit mmmunleatlonispom'ble.
1
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2. COMPARISONOF MICROWAVESYSTEMS weight required to achieve a given radiated power in the
vicJpity of Mars (assuming solar cell p,ime power) is shown
2.1 Space Vehicle ERP in F;gure _16, and the correspond:ag weight for a deep-
space miss, on u;sing r,lcleaJ prima.y, power is shown in
Ore1 the past decade more :ban five crders of Figure 117. Although tube we.ig_htincreasez as P' _. the
matm.i_ude improvement in deep-space conamunicatxon principal contribution to the weight is made by the primao'
capability* has been achieved. This is illustrated in Table power source, and this weght increases linearly with P.
50. where sy_t-'m parameters are given for Pioneer IV Consequently, the weight 9;!, required to achieve a given
(1959), Manv"r II (i % 2), Mariner IV (1965), and _'oyager radiated power P isgiven by
(1973). ! The last column of this table gives the _rforra- Wp=W l + WpP (1)
a_ce relative to Mariner IV. The 5 ! A--dBimp:ovement in
capability of Mariner IN:relative to Pioneer IV was achieved where Wt is a fixed weight, and Wp (in pounds per watt) is
by a 15.7-dB increase in spacecraft transmitter power, a :he incremental weight associated with an increase in
21.5-rib increase m _zcec_ft ,-nten_ _. (hc/!/tat_l by power. Assuming solar cell prime po,ver at 1.7 AU from the
an increase in system frequency from 960 Ml-;z to 2290
Ml-lz), and a 14.2<1B reduction in receivernoise occasioned sun and an o_,_rallefficiency of 40 percent, Wp--.-'0.6pounds
by the introduction of a rraser amplifier. For Voyager, a per watt of radiated power.The relation between weight and antenna gain (or
further 7.6.#.dB improvement h planned, cons_ing of 7<113
antenna diamc:ter) cannot be fit by a simple functional
ie_eased trarmnitter pewer, 8-rib increased antenna gain, relation. This is i_lustmted in Figure 118 where the results8-dB increased receivez aperture, and 3.4-dB reduced
system noise temlX'rature.t of Chapter 1, Section 3 are used to plot spac_raft antenna
weight gain for _v_ceczaft antennas at 2.3 GHz and 8 Gl-lz.
It is pertinent., inquire into what further h_.prove- The weight is shown as a function of diameter in Figure
mehis might realistically be expected in the 2290-Mllz li9;the weight isessentiaily inde_toffrexlUcncy for
I_IF _ystem in the 1980 time period. Further _ignifgant diameters below 5 meters, but as the diameter is ina'emN_l
improvements in receiver atmtme (see Section 2.2) or noise the weight increases more rapidb"for the higher frequency.
temperature are not anticipated. The impro_.'ments then ff attention is t_tricted to a limited regina of the
come largely from increased space vehicle eff_'_e craves, the cum_ in Figures 118 and 119 may be
radiated power, approximated (albeit not too weld by straight lin¢_ This is
In Figure 115, ¢ontour_ofcomtant ERP are shown on L-qu_tratedby the dmhed line in Figure 118 _hindicate
a plot of trammitter power (in dBW) _ antenna _ that, at 23 GHz. tim weight ol the spacecraft antenna
(in dB). The transmit:or power -.,tadantenna gain of the fore _ as G0"6 (or Dt "_). The fact that the weight
sy_tetm cempmed in Table 50 are shown by dots on this increa_s mo_. slowly Wan the antenna area is indieati_ of
fi_te. The dasbed straight line drown through the three the fact that most of the weight reaid_ in the mpptmiag
uppemtos, points indicat_ that, aJthmq_ ])ow_r and s_uctlnerather than in the dishit.ll.
antenna I_i_ are both incamuing to ad_.ve inctemed ERF, If antenna weight is mmm_l to be given by
is iucremi_sommdm morerapidlythanpowa';viz.,
G.q_ n. Wa=W a G4"6 (2)
Although there are _ conmaints which limit it fo0owsthat the combin_ we_bt of antenna and po_
the_miceofpower(mtUl,U_of_,al tubes is_ by
am1 Imt-dimipationconsidmtiom)and ant_ma size
(_t,_,d _ andpoinUnSeon_Uom), it is ml] W=W. +We--W=G°_  WtP (3)
of int_est to deg'nnin¢ the n,'lation betw_m pou_ and For a fix_! ERP = i_, the optbnum choi_ of P and G to
• pin to ad_..vea gi_nERPwithm/._m., wei_L11_ mW islam I_
,,_)-_" (1_,__lse, (4)*(:q_l_ bnmmml hemiatmus_r_e _pd4_m_ _ ata
i_un_pmd_Jdd_ltfanmJmnt_i_m_Jllma_ _1_ (ERF)SI!
withS_IRmul_ lmmma mg_liOtla" G- (5)
fl_ ad_Umdd_ _ _dl_l_n il _dadnb mam8 ImL
h 81_a i_ l,nn/_h,_ T i_L_ alululmt i_mk la_ mi_ and the optimum might iqgi_n by
umpemm___3) _r Mm, li/mb _o sll m;b mlma4e4 ,5/11 318 (ERp_ 318
_ m,, (.m_104a_,,dl_U mld.,_e_em_'aotehe Wmin-Wt + I_Wa. w_ .___. (6)
mm_,q;im (f/a_10_ a).wire,_ lm,.mamlnmqa.
0f Ibe mavesm k line, tbe noi_ tmapentmub T_ Tlma,ffm 'i'he diode8rel_dlshldJcs_oflint u ]81_,]P_mcilsJsg_ ',
addNmdmbobofhcedwdl'][mdbmsibftd_ _Sht Or"the _ _ J_¢8_t_l III ,
2 I
!.
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Table 50
DEEP SPACE COMMUNICATIO-_ SYSTEMS
f PT G T Dr T A*
tGH_)(,,._tt,......_)(riB_L)( ¢e( .___))(° ':2_dB___)
Pioneer IV (195_) 0.96 0.27 2.5 85 1450 -51.4
Mariner 11 11962) O. ,6 3 19 85 250 -16.8
Mariner IV (19o_.) 2.29 10 24 85 55 0
Voyager (1973) 2.29 50 32 210 25 +26.4
(PI_/T) _
*A= tO .Og(pR_q.)Mariner IV
---- -Z- _..Z.,._IUI allaHPwJl 3q_,,._..,_.,,_._"-,'_.=_...-2_...-,.._...._. ....... _ " ' ..........
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Figure 116. Weight of tnmmfitter vs. ,n_wer output for solar cells in
the vicinity of Mm
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(ERP)3 s. Thus, to go from a 50-dBW ERP (Voyager) to 70 lff s , but by the use of larger alphabet modulaticn and/or
dBW would require an increase in weight by a factor of coding systems, a 5-dB reduction can be achievea. For the
about 6. purpose of the performance calculations in this chapter,
The above results also indicate that, as ERP increases, E/N o = 10 dB will still be used to allow both for losses in
the "optimum" design has gain increasing more rapidly *.he transmitter and receiver and for some margin. The
than power; specifically, G"P5/3. The empirical data in intent is to prey;de a basis .._fcomparison _or systems
Figure 115 indicated that G_P 8/7. However, as experience operating in the various frequency bands, rather thaJi to
is gained w_th large lightweight space erectable antennas, make a precise evaluation of the information rate al each
the higher exponent found above may be more appropriate, frequency.
The optimum power and antenna gain, as obtained In Figure 121, information rate is plotted as a function
from Equations (4) and (5), is shown by the dark lines in of range for ERa" = 50, 60, 70, 80 dBW, assuming DSIF
Figure 115 for the cases of receiving parameters [A = 2.25(10)3m _, T= 25°K]. To
1. Solar cells in the vicinity of the Earth (1 ALl) achieve an information rate of 106 bits per second from 1
AU requires an ERP of 57 dBW. This could be achieved, for
2. Solar cells m the vicinity of Mars ( l .7 AU) example, with ,he same 50-watt (17 dBW) tube as in
3. Reactor prime power. Voyager and a 5.8-meter (19-foot) antenna which appears
As the weight of prime power (wp) increases, the optimuw well within the state of art. To achieve 106 bits per second
design to achieve a given ERP uses relatively less power from 10 AU would require an ERPof 77 dBWwhich could
(I,-,,Wp-5/8) and more gain (G---wp5/8). The weight factor, be achieved (see Figure 120) with a 500-watt transmitter
Wp, for a reactor is about 4 times that of solar cells in the (27 dBW), and an 18.2-meter (60-foot) antenna. In Figure
vicinity of Earth. Thus reactors will require less weight than 118 this antenna is estimated to weigh 600 pounds. In
solar cells for missions extending beyond 2 AU from the Figure 121 the weight of power plus antenna is estimated at
Sun. 1000 pounds. Thus, it would appear that present micro-
It is interesting to note from Figure 115 that the wave technology is sufficient to achieve 1 Mb/s from a
Voyager parameters correspond to a minimum-weight distance of 1 AU, and that the achievement of I Mb/s from
design although, because of the approximate nature of the a distance of 10 AU is consistent with reasonable estimates
models, the correspondence is probably only fortuitous, of future space transmitters and antennas.
In Figure 120, the weight requ/red to achieve a given
ERP is shown for the three eases noted above, assuming the
minimum weight design. Th.. weight includes antenna, 2.3 Effect of lncreagngFrequency
prime power, power supply, and transmitting tube.
Frequency does not appear explicitly in Equation (7),
2.2 Communication Pedormance at 2.3 GHz but it appears implicitly in the factors P, G, A, and T. As
noted in Chapter 1, Section 2, although for a particular
The information rate achievable in a deep-space corn- tube design P scales as 1/ta , in practice radiated power will
munication system is given by be limited by prime power and heat dissipation considera-
tions. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that transmitter
H = PGA (7) power is independent of frequency over the microwave
4nR 2 kT(E/No) region.
Under cloud cover and light rain conditions, the sky
where P = the transmitter power temperature at 8 GHz is about 10*K for a 30-degree
G = the gain of the trammitting antenna elevation angle (see Figure 39). If the receiver is sited in a
location where heavy rain is improbable, it may be assumed
A = the effective area of the receiving antenna that there is essentially no noise penalty in increasing the
R = the range frequency from S to X band.
k = BolUmumn'$ constant (k = 1.38(10) "23 Thus, the effect of increasing the frequency within the
joule/°K) microwave band is determined by the frequency depend-
T = the system noise temperature ence of G and A. In Figure 122 the gain of a spacecraft
antenna of fixed weight is shown as a function of frequency
E/No = the ratio of energy-per-bit to noise spectral (see Chapter 1, Section 3). For a 200-1b space vehicle
density required to achieve a desired error
antenna, gain increases as ft.6. Note that the relative
probability (see Chapter l,Section IS). advantage of increasing frequency is greater when one is
It was noted in Chapter 1, Section 6 that the best constrained to a low weight than when one is allowed a
coherent binary communication system (phase shift keying) large weight. This is readily undentood since low weight
requires E/N 0 a. 10dB to achieve an error probabgity of mnetralm one to mall antennas.
8
L_ J_ . II
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..... tha-. If transmitter power and receiver power were indepen-In the case of the receiving anten,_a, cost ramc,
weight is the appropriate parameter to be fixed as fre- dent of frequency and there were no atmospheric attenua-
quency is varied. The antenna cost model, developed in tion, then the ordinate of the above curve would be
Chapter 1 Section 5, was used to compute gain vers_:q proportional to communication rate. These assumptions are
diameter _arves for fixed cost. These are shown in Figures valid in the microwave (1 to 8 GHz) region barring heavy
123 throu 3h 126 for costs of $1, $5, $10, and $20 million, rainfall (see Chapter 1, Section 4), and hence there is an
For a fLx:d cost and frequency there is a diameter which advantage in increasing frequency to X-band as ,luted in the
achieves '.aaximum gain. Above thi_ a_;_metcra gain-limited previous section. It is of interest to note from Figure 128
antenna :annot be achieved with the given cost. Below this that the relative advantage (i.e., the slope of the curves) is
diamete, although the antenna i.¢gain-limited, gain falls off greater the smaller the spacecraft weight.
as dian eter decreases. In the millimeter region, the slope of the curves
h Figure 127 the maximum gain (obtained from diminishes appreciably because manufacturing tolerances
Figu es 123 to 126) is shown as a function of frequency for limit consideration to smalle ' antennas. The effect is less
fix_,t cost. The results are fit quite well by two sets of pronounced at the lower weights, primarily because the
st sight, lines: lower weight already provides an antenna size constraint.
1. For 8 GHz and below, G _ f_.6. Consequently, The curves in Figure 128 are monotonic increasing, so
A ~ f-o.4, that m_L,neter wavelengths would offer an advantage if
there were no frequency-dependence of transmitter power,
2. For 16 GHz and above, G ~ f_"t. Consequently, receiver noise, and attenuation. Unfortunately, although
A "- f-o.9, the first is approximately true, neither the second nor third
The fact that effective area decreases more rapidly at the assumptions are applicable in _hemillimeter band.
higher frequencies is a consequ,'nce of manufacturing As noted in Chapter 2, Section 1, coupled cavity TWTstolerances limiting antenna sizes at these frequencies.
Thus, in going from 2 to 8 Gl-lz, with a 200-1b have been built with output powers in the range of several
hundred watts to several kilowatts throughout the milli-
spacecraft antenna, the gain may be increased from 42 to 52
meter band, and with efficiencies comparable to thosedB (Figure 122). For a $10 million ground antenna, the
receiving gain may be incre_d from 60 to 70 dB (Figure achieved at microwaves. Although no such tubes have as yetbeen space qualified, there is little reason to expect that
127) which corresponds to a 2.rib loss _ effective area. this could not be done. TF,e biggest problem, particularly
Thus the GA product is increased by 8 dB, and, therefore, when relatively high powers are desired, is heat dissipation.
an X-band system is expected to have a factor 6 more Because of the smaller dimensions this is a more serious
information rate capability that an S-band system with problem at millimeter wavelengths and consequently some
corresponding spaceCraft weight and ground terminal cost. additional weight may be required for millimeter tubes
Continuing with the above example, if the frequency is relative to microw.':re tubes. For the purpose of perform-
increased to 16 GHz, the spacecraft antenna gain may be ance calculations here, however, it will be assumed that
increased an additional 5 dB to 57 dB, but the ground power is limited by the weight of the prime power, and that
antenna gain (Figure 127) may be increased only to 74 dB there is no frequency dependence of radiated power
which corresponds to a 2-dB loss in effective area relative to throughout the microwaveand millimeter region. To ,chieve
the X-band case. Thus, the GA product is increased an this result would require considerable development effort at
additional 3 dB. However, at 16 GHz, the additional sky the millimeter wavelengths.
noise (under cloud and light rain conditions Tsky _ 25°IO Although it may be assured (somewhat optimistically)
should more than negate the advantage of improved GA that millimeter systems will not suffer a power penalty
product, relative to microwave systems, there is a penalty associated
3. COMPARISONOF MILHMETER SYSTEMS with atmospheric attenuation (see Chapter 1, Section 4 and
Chapter 2, Section 2). In Table 51 the atmospheric
The spacecraft antennaaweight and ground antenna propagation losses when observing at 30° elevation angle,
cost data (Figures 122 and 127) presented in the previous are given at frequencies of 2, 8, i6, 35 and 94 GHz due to
section cover the frequency range from I to I00 GI-Iz,and various atmospheric conditions. It is clear that millimeter
hence include the two "atmospheric windows" at 35 and systems cannot operate throughheavy rain, but by appropri-
94 GHz. The above remits have been combined to give the ate litinganddivenity, heavy rainmay be avoided. It vall be
product of transmitting antenna gain and receivingantenna amuned, however, that the system mat be capable of
effective area u a function of frequency for fixed tram. operating in the presence of light rain. In Table 52 the
mitting antenna weight and ground receiving antenna cost. attenuation under these conditions is given together with
_; The remits are shown in Figure 128 where the carves are the additioMl sky noise (Tatm) contributed by
; labelled by the spacecraft antenna weight and the ground attenuation. Total system noim temperature is assumed to
terminal cost. be given by Tatm + 250K which memes that lo_o_e
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Table 51
A.TMOSPHERICPROPAGATION LOSSES (IN dBs)
2GHz 8GHz 16GHz 35GHz 94GHz
_.4Clear atmosphere 0 0 0.2 0.5
Dense clouds 0 0.1 0.3 2 9
0.I in/br rain 0 0.1 0.6 3 1!
1 ir,/hr rain 0 1.8 12 30 60
Table 52
PERFORMANCE DEGRADATIONS CAUSED BY ATMOSPHERICLOSS
UNDER CONDITIONS OF. 1 in/hr RAINFALL OR
VERY DENSE CLOUD COVER
2 GHz 8 GHz 16 GHz 35 GHz 94 GHz
Att (dB) 0 O.1 0.8 3.5 13.4
Tatm (OK) 0 7.2 24 130 285
T 25 32.2 49 155 310
I0 log 2"/25 0 1.1 2.9 7.9 11
Degradation (dB) 0 1.2 3.7 11.4 24.4
- maser receivers are available throughout this band (see Several interesting conclusions may be drawn from
Chapter 2, Section 5, which indicates that the assumption is 2 able 53.
reasonable up to 35 GHz but questionable at 94 GHz).
It is seen from Table 52 that there is an appreciable 1. There is an appreciable advantage (6 to 9 dB) in
degradation at the millimeter wavelengths associated with going from 2 to 8 GHz.
the increased sky noise.
;-- In Table 53 the results of Figure 128 and Table 52 are 2. The performance at 16 GHz is essentially the same
cc_nbined to give the signal-to.noise ratio (and hence the as at 8 GHz under the assumed light rain con-
information rate) on a relative decibel scale for the ditions.Note, however, from Table 51 that there is
frequencies considered above and for the various corn- considerably more degradation at 16 GHz than at
: binations of space antenna weight and ground antenna cost 8 Gltz under he.'W rainconditions.
contained in Figure 128.
To convert the relative performance data in Table 53 3. The performance relative to that at 8 GHz
_ to information rate H, it is necessary to assume that a degrades appreciably at the millimeter frequencies.
; transmitter power P, a rangeR, and a performance measure Note, however, that for the lighterspacecraft
of the modulation system E/No. For P-100 watts, antennas, the peffommnee at 35 GHz is better
_ R = 1 AU, and E/No " 10 [H is proportional to than that at 2 GHz. This conclusion must be
P/(Rz E/No)l, the 0 dB enW/in the table correponds to tempered, however, by the extnnne sensitivity to
2..5(10)s bit8 per second. Thus, for exmnpb, the me of 8 weather conditions and the current ummsflability
100 pound qmce antenna and • $1 million ground antenna of qate¢ qualified millimeter tubes. It is geaerally6
would achieve aninf'onnstion rate of 2(10) bits pet second true, however, that the millhn0ter frequencies are
at f-8Oltz (allsmntq _ P-100 watts, R-IAU, relatively more attractive when there b• tlsht
E/No - 10). comtnanton_ w_ht,
18
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Tdbl,' 53
RELATIVE SYSTEM FERFORMANCE (dB)
Space Antenna Weight (lbs) 10(' 100 200 500
Ground Antenna Cost 1(,6 107 107 107
(dollars)
f = 2 GHz 0 4 11 17
f = 8 GHz 9 13 18 23
f = 16GHz 10 15 18 22
f = 35GHz 6 11 13 16
f = 94 GHz 0 4 5 7
moo I : : I : ' ' ' I I ' '
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4. MILLIMETER SYSTEMS WITH SATELLITE Under the more realistic assunlption of Case 2, tke receiving
RECEIVER antenna diameter is 10.1 meters. However, a 10-meter
Earth satellite antenna, good at 100 GI%, is outsnde the
As noted m the previous section, the margins required range of presently contemplated design.
for atmospheric effects may make millimeter wavelengths The above results indicate that a millimeter system
less attractive than S band for communication from a deep with a satellite receiver would r_quire extensive develop-
space vehicle to an Earth receiver. It is uf interest then to ment efforts in the areas of space transmitters, low-noise
consider a deep-space millimeter corrmmnication system in space receivers, and hiD'_-g_in(70 to 80 dB) space antennas
which the receiving terminal is located on an Earth satellite just to equal the perforr,Jance of an S-band system with the
rather than on ground, with communication from the present DSIF receiver. The prospects are rather remote for
satellite to the ground via S band. This, of course, permits obtaining periormance at millimeter wavelengths
the use of frequencies outside the atmospheric windows for appreciably better than S band.
transmission from the space vehicle to the Earth satellite.
In Figure 129 the gain and diameter of a 200-pound
spacecraft antenna (as obtained from the results of Chapter .¢. COMPARISON OF GROUND VERSUS SATELLITE
1, Section 3) are show, as a function of frequency. At 2.3 RECEIVER FOR OPTICALSYSTEMS
GHz, the gain is 44 dB corresponding to an antenna
diameter of 9.1 meters (30 feet). At 100 GHz, _a gain is There is a serious question as to whether the receiving
70 dB corresponding to an antenna diameter of 4.3 meters site for an optical communication system should be located
(14 feet). For a fixed weight spacecraft antenna, the gain is on earth or on a satelhte outside the Earth's atmosphere. In
proportional to ft.6 which co_¢sponds to the diameter the latter case, communication from the sateiiite to the
being proportional to f-o.': Earth would be at S band where atmosph,'ric effects may
It is not possible to assign a simple functional relation be neglected. The purpose of this section is to review and
for the frequency dependence of transmitter power and evaluate (as well as existing information allows) the
receiver noise temperature. For a given tube design, arguments for and against the use of satellite receivers.
transmitter power tends to scale as l/f 2. On the other hand,
efficient (40 percent) extended interaction TWTs are now
being designed with output powers of the order of 100
S.l Siting of Ground Re,_eive_watts (see Chapter 2, section 1). Although present powers
are at least an order of magnitude below those achievable at
S band, in the 1980 time frame the radiated power may be A general-purpose deep-space receiving network
determined largely by prime power considerations and may requires at least three ground terminals to assure con-
be essentially independent of frequency in the microwave tinuous communication while the space vehicle is in view of
and millimeter region, the earth. Optical receiving sites should be located where
Similarly, although there are presently few masers atmmphenc effects are minimized. A recent study2 of
operating at millimeter wavelengths (see Chapter 2, Section siting for an Optical Communication Experimental Facility
6), there is no inherent reason why a millimeter system (OCEF) has pointed out that, although siting an optical
operating outside the atmosphere could not ultimately ground terminal is similar to that of niting an utronomical
achieve the same low-noise performance as is presently observatory, there are important differences. (See also the
adtieved at S band. Unfortunately, however, because of at- ditcmmion in Outpter 3, Sectiom 4.1 and 5.1.) Stated mmt
nmapheric absorption, there has not been a strong reason to simply, an observatory is concerned with maximizing both
develop extremely low noise millimeter receivers, the duration and quality of the best teeing ¢onditiom,
In Figure 130, the satellite receiver antenna diameter whereas an optical comnmnkation nite is confemed with
reqeh'ed to achieve the same communication rate u a miainfiziag the extent and duration of poet conditions. The
64-meter (210-foot) S-band receiver is shown u a function two are not synonynmm, altheelh both I_ req_
of frequency for two cases, location at high altitude in t dry rqion. The OCEF study
rettrk'ted attention to aites abme 6000 feet altitude to
1.. Trammitter power divided by receiver noise tent- avoid laiactp,l aumapim_ dmt and peauttea, and t_low
per•turn is *,he ume at millimeter wavelengths as 9000 feet became of ph_ effoctL For an opem-
aSban_ ttoaslsite (u oppomdto m_mqm_mmmlfsci_),it a
2. This ratio is 10 dB poorer at the millimeter femlbb to comtdw • mlf4mla/ala8 tma_ aite with
wavei_ than at S band. coammmicattom to • control eeatar by mlcsmmw relay, of
Inbethearn thetmamltttallantenmpin isamanedtobe _ by• mlaemvoBmhatdlt, tlatm. Althe_h•
a0veabygT_umt29. _, oa_ _ 13, _ _ be _ un-
Under the opti:nts_ tmsmption of Cuo 1, • &2-meter attenckd, the diflkultiN md omt of omtstngtion mlPm for
(10-foot) mootviq antenna would be requka_ •t 100 GHz. slim with mmmtabb aol_dbQlty.
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The OCEF study 2 recommended eight s_tes, all in the' 5.2 Diversity
,outhwest (the stud)' was restricted to tile continental
Umted States), but "no site _ iih unusually high year-round The fact that even good sites may have substantml (50
reliability has been found." Dutside the continental United per,'cnt) cloud cover during several months :Jf tile year and
States it would appear that '.,Jth available data and available nonneghgible cover _10 to 20 percent) over the remaining
sites (considering political restrichons) are even more months indicates that dwersity w,_uld be required in an
hmited, optical receiving system. If there are n independent
The single most important factor m determining the stations, ea_zhof which have reliability p, then the over-all
suitability of a particular site is cloud cover. Water vapor reliability ssgiven by
extinction coefficients are of the order of 500
P= 1 --(l-p) n(db/km)/(gm/m 3) at I0 microns and 1200
(db/km)/(gm/m 3) at 0.5 micron.* Thus a cloud with a This is illustrated in Table 55 in which the station reliability
water vapor content of 0.1 gm/m 3 and an extent of I km required to achieve system reliabilities of 90, 95, and 99
will give attenuations of the order of 50 db at 10 microns percent are shown. For example, three stations that are
and 120 db at 0.5 micron. Certainly at optical frequencies usable 78 percent of the time would result in a system that
it is completely impractical to provide sufficient power to is usable 99 percent of the time.
overcome this attenuation. It is necessary thelefore to find The above oversimplified argument (which unfortu-
sites at which probability of cloud cover is small, and then, nately is frequently used to dismiss the c_oud problem)
perhaps, use diversity to further improve reliability, suffers from at least three major deficiencies:
Data2 exist on the average fractional portion of the sky 1. Independent statistics are assumed at the separate
which is obscured by clouds on a monthly basis, but the receiving sites, whereas high-altitude cloud cover
data do not appear adequate to determine quantities such and weather palterns tend to be correlated over
as correlation of cloud cover at widely separated areas and large areas.
the distribution of duration of outages and time between
outages. Unlike heavy rain, which is very localized, "wide- 2. The armament discusses the probability of having
spread high-altitude cloud is often distributed over large at least one station not covered by clouds at a
portions of the continent. In general, knowledge of such given time. it does not discuss the time statistics of
formations is difficult to accumulate so that little data is the resulting outages. Information on outage
available.''2 statistics are required before any meaningthl
To il!ustrate the variability of the data, consider some system design work can be done_
results (quoted by Kalil3) on the percent of time lost due 3. The implication of diversity on system operation is
to clouds at Baker-Nunn sites. These data are reproduced in not discussed. Many of the implications are
Table 54. In South Africa, from May through September of obvious and apply to any diversity system; e.g.,
1962, the monthly values did not exceed 8 percent, in duplication of facilities with intercommunication
1963, May, June, and July were all above 15 percent. For (or communicatior, ;.o a central point) required.
the ten sites and the two years quoted, there was no There are, however, implications peculiar to
example of a site which did not have at least one month in narrow beam optical systems. These will be
which the percentage of time was greater than 50 percent, discussed below.
Although there were several months which were good at
The Earth subtends an angle of the order of 10-4particular sites (June, July, and August in Peru), there were
radians at Mars distance. A necessary (but by no means
months (notably January) at which none of the sites were
reliable, sufficient) condition for optical systems to be attractive
Although a study has by no means been made of all the relative to microwave systems (see Section 6) is the
available data, it appears that gross averagecloud cover data achievement of beamwidths at least an order of magnitude
can serve only to pinpoint particular sites at which more narrower than 10-4 radians. For example, a l-meter
extensive measurements (t.g., monitoring solar radiation) diffraction.limited telescope would have a beamwidth of
should be performed. However, even if such data are taken, 10"s radians (2 arc seconds) at _, = 10 microns, and a
the variability of past data suSjests extreme caution in beamwidth of 5(10) -7 radians (0.1 arc second) at _. = 0.5
predicting what cloud covergle may be. microns. At a distance of 10s kin, the corresponding beam
diameters are 103 km and $0 kin, both well below the
diameter of the Earth. Particularly at the visible frequency,
' " dive_ty mtlom could not be chosen to be within the
*Theext/nctionat 0.S micronisam eattrelyto ,cmor_ md the bear_ of the space transmitter and still be able to obtain
: number,uo _ depea_t upee tho / dlm/betiea of independent cloud.cover conditions. Consequently, it isthe ,4-e of the i droplet_At 10 mJemI morn ttNI half the
: extinctionis due to am_peoe md eu melt, m IN, mtlttve to noamtry for the 8pace vehicle to point to a new station
! droplettin dimfeulloe (teeCluptor4, Set'tim :t). when propeption conditions to a 8.ven station deteriorate.
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Table 55 handmg over from o;,e beacon to another, tt is necess:lry to
DIVERSITY IMPROVhMENI center that beacon in the field of view by the motion of a
Risiey prism (s,"e Chapter 3, Section 4). l)urmg mJs tmle,
No. of Percent Station Reliability for comm,mlcation is interrupted. The reacquis:lon is of
Stations System Rehability of necesmty slow, perhaps of the order of several seconds (sec
90% 95_A 99% Chapter 3, Section 4 and Chapter 4. Sectton 3), because of
1 90 95 99 the necessary sluggishness of the Risley pfi_m and the fact
2 68 78 90 that the four-quadrant acquisition system described m
3 54 63 78 Chap,er 3, Sechon 4 gives only the quadrant but not the
4 44 53 68 magnitude of the error until the beam is nearly centered.
Thus, m considering the merits of divermty, it ts
This in tyro requires a mechanism for recognizing the nece_'._aryto consider not only the duplication of ground
deteriora',!nn of conditions and a mechanism for switching facilities but also the disadvantages of the more complex
the beam to a new station, sp+:ecraft avd the effects of interruption of corn-
The only reliable method to determine the q,:ality of munication during hand-over. It is necessary to aJso
the optical path between the space vehicle and a given consider the variability of atmospheric conditions and the
ground station is to measure it. Thus, either the space possiblility for changes during the transit time.
vehicle requires a broad-beam optical beacon to illuminate
the entire Earth or the ground stations require a beacon to 5.3 Atmospheric Fluctuations
illuminate the space vehicle. Since the latter is required in
any event for pointing the space-vehicle narrow- Although diversity may counter extended periods of
communication beam towards a particular earth station (see complete attenuation, it cannot counter amplitude fluctu.
Chapter 3, Section 4), it is the method which will be ations which are fast compared to the acquisition time but
discussed here. (Note that if the ferme;, an optical beacon slow compared to the bit period. A_ noted in Chapter 4,
on the spacecraft, were employed, it would still be Section 2, such fluctuations may seriously degrade the
necessary to communicate the attenuation data back to the performance of a digital communication system unless
spacecraft, although this could presumably be done on a substantial margin (6 dB or more) is provided. As noted in
, _wave uplink.) Section 5.2, it is necessary to allow for at lea_t several
fbe beacon acquisition field of view (see Chapter 3, decibels of atmospheric attenuation before switching to a
Sectien 4, and Chapter 4, Section 3) will certainly be wider new station; otherwise, the switching might occur too
than the angle subtended by the Earth. If the angular frequently. Adding "standard" atmospheric attenuation to
separation of the Earth stations (as viewed from the space the above numbers suggests that a ground-based optical
vehicle) is greater than the resolution of the acquisition system will require at least 12 dB more average signal power
optics, then the separate beacons will give resolved spots an than that which would be calculated ander free space
the acquisition photodetector surface. The resultant conditions. Th_s indicates, for example, that a satellite
photo-current is then proportional to the sum of the receiver need be only 1/4 the diameter o,"an earth receiver
beacon powers with no cross terms present. If each beacon for the same performance.
is then chopped at a distinct frequency, it is possible to Another aspect of the atmosplaenc tluctuauon prot:lem
separate the pb'_to-eurrents by simple f'dtering and to of importance for heterodyne detection at 10 microns* is
measure which is largest. Logic could be provided to the lack of spatial coherence over e>°tended distances.
acquire the strongest such signal and to continue pointing Estimates that have been made of ¢orrela:ion distance range
toward that ground station provided the beacon does not from 0.5 to 4 meters (see Chapter 4, Section 2), but actual
drop below a preassigned threshold. (It is not practical to vertical propagation measurements are r_quired to reliably
adopt the strategy of always pointing toward the strongest determine this number. As noted in Chapter 4, Section 6,
beacon, since this might involve considerable hopping the effective area of a single heterodyne receiving systemis
between stations of comparable level.) limited by the coherence area of the iI:coming wavefront.
Although the above operation is feasible in principle, it Larger effective _reas may be ob-_ined by using an
does add appreciably to the syst,m complexity. Each Earth array of collectors, each smaller than ff.e coherence area. If
beacon would require a distinct chopping code, and the the heteroayne IF photo-current from each of these
space vehicle must be capable of simultaneously receiving collectors is coherently combined, then the resultant
and me._uring the level of each such signal. Also, when effective area is the sum of the a:ea of each of the
collectors. However, to perform coherent combining it is
neccssmryto measure the phase of th_ photo-current at the
*As no_zd in Chapter4, _ctiom 6 and 9,them is little reasonto OUt.putof each of the photo.detectors. This may be done if,
considerheterodynedetectionat visiblefn_quencies. _n addition to the communication s_deb_ds, the received
Z_
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s2gn_ !,:s a carrier component :,uch that the fractJor: of the the solid angle field of view, is the predetection optical
pou.er m t!zecarrier satisfies the inequaiit 5 filter bandwidth, and A is the receiver effective area.
P. nW_ Equation (9) may be rev,.'rittenm the form
"'_ > "-'_ (8)
P W P l v/t_+ 4ct] ti0)
where n is the number of signals to be cornbincJ. _"c i: the P'-o= _ [ 1 +
bandwidth of the phase-lock loop in which the carrier Is u,he:e Pots the power that would be required in the
recovered and _, is the communication bandvddth. Equa- absence of background noise,
tion (8). which should M interpreted as a functional NvQV.Ar Iir..quality, r=ther than a precise numerical inequality, and o_ = (1 I)
.;imply state._ :ha: :e]ative to the corm'nunicati_n signal the KhvH
carrier requLres less power bemuse of the reduced band- is a parameter which indicates the effect of the background.
width, but more power because detection m,.st be on the In Figure 131, F/Po is piotted____a function ofocboth on a
basis of each element of the array. To make carrier recover dB _cale For o:>> 1. ?/Po',v'o_.
feasible. Wc:'W_!. The band_ddth Wc is limited both by Consider, for example. Nv = 6(10) -ta watts/m 2 -Hz-si,
the stability of the lase, transmitter artd by atmospheric corresponding to a day sky b,,.:kground, _ = 10-8 st,
effects. Pr:)pagation measurements 4 suggest that the mirA. _ =0.i ,W= l0 t 1 HI, A = _(_2 and H = 106 bits/sec. In
mum Wc, owing to propagatign effects, may be as high as I this case ¢x= 40, which remits in an 8-dB degradation (see
kHz. if the inform.ation bandwidth is 1 MHz, a l O.e'ement Figure i 3 l) relative to the noiseless case. Tb.ns, if there is
array could be coherently combined with less than 1 only sufficient power to achieve a communication rate of
percent of the power devoted to the carrier. However, if 106 bits/sec, the effect of the background is appreciable.
one were P'terested in communication from dhtances of The effect will be even more significant for communication
the order ef 10 AU, where smaller communications from 10 AU, where smaller information rates are of
bandwidth miy be of interest (_ee Section 6), then interest. (This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
coherent coml_iningmay not be feasible. Further discussion Section 9.)
of this appears in Appendix 12. A sateUite receiver, of course, avoids both the day and
night sky background. Narrower fields of view may also be
5.4 Badqpmmd Nobe employed to avoid having Mars or other stars within the
field of view (see Section 1.2). Thus, background noise may
As noted in Chapter 4, Section 1, the background noise be neglected with a satellite.
inten._ty at optical frequencies, even under day sky
conditions, is much less than 1 photon p-: second per unit 5.5 Beacon
bandwidth per unit qtatial mode. ComecFJently, if an
optical communication system receives only a tingle spatial As noted in Chapter 4, Section 4, there is a serious
mode and if the noise bandwidth is matched to the problem in ac.hie_ag mffa:ient beacon power from a
communication bandwidth, then background noise may be ground tm,mnitter for acq-tisition in the spacecraft. The
L-eglected relative to quantum (signal fltot) noise. _ problem is more serious for a ground as opposed to a
tituatiou generally prevaih with heterodyne detection, tatellitebeaconbecanse:
However., it generally doe, not apply in the case of a direct
detection system within the F_th's atmosphere. The I. The minimum beacon beamwidth is limited by
remainder of this section will cormder th_ degradation in atmospherk effect, to about 10-4 radians.
peffomwnce of a 0__-mimon dkect_ietection system owing 2. The beacon must be received in the presence of
to sky noise, earth thine.
If there is mffgient photomultiplier gain that receh-er Although a satellite beacon could in principle be mmow-.d
noisemay be neglected,theinformationra_eofa direct below 10-4radian,inpracticethenecessityofhavingthe
detection communimtion system (tee Chapter 4, Section 7) beacon illuminate the spaamtaft on an open-loop basis
it given by argyles agaimt this. Comiderable advantage it obtained,
(K_) _ N_WA_ however, by having the beaeun located so that the Earth itH = [ 4 -- " (9) n t within the field of view of the aexluitition r vive . If
the beacon it on an F_rth._/nduonow tt!ellite and ff the
wt.ere P it the received optical signal power, q is the wacecraft isin tbevicinity ofMmandlm _ aoqui_ion
detector quantum effit_'tmy, K it a constant which depends geeeivet with • beantwidth of 10.4 indian, then, under
on the modulation system and the error ptobab_ty, for wom.cwe mnditiom, for 10 percent of the synduonmw
binmy polarization modulation K = 20 for Pe = 10s, 1_ it tateBite orbit, the Earth will be within the field of view.
fire _ ntdiant tet .ity in watt_ma -Hz_, f_ it Becmum of the 23-deffree angle between the plane of the
26
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echpti;, a,,d the Earth equatorml plane, there v,dl be frequencies direct detection _s a clear choice ocer h.:tero-
extended periods dunng wiuch the E:.r Ii ;_ill riot be within dyne or optical preamplifier s,,stem°, whereas m tile
the field of vlev, {see Section 1). In t+,e Jbsencc of Earth infrared ( 10 micronl direct detection _sfar inferior to e_ther
shine, a CW beacon power of 3 watls would sul!ice as heterod,,ne or optical preamphfier systems. The _deahzed
compared to 200 watts from an Earth beacon {see Figure performance caict..ations indicate that megab,t communlca-
102). Thus the satellite receiver permits a beacon with more tion rates from Mars distance are feasible, and the ,nf-ared
reasonable p.+wer requirements. It shotld be noted, how- systems aopear to have the edge
ever, that the above numbers correspond to a spacecraft m This section evaluates the performance of ot'>tical
the vic!nity of Mars. If the distance is an order of communication systems relative +o the microwave and
magnitude greater, then the beacon acquisition appears millimeter perl'or,_.ance evaluated in Sections 2 and 3.
impossible independent of whether the beacon is on the Optical systems permit a transmitting antenna gain tltat is
Farth or in a satellite, several orders of magmtude greater than that achievable at
microwave or millimeter frequencies. However. all of the
other factors in the transmission equation [Equation (71,
5.6 Hand.Over Section 2.1]: viz., transmitter power, receiver apert_are.
noise temperature, and modulation power efficiency, tend
The same logic that is used in diversity switching to be poorer at the optical frequencies.
(Section 5.2) may also be employed to effect hand-over
when a ground terminal is no longer visible :o the
spacecraft. As the beacon from a given grou,ld station fades 6.1 Transmitter Power
out due to shadowing*, the spacecraft acquisition system
automatically acquires the strongest beacon within the field Considering efficiency, high power capability, and
of view. However, as described in Section 5.2. this results in detector performance, the leading laser candidate in the
an interruption in communication unless multiple beams visible region is Nd:YAG with second harmonic generation
are employed with the spacecraft transmitter. Although this (X = 0.53 microns). As indicated in Chapter 3, Section !.
latter alternative has not been investi_ted in any detail, it single-mode power of 6 watts has been obtained with an
does not appear practical, particularly when th.'.vagaries of overall efficiency1" of 0.2 percent. Both the efficiency and
atmospheric transmission are considered. Thus, in the case the lifetime are limited by the pump lamp. With better
of ground reception, even in the absence of atmospheric crystals for second harmonic generation an efficiency of O.3
attenuation, communication will be interrupted at least percent should be achievable with present lamps; sub-
twice per day. stantial further improvement is possible with new types of
As noted in Section !, a Mars-synchronous satellite lamps that radiate more energy in the pumping band.
will be continuously visible from an Earth-synchronous By far the best efficiencies and highest power have
satellite for periods of several months. This is a part,:cular.'y been achieved in the infrared with the CO2 laser (10.6
compelling argument for the use of a satellite receiver, since microns). For a flowing gas system, single mode power of
only a single satellite and a single ground station need be 10 watts has been achieved with an efficiency of 8 percent,
employed, with no concern for the problems of weather or although higher effieiencies have been achieved under
hand-over, multi-mode and/or low power conditions.
For all of the above reasons, the calculation of optical Thus the efficiency of lase,s is considerably smaller
system performance in the following section will be for a than that of microwave and millimeter wave tubes. This,
satellite receiving system. Some comparisons will be made, coupled with the fact that laser efficiency generally
however, with ground-based receivers. The latter may be of diminishes with increased operating temperature, poses a
interest, for example, in applications in which occasional more severe thermal problem for lasers than for microwave
loss of the high-speed data is acceptable, power amplifiers.
in Table 56 the laser power output, relative to a 40
6. PERFORMANCEOF OPTICALSYSTEMS percent effic, ncy microwave system, is shown for two
cases: (1) constant prime power and (2) constant dissipated
In Chapter4, Section 9, various optical communication power. The thermal problem could be controlling, so the
systems were compared, and it was concluded that at visible second column in Table 56 might be more significant.
Thus, compared to a microwave system, a laser system
,,_ may be expected to radiate 9 dB Im power at 10.6 microm
ano 23 dB less power at 0.53 m/crom. For example, if the
*Inpracticeit would be better to tuns off the beacon when the
,pmgaft isbaow. mr. I0 doSnsnekvatlon, maximum power that my be dim/Imted is 300 watts, then
the microwave system would rad/ate 200 watts, the 10.6
fThe eflklency considm_ hem is the ratioof opticalou_utpower i
to iow-voltsaedcprimarypower(butexcludingpowerrequhedfor micronsystemwould radiate 25 watts, and the 0.53 micron i
ce_ml). system would radiate I watt. t
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Table 56 ex,st. It is rcasonable to assume, however, that extension of
LASER OUTPUT POWER RELATIVI: TO 40 PkRCF.NT optical techniques should permit construction of dlffrac-
EFFICIENT MICROWAV[ POWER tmn hmlted telescopes of perhaps twice the aperture area at
(Prime Power. 1-5 kW Range) 10.6# at the same total mass.
In Fzgure 133. the gain of microwave (2 and 8 GHz)
Constant Constant pacecraft antennas, and the gain of an optical telescope (atPrime Power Dissipated Power
(dB) (dB) _ = 0.53 micron) are shown as a function of weight, h Is
seen that the gain advantage of the optical telescope
0.53# (0.3f; efficiency) -21 -23 increases as the weight increases. This opposes the trend
10.6# (8',_ efficiency) - 7 - 9 that was observ.'d at microwave and millimeter frequencies
where the higter frequencies are generally more advan-
It may be argued that the efficiency of subsequent tageous at low weight. (This is also apparent in Figurc 133
laser systems have more room for improvement than where the curves at 2 GHz and 8 GHz are further apart at
microwave systems and, consequently, that the above low weight than at high weight.)
differences will diminish with tin- On the other hand, the It follows from Figure 133 that for a telescope and
antenna weight of 250 pounds, the optical system achieves
optical system has been given _,. . .fi,.of the doubt that
a gain advantage of 75 dB with respect to a 2 GHz s_stem,the same heat rr.ay be d_ssipated ,_sm a w-¢,owave system,
and in assuming that comparable reliability may be and 66 dB with respect to an 8 GHz system. For _ telescope
achieved. Also, no allowances have been made tot losses in and antenna weight of 1000 pounds, the corresponding
the optical modulatgr, advantages are 83 dB and 75 dB.
6.3 Receiving Effective Area
6.2 Telescope Gain
In the case of an Earth-based tele_ope, cost is an
The gain of the transrmtting telescope is determined by appropriate parameter to compare wi*',t the cost of large
the size of the objective mirror and the wavelength, receiving microwave antennas. Thu_ the cost of the 210
Assuming a 70 percent aper :ure efficieaey, the gain is given foot Goldstone antenna is about the same as that of the
by: 200 inch Palomar telescope (.See Chapter 1, Section 5 and
G = 7(D/_,)2 (12) Chapter 3. Section 5)*. However, as noted in Section 5,
there are compelling reasons for employing a satellite-based
Thus for D = I meter; IS, = 134 dB at _,= 0.53#, and rather than an Earth-based receiving telescope. In this ease
G = 108 dB at _, = 10.6#. At micrcwave frequencies, space- cost is difficult to assess - it includes not only the cost of
craft antenna gain is generally limited (see Section 2) to 50 the telescope, but also launch costs, and the costs associ-
to 60 dB, so that optical frequencies offer the possibility ated with the microwave link from the satellite to the earth.
for substantial improvement. Furthermore, the effective cost is strongly influenced by
Unfortunately there is rather limited information reliability and lifetime considerations.
concerning the weight of space telescopes. In Figure 132, The approach taken here will be to consider a
weight (see Table 32, Chapter 3, Section 3) is plotted as a synchronous-satellite receiving telescope of 1.4 meter dia-
function of diameter. It is seen that there is a prohibitive meter, consistent with the 10.6# transmitting antenna, if
increase in weight (associated with active, segmented this diameter is indeed feasible for the deep space probe, it
optics) for telescope diameters in excess of 1 meter. These should be feasible for an Earth satellite of similar eost.t
results are for telescopes which are diffraction limited in The same di_, eter is assumed for both 0.53# and 10.6#
the visible region. At 10.6 microns it may be possible to
since the telescope need not be diffraction limited in the
build larger telescopes with a mudler weight penalty, but visible. It would need, how.ever, to be diffraction limited at
specific designs of 10.6 micron space telescopes do not 10.6 microns for heterodyne detection systems.
Compared with a 64 meter (210 foot) microwave
receiving antenna, the 1.4 meter receiving telescope has 33
*As noted in Chwten 1 and 3, them is conttdmbte variabilityin dB less receiving effective area.
the cost of microwaveantennasandopticaltelescopes.Asa mush
rule of thumb, oom sureaboutthe samefog a telewope 1112 the i
diameterof asteerablem cmwavemtenna.Thus,both matSOhuh
tekampe and an 80 foot S-bandantenna¢0¢t about$1 mfflion. 6.4 _ Taapenltulre tThe conespond_ cost fog 200 inchesand 200 feet is about$12
million.
For a satellite receivi_ system, btcksround noise may
tThete is a post/hie loopholein thisusument became the thesmal be ne$1ected. Also, with the use of photomultiplier directmtvlronmentofm Earth_ ismorntmwmtlumthatof adeep
spaceprobe, detectionat0.$micronandheterodynedetectionat10,6
29
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m]cr'.)n',, the current at tile output el the detector is t_) a 3 dl_,, ,s There is n_l the need for an ,_l_tlcalfilter or
sufficiently large (see Chapter 4. Sections 6 and 71 that polarizer. Alti;,_ugh a beam spl:tter _srequLred to c_,nlbl.vlc
detector dark current and Johiiso1_noise may be neglected tile s_gnal and !,_c:tl oscdtatot fields, there need be httle
Ill tI.Hs case the d(_mmant n,.)ise term is s_gnal shot-noise attenuation in the, s_gnal t_','!; _l,_ce .i local o,,c'llah_r pt,wcr
(also called quantum noise). For heteJ-_.dvne detection of tile order t,t I mdhwatt (measured a: the detect,,r) ;_
(Chapter 4. Section 6) flus noise is equiv.alent to additive sufficient to obt_,l the quantum noise hmlt (see Chapter 4.
Gaussmn noise with spectral density NO = h_. where Section 6). Thu_. m the optical c_mtbmmg, the signal
h = 6.634(10) -3a joules-see _sPlanck's constant, and v is the attenuation can be kept well below 1 dR by u_ el a higher
cemer frequency. The mimmum equxvalent system noise power of local oscdlator (e.g.. a lugh reflect_vlty hurter may
temperature is then given by be used for reflection of the slgna_ and transmission of the
T = ht,/k (13) Iota! oscdlator).
There is, however, an effectwe signal loss m heter,_d_ ne
where k = 1.386( 10)-: 3 joulelOK is Bohzmann's constant, systems due to m_perfect matching (both amplitude d_strt-
Equation (13) also gives the minimum noise temperature of button and alignment: see Chapter 4. Section 5) of the
an ideal laser amplifier (Chapter 4, Section 8). signal and local osci!_e:or spots on the detector.* It will be
Although in the case of direct detection, the shot noise assumed, rather optimistically, that the t_,tal _ptical and
cannot be rigorously treated as additive no_se of spectral aligrrnent loss can be kept to 1 dB.
density h:_. as shown in Chapter 4, Section 7, this is an
adequate appr-ximation for most cases of practical interest. t,.6 Communication Performance
It follows from Equation (13) that the minimum noise
temperature is 1350°K at _,= 10.6 microns and ._.000 K The r,zrame_er, E/No, used to describe the power
at _,= 0.53 micron. Compared to a 25°K noise temperature efficiev.;y of distal modulation systems takes on a simple
at _"GHz, there is a 17 dB noise penalty at 10.6 microns mterp ,"-':-......... : _' . :_! frequencies. Since E is the energy
and a 30 dB penalty at 0.53 micron, per bit and No - _v is the ener_ per photon, E/N o is the
number of photons required per bit.
6.5 Losses In principle, the coherent modulation and coding
techniques that are employed at microwave frequencies
By employing a satellite receiver, atmospheric losses may also be employed with a heterodyne detection laser
need not be considered. However, there are several other system. Consequently, it will be assumed that heterodyne
sources of lossin optical receivers. Direct-detection systems systems may operate at the same E/No as coherent
in the visible and heterodyne systems in the infrared are microwave systems; viz., E/N o ._ 5 dB, as obtained with
considered below, biorthogon_ modulation.
Although optical preamplifiers alleviate some of these In the case of direct detection optical systems, the
losses, as indicated in Chapter 4, Section 9, the preamplifier situation is different in two respects. First, direct detection
does not offer an appreciable net advantage at 0.53 micron, systems necessitate incoherent modulation which generally
The dominant loss is the quantum efficiency of the requires larger E/N o than do coherent techniques. On the
detector. As noted in Chapter 3, Section 7.1, selected other hand, a direct detection system which operates at the
photoemissive surfaces are available with quantum effi- shot noise limit (i.e., both background and dark current
ciencies of 0.20 at 0.53 micron corresponding a loss of 7 negligibly small) has noise present only when the signal is
dB. In addition to the detector loss, _.herewill be losses in present. This contrasts with a heterodyne system in which a
the optical filter and the polarizer (assuming polarization continuous local oscillator implies a continuous source of
modulation as described in Chapter 4, Section 7). However, shot noise. Analysis indicates that both direct detection
since background is not a serious problem with a satellite binary polarization modulation and heterodyne detection
receiver, there is no need to employ an unusually narrow binary phase shift keying achieve essentially the same
filter, and with careful design, it should be possible to keep performance; viz., E/N o _ 10 dB for Pe = 10-s"
optical losses to no more than 3 dB. As noted above, appropriate coding of the coherent
In the case of heterodyne detection at 10.6 microns, system (biorthogonal modulatio.), can remit in about a 5
i the quantum efficiency of photoconductors (which, how- dB reduction in E/No. Although coding may also be applied
ever, require operating temperatures below 770K; see in the direct detection case, one is generally constrained to
chapter 3, Section 7) is ashigh as 50 percent corresponding decoding techniques in which binary decisions are made onthe basis of the individual pulses, nd these binary decisions
._ureprocessed algebraically in the decoder. This binary
* quantization, prior to the decoder, results typically in a 2
*Indeed,to provide for continuoustmckb_ and to moresimply
• _nerate a strongerror signal,it is desirableto have the local dB penalty relative to what may be achieved in the
oscUistorspo__ time_thediameterof the signalspoL coherent case.
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pcl|,Ill_,11 X _ " dBI ,'.xtL'ill_,,IChlL'_,L+ !II_h • ,['I.i_11_,_.'_HllllltltII',.'.ItltHlfIoln dc,:p
(Ol|Mdt.'T llC\t tiiL."LILICbtI',lllI Ilo_,M_I,,.' !I.IILIIL'_'fl)_J_|h ",,pduc.l}tltll_;_.,,_A.t_,q",_,'.',,:Itl_,_,II_ ,I_.IIICVC,dllllIaror boric1
Sctluc._t_a]dcc_dln_z(:ffer',the r,_,,im_.ct achtc_._N,_pt'M-rmanc¢m_r¢ rc._d_!-It",h,_uld,_I_,_,benoted _''
t" _(} = 3 dB .vlth both the tlllcrowa_,t"Jnd h,.'l¢i,)d)i:¢ alth,)ugh the it) {_ml,.._,n,,),,tt'm_,,(Jcc,_rdmgto T.',blc 57)
Optlt;dl s_,stenls. In direct detection optical s)stents, pul._ 12 dl} better th,lli Ill'.' L} f _ illl,,.'fc, n ";,).M,.ml, tlus presumes
posd_on modulation, with a large number of pul_" posi- the dc_,ch_pmcnl ol .qq,r,,r, rtatc Irackmg techmques for
irons, offers the greatest promise for a reduction m I \,, heterc_dvne rece_,,er,,, hl_h,,pt'cd detectors, and materials
('_nslder. for example, a PPM system wdh a ba_l¢ frame capable _)I pr_',ldmg tn_dulatl_m td high po_cr signals v, lth
period of I0 nlicroseconds: each frame being divided mr,, h_. lo_>s .rod low p_wel ,:onsumplnon. AIs_ nt_t reflected :n
2l° lime slots of duration I0 nanoseconds each. By these numbers are the m_)rc difficult ploblems ofacqul_l-
transmmmg a pulse m one of these 2t0 slots, each pulse lion and tracking necc.'..'_r} to estabhsh a,d nlalnla|n the
conveys 10 b_ts of information, and the information rate is optical commlmlcat_,m hnk_. as discussed m Chapter 3.
10 6 bits per second. In tile shot noise limit. I0 photons are Sectl_m 4, and Chat,tel .4. Scct_on 3 II may nt_: eve,: be
reqmred per pulse which leads to an E/N o of 0 dB. possible to maintain h_ck ol an optical transmitter at
Although such systems are considered in Ne_,' Technology distances greater th,an I At
Chapter and Appendix O. they ate judged presently
impractical because of the conllicting requirements of high
a"erage power, hill average prf. and variable interpulse
times. Mode dumping techniques are generally restricted to Table 57
kilohertz pulse repetition rates, so that a two-order.of- PERFORMANCE OF OPTICAL SYSTEMS RELATIVE TO
magnitude improvement would be required to achieve the 2 GHz MICROWAVE SYSTEMS
above performance. (All Entries in Decibels)
On the basis of the above considerations, it will be 10.6 microns 0.53 micron
assumed that future gr(_wth may allow a 2 dB reduction in heterodyne, direct detection
E/No for the microwave and coherent optical systems (viz.
E/N o _ 3 dB), and up to a 7 dB reduction in the E/N o for Power - ? -21
the incoherent optical systems (viz. E/N o _ 0 dB). Thus, in Transmitting gain +60 +83
terms of relative performance, the incoherent systems are Receiving area -33 -33judged to have a 2 dB poorer E/N o than the coherent
systems, with a possible growth potential that would Noise temperature -17 -30
convert this to a 3 dB advantage. Receiver losses - 4 -10
Table 57 summarizes performance of the 10.6 micron E/N ° 0 - 2
and 0.53 micron systems relative to a 2.3 gHz system. The _
assumptions used in Table 57 are listed in Table 58. Net advantage 1 -13
:13
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CHAPTER6.
TRACKINGAND NAVIGATION STUDIES
I. INTRODUCTION digital al_)rnthm f'_, rL'f'mmt_Ul'_,mthe st.lt_.,cuv:lrt:inc_
ntatrtx_)Ithe'vdtucl_acct)rdillg h)a nlaxl01tum-hkelnhu_)d
The tr_ckmg alld .avll_atl_)ll_tud0c_,dc_ill,,:J J_,il,l._ l'.r_cesst_r!t al!uvv_,h;r u_tc_;lt_'lat_dr:_:_d_,merr_r_ m the
chapter are a neces_try adlunct h) th. ct)izln_.ut)lCatltql 11)eaMiretut'nt_arid ht,l._vlrt)r_, where tilt: latter must b£
system studies pre_ented tn the precedtt)l_ citapters, lit added l(_ the stale vector I11 cdrrytn[_ tile analysts acrtlss
particular, tile navlgatt(_nlul_ctlt_flprtwtde,_tile hlh: t)l sight madct)ur_ ct)rrectl()n,_. "l'ite updatll|g _i" tile ctwarlance
at all tu_nesfor ¢_mruunlcllllon. For hcantwldths Ill the rf matrix t_)successivelylater till)USm tile nlism(m_sha_ed(m
category this clc.'trly:h_s n(_tpre_nt any dlfl/culty, hut at a dtgaAalmtegralitm _l" tile dd'ferentlal cquatn_mI'_r the
optic_ frequenciestt bec¢)n)esa uno;einterestingprt_hlem, transitnonmatrix.
The philosophy _dopted itt the numerical studies was The numerical studies c_m)paren:ivtgatl(ma] accuracoes
to use the timplest po_ible get)metric and mathematical attamable wtth r,'r data trim) rf tracking alone and will) the
models of the tracking process by which the essential inclusion of (iptical angle measurements. In assuming
system tradeoffs could be dluminated. In some cases the realistic accuracies for the tracking data. servingas input for
"first_ur' calculations were superceded by more elaborate the orbit refinement, some judgment had to be exercised.
formulations after th_ essential features had been identified Whale tracking preci_ions such a_ or = 10 m and o_ = I-3
with the simpler model, nurdsec are typical for DSIF-type equnpment (see, for
Since a numerical simulation has to address itself to a example, R_/erence 5), the accuracies of range and range
particular mission prorde, an Earth-Mars flyby and an rate from the trajectory determination wdl be less than
intxtpltctic mission were chosen as typical object studies, that, in view of geophysical uncertainties - in particular,
The former includes a Man orbiter as a navigation aid for the probable error in the speed of light. Strictly speaking,
the pissing Ipace probe. However, no attempt was made to these effects should have been included as bias errors in the
_ulate the detailed visibility history )n any specific cue. statistical model but, for the sake of simplicnty, this was not
since variations in coverage "average out" for navigational done. Instead, a range of input characteristics was used,
purposes over a long mission. Since the process of error with or varying from !00 m to 100 km and or:from I mm/s
propagation as a function of various mizen profiles is too to 3 malt. The largest standard deviations were taken as a
complex to be expressed in a simple analytic form for conservative representation of thc current state of the art
partmetri_ trade-offs, one retorts to am ensemble of while the high precialon data were cone)deled asprojections
individualcasestudiesin orderto draw8eneralconclusions, to the future whengeophysicalbiasesare better in hand. In
These mainly concern the relative effectiveneu ofdiffarent this simplified treatment, we have alto neglected the fact
kin(h of observational data and t_king modas. The that or nnd oi are functions of range and vary m_r the
following extmplel are a step in that direction; p_tk'ular course of a typical interplanetary mimdonas the rlnlle goes
emphasis h p_u:ed on compartmns between rf and optical from factions of an astronomical unit to leveret Ittro-
tr_king, nomical units.•
For the optl_ a o of I S or 20 s wu taken to rep_ient
anjle measurements through the atmosphere, while o • 2 s
I.I Nm_llttlm feeTlam_'ee_ to _ or better wu repretentativeof startracken andutmmet_
mummnenta. The contribution from hilh,quality optics,
Seetlea 2 coneema steadyatate nwtption _ if _ to _mventional r, _data, is mat noticeable dla_ 8
trtmfer from Ea:th to Man. Thin error stody mliu ea 8 _ mmqSar*h plum of the tuition, tolether with bone.
'_3ee,for exmple, intorplanemyMJdcomnGuktm_ U_l_ hhr _ effects from _ in the t.,tckin8 pomet_, tnd
On-notm._]lt_ll_L_by 1,.S.Ciceknd_'N.,Ul_ accunudation of data. After mid_oun_ comctlo_ tlmm_ln_ll_ of _ optl_ m tlaia notlaml_ In
3S
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h _m_ _l .tcceleraled orbll refmenlcnt. Ilt,wever. these geophysical uncertainties, As optical nleasurenlents ;ire
]_'l,,_*ll_ vllu,,l he -'xpe¢!cd 1(_decre'l._ m the futllre a_, _ef'ined beyond I s of arc. :t turns ou! 'that ',tlch
•.,,die, _ duesIt)r or :rod r_:become_eahs_c .,easurements from near-Earth satellites call chromate the
,_ dla'_llC ddlcrence is ob,,en'ed hetweu.n lllC error need for rf trdatet;:tl,,m or triailgulatloP, from StLItlollbill the
j):tq*d_,lli(_h _'llJ) a weighted lea,,,l-',quare pr(_cessor (as used hbrattOll p()lnlS
Itl :_.'"._.'Id]p:V',I ',,p;.lCC llll',Mtln:.,) and .;.Illoptmlal processor This two-dimenstonal model _s thought to cover all the
Imlcetl, ,,omc ca',es show :m increase m tl_c rills posilion salient points for a sys_en, _udy To be sure, the smaul:Jt_on
,:rr_r wdh the former, m spite of data accumul,_tlon, could be generahzed by going to three duuensions and
wherca,, the lat!er c_lu.,,esall effcctwc suppression of error_, including a more elaborate model for the position errors of
as expcclcd. (Fhe eve,,ltual velocity error buildup after the tracking relays. Indeed, the latter sho,dd be envisioned
fhght times of about 200 days reflects the growing as output from a separate orbit detemfination for these
perturb:_tions due t_,M_rs.) satellites and could lead to very interestint_, ramifications.
Several improvements of th,s error-propagation model Ilowever, since these details will probably not affect the
are possible but have been omitted as insignificant to the overall tradeoffs considered here, they were disregarded for
pre_ent systenl studies. Thus, fl)rexample, the biases should the present.
i!tchlde ;1 reali_hc repre_ntat_on _l" tracker I_Catl_merr,,r_.
some of _,htch arc to be placed m synchronous orbits
around the Earth. Also, tile uncertainties in venous
!.3 Terminal Navigation Near Mars
astrophysical constants should be accounted for. Ilere s_,me
redder exotic phenomena, such as vagariesof the Earth's
The error study of navigation during a Mars flyby is in
rotation, wandering of the poles, and relatiwst_c effects,
will influence the absolute accuracy _f orbit prediction for ma .' • an analog of the near-Earth situation, in Section
missions of long duration. 4 a st: ' tracking relay's assumed in an eilipttc orbit about
Mars and the space probe is traveling on a hyperbolic
trajectory. Again, a two-dimensional representation of the
1.2 Navigation Near Earth encounter :s expected to contain most salient features of
the tracking problem as shown in Figure 145, The data
An important aspect of most navigation schemes is the processing is modeled in an intermittent fashion and based
tracking that takes place near Earth, this being the place for on r, _ data for the probe and Mars orbiter, each takenfrom near-Earth trackers as well as relative to each other.
correction of errors incurred during the injection maneuver.
The covarianc¢ matrxx resu!ting from this phase represents The covariance matrix is iipdated analytically.
One significant difference from the near-Earth simula-the initial estimate supplied to the long-range error propa-
gation discussed in Section 1.1. tion is that the state vector of the observation satellite was
At short distances from Earth oee may enhance the subjected to refinement, together with that of the space-
navigational accuracy significantly by the trilateration and ship. Both would be tracked front Earth during the long
triangulation schemes discussed in Section 3 and depicted transit phase of the probe from E_,rth to Mars. The orbit ,,f
in Figure 143. A pair of tracking relays is used, at the stable the satellite becomes quite well establishad in that time.
Earth-Moon libration points* or in synchronous orbits, to During the critical hours of the flyby pa_t the planet, the
yield the necessary base line. In order to minimize orbiter serves as a nearby reference for the spacecraft. This
constitutes one of the interesting features in.this investi-computational complexities, a two..dimension_d model was
treated, with the trackers in a circular orbit, the space gation. In particular, the recovery of spacecraft epheme_s
probe trajectory approximated by a straight line, and the accuracy after transient disturbances is greatly expedited
orbit refinement represented as a continuous process. The with the help of a Mars orbiter over Earth-based tracking
resulting error histories show a sharp initial decline from alone. Optical angle data were not found to affect this
the wide baseline and data accumulation. As would be contrast between Earth-based and satellite-based tracking in
expected, the addition of angle data significantly enhances any significant way and were not included in the plots of
the estimatesof trajectory parameters.The rms errors of results.
As in the other studies,obviousgeneralizationsconsistthe input data were chosenconservativelyfor the same
reasons as in the precedingstudy, i.e., to allow for of including the third dimension, treatingbiases properly,
and adding other types of observations, such as three-we)
Doppler measurements between Earth, space vehicle, and
"_, *Werestrictourselvesto thepointscommonlyknown as 1.4and Ls, orbiter, as well as intermittent astrometric readings from
I whk:hHe on either s/de of the Earth-Moonline md foam a the spacecraft. In view ofthe great importance of on-boardquadrilateralwith the two primary bodies, In the totatinl operationsin most flybymissions,someof these extensionsfmnework of this quadrilateral,1.4 and Ls repmmntstableequglbdumpodtlonsfor oz_ltinlvehickm,u _own in timtlmcw/ nmycarry moreweqlM from the symrrmpoint of view than
oftherestrictedthree-bodyp_oblem, theramifications_ted inSectionsI.Iand 1.2.
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1.4 intragalactic Navigation 2.1 Method of Analysis
Th_ section gives all| error analysts of the steady-state The loliowmg formula 1 give: the covariance matrLx of
llatvlgatlon process for trajectorie; leading ot, t of tile st,lar tile errors m the position and velocity components of the
system. It parallels the Earth-Mar, trausl'_r stud,es in probe (/a, a 1 X 6 column matrix) after processmg of m
cvmccpt and meth,_dology All important phenomena, such observations I_,. at I X m column "natrix)
as error decay due to changing geometry, data accumula-
tie,i, and the use of optical augle measurements, repeat A = cov(6/_)
themselves at a different geometric scale. Indeed, the use of = (jTw.I)-IjTw [ NAbNT + Ar ] Wj(jTwj)- t (I)
exoatmospheric optics :ogether with DSIF-grade r, _:data
shows its usual beneficial effect. As in the interplanetary The undefined quantities in Equation (1)are
case. the ephemeris gradually deteriorates as the tracking
distances become very large. J = _ . a m × 6 matrixThe above remarks summarize what _sdescribed more
fully !n the remainder of this chapter. While an effort was 3._
made to conduct these navigation studies as background for N = _ , a m × b matrix of bia_ sensitivities, where
the various system comparisons for earlier chapters, a v is a 1 × b matrix of bias sources
certain looseness of coupling between the work in statistical Ar , a m X m diagonal covanance matrix of tbc
navigation .'rod communication engineering is undeniable, random errors
Thi_ may change for manned missions, where abort schemes
attd autonomous navigation method_, are essential parts of Ab , a b X b diagonal covariance matrix of the
any realistic system concept. In such cases the balance bias errors
betweet, the tracking and communication modes of opera- W , a m X m weighting matrix used in the data
tion for a given set of rf or optical equipment can change processing.
noticeably in that the navigation function can place
high-priority, though intermittent, demands on the A detailed derivation of Equation (1) is given in
communication capability of the system. These con- Reference 1, pp. B-4 to B-6, and will not be repeated here.
siderations are particularly germane to follow.on items This disc,:ssion will be limited to certain variations perti-
connected with terminal navigation studies (Section 4). nent to this study, and also to t- rtain computational details
which are the difference between merely having a t,orrect
2. NAVIGATION FOR TRANSFER TRAJECTORIES TO formula and also obtaining correct results.
MARS The matrix W is arbitrary in Equation (1), although the
equation was derived to investigate the case of least-squares
This section discusses the accuracy with which the data processing, where W :.s a diagonal matrix. The case
orbit of an interplanetary probe can be determined for where W is the optimal weighting matrix _,_ be considered
different assumptions about the accuracy and type of because significant improvements in orbit determination
available measurements. Specifically, orbit determination accuracy result when this is implemented.
with range and range rate measurements is studied both Assume that the errors in the observations are of the
with and without optical inputs; i.e., highly accurate form
azimuth and elevation angles. Random and bias errors in e = e' + Ne"
the measurements are also considered. As actual in-flight
data proces._ng is frequently performed using weighted where the components of e' are m sample values of m
least squares, the accuracies obtained with this procedure statistically independent random variableswith zero means
are an_yzed. However, since improved accuracies can be and covariance ma'Aix Av and the b components of e" are
obt_dnedusin8 optimal data processing, this case is analyzed sample values of b random variables with zero means and
;_s well. Finally, the _ction covers the effect of the covariunce matrix Ab. Then the optimal choice of W is
presence of optzeal inputs on the accuracies obtainabic after given byz
amidcourse corree,tion. W = (Ar NAbNT ) -' (2)
The computer program used in the above studies was a
modification and e_tens/on of one described elsewhere. I Equation (2) for W (a m X m matrix, in _nend non-
The programcomputes the trajectory of the probe and the diagonal) can be inverted analytically by use of the matr/x
transition matrices by numerical integration, taking into inversion lemmas to yield
account the ipravitutionalattractions of Sun, Earth, and Mars.
So_. datlddIoftheexpre.onstiledintheanaly,ofthe W= -t A-iN (/_1 NT/_tN) -1.TA_' (.4)data processis_ are {livenin _henext several parqFaphs. A_r - "'r +
._7
o
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lnser;ton of Eqt, ation (2) into Eq ration (i) y_elds A t as successive _,ztches of data are processed. If the
compGneet matrices of Equation (6) are partitioned
At = (jTwj) -1 (4) proper"_ and simplified
with W giver in Equation (3J. Equation (4), with Ab = O. is
_,_ well-kno_nremltforoptimalproze_singinthepre_- . _1 wi t ( ) r]ence of purely rand m _rror;, where W=Ar-' Equations At*= _2JTJi-o_¢ - JiTNi jTNi ,
(3_ and (4} yield an explicit expression for the inve_ i
covariance matrix
i = r,i',A,E
Atl =JTAr IJ - Ji'+_lN(l_-lu + NTArlN}-I (JT _rlN) T (5) (7,
where
Use of Equation (5) direcdy would be extremely un-
wise compt, tationally because the multiplication of matrices _hmi [']of high dimension will be called for if :.1is a large number.
Equation (5) must be put in a suitable torm for so-crdled '_! [ [0)'mi i.]
"'batch lr-ocessing."* Asst.me that the m observations are Ohm
c°mp"rsed °f mvm/'mA'mE range" range rate' azimuth' °r X ['_-t _6iJelevation measure ents where J iiJi .... [ "'"
mi _.mi Imi = m i = r,;,A_Ei  --SI
and any of ff.e mi may equal zero. Then, upG;, suitable _.m tpartilioning of ",hematrices appearing in Equation (5), _"
/_,
t ri iAriNi - . mi
i i (6)
¢)_n,i
where Ji =_- a mi X 6 matrix, with _i the I × mi
coluran of measurements of type i .. m i
"---- a mix I matrixt [ ]-tNz ap ' -l + nhw,=-c;
/_ri = R t, with t the rnt X mi unit matrix and o_
the varianceof the ith type of mea-
surement The expretsion w-it has been written in a form which is
Abi= "l'_i, the variance of the bias in the ith type determinate ewn if there age no bias enrors (Ti ffi0) m that
of measurement Equation (7) can be used to analyze optimal processing of
pmely nmdom or nmdom and bias errors.
Equation (6) comast of four terms (one for ea--h type of For mbsequent incoqmmtion of the ¢ffe.ct of mid-
. meamm_n o each of the _une form as Equation (5). com_e mnection_ Equation (7) can berewritten in thefonn
Thes¢ Oata must be procetmd sequentially,thus computing
: (8)
*An analogeuspgocgdu_fogFAituttion(!) is descn'lcdInRef_ where ('_ / T/_'_'L_)
I andin SectionZ2 of thbchapter.
,F. Jnplkity it is amumcdthat him -- oc ugdirectly, the Q" i_ m_l o"_= (6x6)
,_um_na only O.e., not ration location _ _
phTskalcemlaat ,etc). ThusNl isacelumn fmi rs.
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To update tile sums from t I to t2, [+quation(9) and' .I I ;_1
P= o;' _1o_ _. ,o A¥ 110-_ (6x4) (10) a:: replaced by
. i ";" I I
P2 = ¢-t T(t2. tl)Pl
• !Z-t = diagonal [WrI ,w( I ,WA l ,WE l (4x4) Q2 = 'a-t T(t2, tt )Ql _v-t (t2, t: )
Since ¢ is a symplectic matrix, its inverse can be
obtained by rearranging its terms, ttowever, ¢ is obtained
by numerical integration and is thus only appfoximateu
[For consis,ency with the notion in Equation (7), ri could symplectic. For this reason the interval between t I and t2
be written _mr and the column ar/ap is summed over the should not be too large in the inihal portion of the
mr values ot r. The other columns of P are treated trajectory, where the c,+.rvature is high, or numerical
analogously.] difficulties may result.
The _.omoutatiol al procedure is as follows. The
matrices Q(6x6). P(6x4), Z(4x4, diagonal) are kept :.n
storage and added to as each point of data is processed. 2.2 lnclmion of Initial Estimates
When At is desired, the sums are combined according to
Equation (8) to form At -t, and then A t is computed by Consider the initial estimate to be an unbiased observa-
L+v,:rsion.Additional data are processed by augmenting the tion of the state vector with covariance matrix A0. The
appropriate sums until the next time A t is desired, when matrices in Equation (!) for this case can be denoted by
Equation (8) is applied again. Since an initial estimate of/z, primes and partitioned as follows:
with covariance matrix A0, i.snot correlated with the data
processed later, it _an be treated by initializing the Q sum a(p,x) t_ )with A-oz. [This and the corresponding procedure for J'- "_ = -Equation (1) are proved in the next paragraph.]
One furt3er point must be considered.'#hen the sums Q
and P are incremented, the sum and fl,e increment must be /A_ ' 0
/referenced to the same instant of time. This is accomplished g' = "_ Wby usinp, the transistion matrix which is defined as
eJP(tl) 'Pl " ,(p,).)=(l , 2_/¢(tt' 12) = ap(t2"""_ = _p"'_ "" N" =<)(P,O r -
(il)
W N/
Thus, if the sums are valid at t t and observations X are
taken at tx' P2 is c°mputed; i'e" P(t2) = (+_+p2)TN' and _3. ', /_b)P! is found as follows" A_ = ]
Pt =P(tt)=(a-_'_ 'TN ,O(AO'_ O)
_(iD, _ / TN
_2 _t " (9) Note t:mt Equation (1) could be mitten as
. (._t) T (a_. '_ TN At - A-S(A.+ Ab)A-t (12)
___/ where
. eT(h, tt)Pa A = JTw|
! Ab- JTwNAbNTwJ -
i smmimy,
+ Q! " *T(t2, tt)Qa_h, tt) (lO) At = .JTWArWJ
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t_l,¢n_'1is desired.| l _-2 ! (i+;')
_Yh,',,l+q'JJt,,,,:(II_,s,n,,erted,:,tol-qu:,,i,,n(IL the (, = _I _"o_ }'; };:+ t/_
At =iA'f lIAr * Ab)i.A.}-' 1131
'+..here This is d,scussed in detail in Reference !. pp. A-53 to
A-6o. The effect of Equations (16) and(i 7)on kq,.+mt_n
A" = A ¢ A-_ (&l will be considered.
I+. = -I
"+"r At + AO It woald be possible to proceed as follows if the data
Thus the effect of an initial estimate v,ith covanance before and after the midcourse correction v.ere uncor-
matrix Ao is to add A_ to sun,s A and A t and leave ,.urn related:
Ab unchanged. Note that ,f .A-o =O. Equation (13) reduces !. Compute At+by inversion of Equation (81
to Equation (17+ as expected. Also. before any data have 2. Compute At+ using Equations I It++Jand (I 7)
been processed A'=A-o _. A'r=A-ot, and l-quation (13)
yields At =Ao as it shou!d. 3. Process data after t+ using Equation (15) where
Similar treatment of the optimal processing case [using the covariance matrix of the "'initial estimate" is
detinitions from Fquation (1 I)1 shows that Equation (4} is At+.
replaceo b) Unfortunately, there is no reason why the data processed
(.A-_ _-' before and after the midcourse correction should beAt = + JTWJ) (14) uncorrel ted, and in the case under consideration, wher
there me bias errors in the measuring devices which are
Proceeding with Equation (i4)rather than with Equation obviously unaffected by the correction, there will be
(4) tt can be seen that Equation (8) must be modified by inter-batch correlation. This case must be treated by
ini!ializmg Q with A_ ; i.e., altering the sums Q and P with Cv.
The correct procedure can be obtained by augmenting
At = Q" - PZ-' pT (15) the state vector to include the bias sources. Then. let y be
where the augmented state vector where
Y= " u is4xl
2.3 Midcourse Corrections The inverse covariance matrix of y is known to be (see
The effect of a corrective maneuver upon the Reference 2):
covanance matrix of the position and velocity vector of the (+._+_)T At, (_._/ inverse covariance
'+ spacecraft will be taken up next. Assume that the corrective cov-t (Y) = matrix of initial estimate
thrust is approximately constant, that the velocity change is
at+all compared to the vehicle velocity, and that the where Ar is the covariance matrix of the observational
duration of the-maneuver is small. Thus the midcourse errors.The muious nmtrices are partitioned as follows:
correction can be treated as an impulse, and it can be
shown that its effect is to change the ¢ovariance matrix
,o [o:o] ++o]+'+'+': : +4 ,'+, ++
whom t and I+ icfcr Io the inllant befol¢ lind afl¢. lhe /j\ I A_Ij ::3 .._co.octio,.0isthe(3 3)..,maim.,.,dc.i,th,(3.3) ,J.,= - A_t(J:N)+ - +
coym'ianc¢ malrix of ".he vector of ydocity inctem¢nll, k"7 _ O° IX_JAmmmethatCv M C,_ tw¢me+sources:enm_,the
mlalmlmnmnt of lhe vdocity inonmlcn. Idonll llw I AT_j ._acceleromater axes, and emsm in knowledp of the orienta- jTA_'J+ ;T^';ti¢
tion of IIM_ llXn in llw inegfill ooordlmm_ l_Imat. If lhe = _" 0 "r,_l'lej'r"" [N'+_l'l¢ _--_( ] !
nmmbudvalmmof the manlmmala of the incammmlal X+ -- -]"
vetmaym morn + t, ,I,t, m mmmmty+am . ,-[o..:.+.\_-.,
mfegmag¢db_tiom by od, then
4O
___ - , .....
,+._.+_,+___++_+_+m._ + .+ .+,. ,+ .........
• -" +C *"I__ "._.+- _+++, .,_..o+,-.=mn,?:_p+.¢+_+p_,+_ :_,+r- • :. -++.. .+_+o ". ,..+ +_. + -" + - - _A_ •
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The point of aii this manipulation should become clear if By'performing the manipulations in Equation (22) and
one notes Q' :_ co¢ ! 0a). First, the above result will be defining
used as an alternate derivation of Equation (1). Using M _ /[Cv--l.l. v ") -1
Schur's identity 3 to find coy(y) in a partitioned form, one it is found that
/
has cov(_) = A-I where
= R - S_MSr
A = JTArlJ + A_ S+ = S_ S MVT_ (23)
V+=V_- V_MV x_
= Q._ pz-]pT
T+=T_ - S_MW_
This is equivalent to Equation (5) except that A-_ is
explicitly included, as in Equation (15). Also the various (24)
blocks of cov-t(y) correspond to the sums ip Equation W+= W_ - V_MW_
05). Z+= Z_ - WrMW_ (25)
To proceed further, cov-t(y) must be partitioned as
follows: Thus Equations (23) to (25) can be used to replace Q'.
Z__. by Q_, P by P+ [see Equation (19)], and Z by Z+, and to
A_I S33 I T_ " _
- 4 I --- compute At,. Explicitly,/-- :
' = Q' - P+Z-+P+T (26)eOv-I(y)=__y_J Vaa ',W_I (18) At, +
\x i lY
_ gives the inverse of the ¢ovariance matrix of p before and
after the mideourse correction. Equation (26) _canno longer
where the number of rows and columns in each block ate be.reed for the case of zero bias errors (7i = 0) as might be
indicated by _ab_ripts. The previously def'medsums will be expected from its derivation, because cov-t(y) of Equation
given in terms of these blocks by (IS) becer_e$ singular with Ab 40.
(R'S _
Q'(6X6) = V'U-', V°] (19) 2.4 NmnerkalReaults
_To_ A nominal trajectory was chosen from the largeP(6X4)= XWl
number a_lable in Reference 4. It wu a low-eneq_v (vi$
vivaintegralof 8.049 km2/$2) trajectory with nominal flight
Alus, netethatU=ST, X=T T andY=WT, time of 198 days. A heliotx_tric ecliptic map of the
If coy (y) is denoted before and alter the midaoune trajectory is shown in Figure 134.
conection by.A_, It is amuned that the data procog_S would be
--A ! _ handled in three plum.s: neaz-Earth, inteqplanetary, and_e O3e i O tennimd. The following diwmion is mncemed minly with
...... phi. (the to
_k_ = A_ + _._ ;Cv ONI (20) days _m injection) wm consideted only to obtain--I reatonable initial estimates of the covariance matrix fog the
\Ode, O¢4f integplanetmy plmm. Mote discumion of neavEuth
where A+ in partitioned form is siren in equation (18). tmekinlgwill follow in Section 3.
[_pme Equation (20) fog the augmented ¢ovluianee The _ op and ov wal be uled as measures of
matrix with Equation (16) fog the mmulpnented matrix.] the accmacy of the orbit determination:
Note that Eqaation (20) can be written in the from
o,"
• . - A_, near (21)
] _ aT=(Oss]lss_ Os4).U_eof thematrixin.tin.
| lemmaon Equat',_a(2))ylgl_ and the all m file diagonal elelmats of the mvagian0e
muet. Theexpmmtmm% (tinttmumndsoffee0andev0n
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in Figure 135. (Alternate scales for Op in |dlometersand ov (alternatives I-II), where the degraded mputs servt as a
in mm/s are given on the right of all tile f_gures.)The data s:mphfied allowance for geophysical b_as errozs,* whose
were processed optimally, i.e., according to Equation (8) rigorous treatment would require a more elaborate filtering
using the tracking parameters of Table 59. The covariance algorithm. 8 Three levels of optical preciston are also
matrix at Day lO is used as the initial estimate in the various introduced, varying from standard deviations of 2 s,
interplanetary runs considered next. representing exoatmospheric observations, to 15 s, for
During the near-Earth phase, only a single tracker on endoatmospheric readings; :.e., tile former apply for
_'he Earth's equator is assumed to exist. Sanilarly, the tracking relays on board Earth satellites or at the libration
measurements during the interplanetary phase are assumed points while the latter are representative of unpredictable
to come from a single synchronous satellite.t In both cases, e:rors at ground observatories. In every case the assumed
the location of the station i_assumed to be knowr_ exactly, value of the measurement bias (i.e., the % to be dis-
Tile effect of station location errors, which are always tinguished from geophysical bias) is set equal to the
present in practice, is to make the uncertainties in position assumed value of the random measurement error (i.e., the
and velocity somewhat optimistic. There is no reason to o). Of course, their exact relation depends on the zpecific
expect if,at the comparative accuracies discussed below are apparatus under consideration. In the absence of any
significantly affected by station location errors. They are particular instrumentation to which to tailor tkis study, the
dependent, however, on the error characteristics assumed assumption o = 3, seems as good as any.
for the different tracking data. To arrive at a justifiable set
of values for these parameters (range, range rate, and
angular precision), several possibilities are examined. Table 60
Table 59 VARIATION OF DEEP SPACE TRACKING PARAMETERS
NEAR-EARTH TRACKING PARAMETERS I or = 328 ft (100 m)
or (feet)) 1000 (0.3) o_ = 0.003 fps (1 mm/s)
o_ (feet/second)* 0.1 (30) 11 or = 3280 ft (1 kin)
oA (radians) 0.2 X 10-s o_,= 0.006 fps (2 mm/s)
oE (radians) 0.2 X 10-3 I!1 or= 328,000 ft (100 kin)
7 r (feet)* 1000 (0.3) o; = 0.01 fps (3 mm/s)
-r; (feet/second)* 0.1 (30)
a oA = oE -_ 10-s radians(28)
-rA (radians) 0.2 X 10-3
"rE (radians) 0.2 X 10"3 b oA = o E = 1.75 X 10-s radians (3.50
Data rate One observation c oA ffio E = 2.5 X 10-: tad_.ns (58)
per 15 minutes
d OA=OE = 7X 10-s radians(15s)
*Approximatequivalentsin kmandmm/sare inparentheses,As
always,o standsfor thestandarddeviationof a randomerrorand Bias errors: for all cases "r : °r etc.
"rfor that of a biaserror.ThesubscriptsA andEstandformeas-
urementsof azimuthandelevationarticle,respectively. Data rate: one observation per 12 hours
Table 60 lists a range of characteristics for the One source of geophysical bias i5 the errors in station
measurement data serving as inputs to the tracking location, including survey errors, wandering of the poles,
and non-uniformities of the Earth's rate of rotation, s ,7 The
calculations for the interplanetary phase. In rangeand range
rate, they vary from high-qu_ty data, representing the best main concern, however, is the uncertainty in the speed of
possible in the forseeable future, to inferior ones light, c, of 7.g10"e. This corresponds to an uncertainty in •
the astronomical unit, A, of several hundred kilometers
even though the light time, rA (number of light seconds in
one astronomical unit), Is knows; much better - with a
tThem dr_e-emckor situations do not take tdvtnbtjo of the relative uncertainty of 0.01× 10 6. Indeed, one might take
opemtini, modes dlscuu_l tn Section 3, but this simplineation
does not detract from Ut¢c_wnpadmnof different kinds of the light thue as the fundamenqd unit of length, and thus
mekl_ da,_fw the inteqplanetm_eham. make other(terrestrial)umtsextraneous,s However, as long
i rrhw, to: _e_ple, :; - 3 mm/s ts _,_lmd typicalof cumat as one does not do so tt seems qmealistic to take one'sDSlF mcldns, ineetdun fmeasumnent much _mater than the uncertainty
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of the unit _t Js measured in. Tile uncertainty in c affects This appears to be reasonable for data-processing purposes.
both the range and range rate data. Tile corresponding Ilowever, ,t is interesting to consider tile effect of other
uncertainty in A is taken lrom Reference 5, and is the value rates. Processing more data can have two favorable effects
,+brained after data from recent interp!anetary missions upon the variances, fhe first is simply t,e standard
were processed. Thus it may not decrease drastically in the phenomenon of reducing the variance of some variable by
near f'Jture, liowever, sets I and I! are included to show the taking more measurements; this is sometimes called the
effects of eventual improvements in the astronomical umt "square-root effect." The second improvement is due to the
A.* fact that the geometry changes with time and that the
Figure 136 considers the effects of range and range rate additional measurements are qualitatively different. One
data of different accuracy. The results were obtained using would expect this geometric effect to become negligible at
the parameters ii.:ed as alternatives 1. I1, and 111in Table some small enough data interval, and indeed this can be
60. On Fig. 136a an initial error buildup in Up is noted for demonstrated.
the less accurate tracking data represented by 11and 11I.As Inspection of Equation (7), for example, will shov, that
tracking data accumulate, this error growth is eventually if tbere is no geometric effect, i.e., if the derivatives i_./+/a
overcome and the usual asymptotic behavior prevails. With do not vary with time, then if one takes n times as many
alternative 1, representing tracking accuracies expected measurements Ai_ will increase by a factor of n. Thus At
some time in the future, this transient never occurs. In all wi!i decrease by n and Up and ov will decrease by a factor
cases the ov plots of Figure 136b show a purely monotonic of_.'l" The effect of actually increasing the data rate by
trend, factors of 4 from 1 every 48 hours tc, I every 45 minutes is
Figures 137 to 139 show what happens when angular shown in Table 61 It can be seen that the geometric effect
data are added to the :. ; observations. It is recalled that becomes negligible somewhere between 1 every 12 hours
alternative (a) of Table 60 is typical of high-grade optical and 1 every 3 hours, and that data rates higher than this
tracking devices, relying on stellar references. Alternative benefit only from the ._luare-root effect. This will even-
(d) is representative of the accuracy to be expected from tually drive the estimation error variances to zero as the data
Earth-based optical trackers, which are subject to rate approaches inf'mity for the error model _'sehave con-
atmospheric perturbations. In the !atter case the error sidereal. For other types of bias errors, where the present
propagation is not significantly affected by the optical data, estimator may no lon_gerbe optimal, or for least-square esti-
but the high-grade optical measurements from alternative mation as discussed below, this may no longer be true. For
(a) prevent an initial error buildup if ,Ised with r, _ data a complete study of these questions rather detailed instru-
representative of the current state of the art. Thus it is the ment characteristics and peculiarities of the measurement
ratios of the o's (and "},'s)of different types of measurement process must be taken into account, some of which are dis-
that are significant. In view of the uncertainties in _ssed in the specialist literature.$ Whatevera useful upper
terrestrial and astrophysical constants, which affect the r, _ bound for the data rates in r and _ turns out to be, it is
data as mentioned earlier, the combination Ill(a) of usually true that increased rates for this kind of data pro-
tracking accuracies is felt to be a realistic one under the duce the s,_me beneficial effects as a result from the addi-
present circumstances, and one that shows some benefit tion of angle measurements.
from optical data. The effect of optimal vs. weighted least-squares data
One parameter, the data rate, should be considered processing is demonstrated in Figures 140 (for r, _ and
somewhat further. A rate of 1 point every 12 hours has angles) and 141 (for r, _ alone). The effect is seen to be
been assumed for the interplanetary phase of the flight, large, with the position uncertainty at encounter being
greater by a factor of 8 with the weighted least-squares
method.
•Since A = erA, the errorsin these quantitiesmustbe consistent
accordingto thatequation,in Reference5, for example,c isheld Of course, the results with the weighted least.squares
fixed, and A and rA aresolvedfor as partof the post-flightdata method depend upon the choice of weights, i,e., of the
analysis. Clearly, the consistent improvementof the systemsof
unitsemployedin astronomyand physks, with the help of data diagonal elements of W in Equation (!). This choice appears
fromdeepspaceminions,isahlahly complexmatter.It involvesthe to be sontewhat of an art rather than a science. One rule of
fittin8of statisticalmodelsof vehicledynamics,measurement,and thumb, used by the developers of Reference 1 was to takee
computingproceduresto a peat varietyof obsmvationaldata.A '
detaileddiscussionin thepresentcorttextwillnotbe possible.
_ wr - o_ + ml_ i
tWhelnthe datarateis in_ by n, one must81soreplace&_ by
nA_ and 71bY(l_J_)Ti, toIetafocterof_/_exaotlyJalhesiImu, where mi is the number of measurements, if oi = 1'i and
•For example,In Referance6 note thatJPL'straekinllrotes forthe mi _ 103, this results in
lunarorbitermissionsaxe l/rain in Dopplerand 1/3 raininranIe.
Presumablythose 8m optimal ratu chosen as a conlprolnise Wl ,mJ(ml)t/aOlbetweenvariouslystemmm/deratlonsfor this typeof minion.
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Table 61
EFFECT OF DATA "_TF.
Data Rate 1_48 hours I/12 hours ,, !/3 hours ,. i/45 minutes
Op (feet)* at Day 50 202,089(62) 25,£83 (7.9) 7,368 (2.2) 3,687 (1.1)
ov (fps)* at Day 50 0.03935 (12) 0.00532 (1.6) 0.00154 (0.5) 0.00077 (0.25)
Ratio ofo to o at 1/4 ,7.5 * 3.5 - 2.0
Data Interval
*Approximate equivalents in km and mm/s in parentheses.
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|'(_gpbb,' , z. _..,t,,rr _h,_tc_s ot W wjli gwe ht.:ter r¢_uits, but of whl_:l_ are th¢,,rel:cailv demot_qrated _u geq that r_'lat:','elr
¢ u.lr_,, none _.,m give :e'.q]ts beqeg t,ha_ 'he optmla] fiJter m:q_)r _.'_qq}_c_i u;I,.ert_mttcs. _u_h a._ the earth'_ rot;;-
[,;e least-_(luate_ re,tills _,lth and Wl:hou t angles _see tlOn. ;_.rldl.mlar ,llOtlon. need to be inVeMlg_ted t_; actually
Figures 140 aud 141) are ;)el ,_g.n_f,*'an;ly 01tle_ent. unhke _;btam these accu:acws (Refeten,:e.; 5 If" 7). Tins wH!
the _Ttnual pl,-)ce_,;ng resul's This ]_ poss]',ly a :esult of require elaborate m,_hematJcal models l_:, varmus types c_l
th.= parhtular wmghtmg used. the terminal ttse m the uv b_dS errors, the proper trea'.ment of et,rrelalion,; m random
ph,tt whKh ts partu.ularl.,, pronounced fl,r the least-square error components, and an -+]lowancefor the fact that or and
processor. _eflects the perturbations from M3rs as the o_are actually funct,ons ot range.Suchcon.qaterationsmay
vehicleenters the planet's nearfield, go hand in hand will, astrometric" measurementsof the
The positronand velocityuncertaintiesafter midc(,urse space probe from near-F.arth,_tattt.,nsas an ultimate refine-
correction.,,with and without accurate angular e,ta are ment of ophcal techniques.
considered next (see [=igure142). Midcoursecortctions
with componentsof [, 17.and _"in Equahon(17) of 30 fps
(9 m/s) are appliedat i0 and 50 days.(Actually,50 days _s
ial_"in practice for the second midcoursccorre':tion.It is 3. NAVIGATIONNEARTHEEARTH
used here to emphasize the influence of tha time of
midcoursecorrection upon the effect of inclusionof angu- In this section anerror propagationstudyis performed
lar data.) It is assumedthat the uncertaintyin the velocity with methods similarto those describedin Section 2, to
incrementsis I part in 1000, or 0.03 ft/s (gnmffs),and the reveal the salient properties of interplanetary navigation
uncertainty in the referencedirections0.2× 10-a radiansor schemesnear the Earth.Range,rang_rate. andangulardata
about 0.01 degrees.These result in an increasein velocity from multiple tta-king stations are considered. In
uncertaintyof 0.0030 ft/s (I minis) and 0.0043 ft/s (i.3 particular,it is assumedthat Earthsatellitesandstationsat
nan/s) at 10and 50 days,respectively, the Earth-Moon libration points perform the trackmg
The angulardatareducethe sigmassignificantlyfor the function. A two-dimensionalmodel of this situation is
correctionat Day 10, but much less for the one at Da_ 50. developedto compare the merits of opticalangle data and
In fact, it appearslikely thatthe differencein Opbetween trilaterationrangemeasurements.
the two curvesafter Day 50 (Figure 1423) is due in large
measureto the fact that the effect of the first midcourse
correctionon Op is still non-negligiblewhen the second 3.1 Equationsof Motion
correction Is applied.Note againthe terminalgrowthof Ov
due to Martiangravity. The space probe will be consideredas a point mass
movingin field free space. Its trajectoryis approximatedas
2.$ Concludom a straight line and a planar geometry is assumed. This
greatly siwplified model is still an adequaterepresentation
The pgesenceof highly accurateangulardata, such u of the nl_ent featuresof near-Earthtracking.The geometry
would be obtained from optical instrumentationoutside of ,_; trackingsituationis shownin Figure143.
the atmosphere,reducespmition andvelocity uncertainties The dynamical equations are given in terms of the
significantlyduringthe early portion of an interplanetary vehiclepositioncoordinates_',_'as
flight in the pre_enceof r,/data representativeof current
tracking techniques.Thus, for example, the addition of
optics with o " 2 s to radar datawith or" 1 Ir_ and _" fx; _"fy (27)
o; - 2 mmls reducesthe podtlon error Opfrom 13 to 8
lun andthevelocityerrorOvfrom7,5 to 5 mm/safter the
tint 10 days of trtckin|, .Similar remlU occur after a The forces (or appliedac_leratlom) fx' fy are to repremnt
mldcounee_nection. TheeffectIt muchlea in the later possiblecorrectivethrustterms.
portionof the fltsht. Useof optinuddataptooe_inll(as
oppmedto welshtedleast squares)Is Jhownto very Thesolutiont_ Eq.ation(27) withfx "f_ "0 is
s/Iptlf/_intlyreducepositionsndwloclly uncertainties for ,,
the entire durationof the flight. The extremelysmallerron
X'=al + |_ 04 o)
*The,momeutemethodmndmof mem._l tim_ be- _'-"a_+84(t-to)
twin _ Imm of a taler ml ml_bodaS ldenlffi_bl,m on (28)
" " romefonaof md.l_nmmentfeooM(mmhss t photoj_phie
emublmw _ line0_ tu_),Themnmmmmenutendm x - al
bemornprom thaa_ md.ouufluuthepolatinjop_sla
ml tlm. y " a,,
._. i, : : ....... ,i .,t_
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/he p:jv-,rneter_a 1, a2, a_. a4 are the "'orbital element_" of The dffferenhal cquatjor)s of rr)ot._m ,)t the ',ector _ are
th/_ systcm "lhe i),ne vac)ahon of the elements f¢)Nov,s fl)c _ - F_ _-(,u (32)
where [: = [OJ
•_I =-f_ It-: )
F-(t.-to) 0 i 0 o 0 0 0(t ),o) IGT
[ 0 --(t - to) 0 I 0 0 0 0
a4 -- fy (29) and ur = (f×,fy).
3.2 Observations 3.3 Estimation
Observations are considered with respect to a station, A c.')ntinuou_-time Kzlmar_ filter is used for estimating
designated by the _,ubscript i, ,at position x_, Yv The the state vector _j.The filter for the estimate_ _is
observed range, range rate, and angle are _= F_ + Gu + K(z-H_ (53)
12 2) 1/2ri = _xi + y
z2 H2 ;with the subscripts de3ig-
hating the two trackers.
0t _ tan-J (yi/xi) 1"30)
where The matrix K = pHTR-I , where
A
xi = x - xi P = E [eeTl, e ---_ - _, R = coy V(t).
Yi = Y- Y-i The equation for P is
- - 1_ = FP + PFT + GQGT - pHTR-IHP (34)xi = x-xt
- ":" where Q is the covariance matrix of the noise introduced byYi = Y-- Yi
U; i.e., through the accelerating maneuvers. The matrix P is
A known nominal trajectory _', _"is considered along with the covariance matrix of errors in the estimate. To do the
deviations from the nominal, fix, 8y. The corresponding error analysis, Equation (34) must be integrated forward
deviations in the observations made from the i th station are from an assumed value Po- ';he measurement covariance is
zi, where fSri] defined as
LSOij (31) where z = H_ and z = E(z). In terms of P,
The 8x I state vector _ is composed of changes in the M--HPH T
elements 8aj and the bias components _k. M is also computed at each point along the trajectory, since
lJT = (Sat ,Sa2,ba3,Sa4J3t ,_z J]3,_4). its comparison with the covariance matrix R of the inputdata is another measure of the effectiveness of orbit
The biases _lt could be direct biases in the measurements ri, refinement.
_i, 0i or biases in tracking station locations x"i, Yi. Vi is a
white noise vector with independent components. The
matrix H is 3.4 S_ Invebta| Libratimt PoimtTrackers
]art ari ari &i 0ri 3ri _r| _ri For the error analysis the matrix P(t) is computed from
u, s;, ,,,initial estimate i)0 all = 0. The valuo of P, it determined
-- .t by the une,ertaintiet in the first (crude) orbit determination.
t in tl_ mot _ mttrin Ptt time t>0.Ammte a probe trajectory headtn$ away from Earth at
r¢mrnble_ a typical oteal_ tmjmoty for s spice probe
o
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I-.-. .... *" _. l _ -,.4_.. _I_:. _:_'_ ,..t'_,-*2= .! _'S.:C +:'_._' _.:t+_C _, I_',,._ Ll:e no!_'l:!t..i: ,],t_N1,2,'! _, o°, l]_c ,l_Jct" pIt,,_,_ dI(- Id.kCll 1.
:_r_ae_=al,_, _-:_".,'.:':_,:-d:o r-uc_: !l_¢_:'- • dc_:ce "ac,.rdle._s al = 0
1: :s a_,.:.u=:ad;l_at bi,icaJ r:':s _:.,ck.,-ncerr,,:s are i.O a2 = 108km(lO_kmi
k_: m range. 3 _.Lms in r-_.r.ce+a,c.a=d l,]-s _od_ansI__.]
/
- ;2/"Ibo_ ._;ected in _:-c::or. 2 afi.-_ _5.et:_st ct,rren: claims are 4_ day ,, .j_ -
d,_,_aded in :ecezn,:,,,, of astrophysical un-ertaint:es
_.Ihougt; % is sill! ,l:_ll_x opl,,ai_ticl, l'he cas_s af !.73)(10+' km /0.173×10 _ km_
/
treated.
Let Ihe station iocations of the libtanon point sateihics
at L_ and k_ be wt;ich corresponds to the configuration in Figure 143. Note
" that 10-_kni. a tenth efan astronomical unit (the value for
a+. in parentheses), s+hould be typical of the ranges
preva;dingduring the earl', tracking operations for a Martian
trznsfer traj:ctory. On the other hand, 108 km represel,ts a
= [ (_) (0 J! distance that is well into a Martian flyby mission and wasxl R cos Wot + 0.2 cos _36oo1 also used i.'athese calculations by way of comparison.
+,:RI+So'+') ++
i---- ,,,r I
= I _ " ) _ i _+ri_ tit in+ .re conducted for ge+ntricYl R sin t   +  0.2sin -Jt_° ; distances to the space vehicle in the oider of 107 and I0_
knL The geocentric radius to a libration point was taken as
R = 3.0 x 10Skm, thus providing a base line of 6.0 x l0 s
kin. To examine the effects of trilateration from this base
The en'ors due to biases_k in Ibe elements of the libration line, the option R = 0 was also e:gercised, which represents
point satellit_ are the case of terrestrial trackers. The possible data combina-
tions were restricted to the usual two: range-range rate and
,rage-range rate-angles. Besides the rrns angle error of 10"s
radians, more refined measurements of q 10 x 10"6 and
6xi" _ Oic°_'%t-11,+2_incoot !0_ radians were included as an extrapolation to !he
future, the data rate was assumed as one measurement per6yi = _isin COot+l_i+ 2 _ COot (36_ day in every case. fin view of the long flight t_nles and
6_ = -COo lIil _inCOot+l!i+2 cmCOot] hence large nura..bels of ob,.ervatio_ involved, this stillI ! juslifies the use of -_continuous mo_.ei for the estimation
_Yi = ¢% Ii_ co_COot -_+2 sin COot i process.)
Nea=JyaH _'ble combinations of the above options
_te. am, though only the nlo_t significant ones will be
With rang_rang_ rate data only, a near-linear
i = 1,2. The functional forms of th¢_ _r_ors reflect m_pe trajectory offers little opportunity for improvement
the fundamental mode of motiot about a b'bretion point, of Z._',ecr_..,s-_m_ errors in the absence of tnlateration from
: which dudl set_e as a amplified dynamic model it turin i lq _ line. This is mainly due to the fact that the
out to be an adequate Wproxintatiou of tlv= motion for tracking _-ongtly updelgoe_ liitle change with time. The
, pmt_ of these ognlt-d_ter_nation _tudi_ The biases effect is borne out by Runs I and 2 of Table 62 and the top
: : i - me l_t, _ fo_ trackerene and112,114%r trackertwc.The eun'e in Figure144.Th_s ituationimprovessignifganflyff
+ : i initial e_lte_ of m_ enors in _lk ate asmmed to be 0.1 the dislan_ between libration Foints is used m a tracking
ii_i:i _ his also assumed that Rffi3.0x,O s km and beseline, eapeciaily at nominal ranses of the order lO_ km
i_ t%=2_27 rsditra/day. Flintily, tbe case R=O, represent- 0guns 3 _,nd 4; bottom cur_e ou Figure 144). Whether or
+ inga hacking confilPmttion wiq_ mtiom out the earth, will not mnl_ or anglo mummnmta ate used to take advantage
-.. be omR_mml _ilh I_ h'bmtiou point tr_It_ of the base line seems to be relatively tmimport_nt; Le., the,
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Irackm_ Pc_l,_rm,mcesba',ed_m l,flateralum ,rod tr1:m,mda- .".6 ('onchl_ion',,
llt}ll are I(lCllllCd] IJ.I, r ptdCl_v'd[ _'lllpt'J',t?_, ]bl_,'.C_,Cl. ol'dlCdl
angles d_, reproach' -m asset ever_ wtlhou! :.i b'p.," him tor lhc lltltller,c,Jl le,,ttll,, _I lilt', .',Itld,, ,h.,a fl_.at slat,,'-ol-
moderate trackme, d_slanccs, as sho_sr_b_ I;,ml 0 o! |able the-art _:ptlc',. u_m- stellar relcrencc',{o = 2_). and I),V,ll--
.'a2 aad the 11nddle _ur_e -n F_gure 144. Inc:casm,: the t_pe r_mge or r,m..ec-ratc data {efie,.'tls': or = 1 kin.
accuraQ of optscal data btvond 2 s el tile ,ItC dt_e_ oi = 3 Illnl/sec) ,Ire roughb, eqmvalenl as tracking data 1o_
relal_vel_ hill,: _,_ enhan,'c absolule position accmac_es bt*i du, l:,nces up It.} ](iv kin froth l}le carlh. I his co,nparJson I."
chromates the need for a base line, :_s demonstrated bx t:f course especially vahd for lunar m_ssums. _,_,tulerange
Runs 13 and 14 of Table 62. P,i,: means that !rack,ng tracking requ,es a base hne ex:eI_dmg t,.) the I,bratmn
relays could, lot instance, 0e pt:'_, n synchronous olbits p,mlts for s,.'hicle posHion errors of tile order :;', i kn' Ihe
if optical data with rms urgers of 0.2 s were achi_'vable ()n ,ame can be accot_,',li,:hed wdh optics _tom near-i-a lh
the other _and. ff trilateration were the governing mecha- _tell;tes.
nism of orbit determ,qation, such a ,eduction of baseline The exmessu)ns m F.qualiun (36) for tracker Ioc:,;ion
would cut the effective _rackirg d_slances to abo,A I06 km errors are, admittedly, a simplification. Not much rm-nc-
fm the same o in vehicle position, ment of the _k was expeneno.'d in the numerical simula-
Finally. Table 63 exhibits the effect ofusingrelatively lions, and the values assumed for or reflect sere,"
low-grade range data, which might for instance reflect a conservatism in this respect. A further strengthening of
deterioration of the ephemeris for the orbital trackipg confidence in this kind of study. _,'ith a possible improve-
stations. It is interesting to note that this influences only men, of traJectory accuracies in the near-Earth phase, will
the down-range position errors in the numerical runs, require a refinement of the ephemerides for orbital tracking
whereaa the interplay of various effects in tire cross-range stations. This implies more elabora models for the
errors remains esserttially unchanged, iibrational motion. As noted earlier. _hese models suggest a
Table 62
ACCURACIES AT 30 DAYS - ONE MEASUREMENT/DAY
RMS range = 1 km
RMS range rate = 0.3 cm/s
Position Error Velocity Error
Nominal Libration (km) (cm/s)
Type RMS Tracking RMS Point
Run of I Angle Distance Bias Radiu_R Cross Down Cross Down
No. Data 02rad) (km) (km) (km) Range (x) Range (y) Range (x) Range (_,)
1 r+i" - |08 0.1 = 0 98.6 0.179 1.17 1.16
2 rti- - lOt 0.1 -- 0 98.3 0.179 1.17 1.16
3 rti - 108 0.1 3X10s 43.0 0.!79 0.5 i I 0.508
rti" - I0 "_ 0.1 3XIOs 4.74 0.172 0.120 0.058
5 rt_A !0 10a 0.1 = 0 78.4 0.179 0.933 0.926
r, rC_.A i0 10_ 0.1 =0 12.8 0.179 0.194 0.152
I 7 rt/+A 10 10s 0.1 3XI0 s 40.8 0.179 0.486 0.4828 rf/+A 10 10_ 0.1 3XI0 s 4.44 0.172 0.118 0.054
9 rt/+A J'_0 10e 0.1 = 0 37.7 0.179 0.462 0.446
10 rt/+A _ I0* 0.1 " 0 4.08 0.177 0.128 0.050
rt_A _ 10e 0.1 3XI0 s 29.6 0.179 0.363 0.35011
12 r+/,tA q_To le _ 0.1 3X10s 3.08 0.170 0.112 0.039
13 r_A 1.0 10e 0.1 = 0 12.8 0.179 0.194 0.152
14 r+_A 1.0 10_ 0.1 = 0 1.29 0.164 0.096 0.021
, 15 r._A 1.0 10e 0.1 3XI0 s 12.4 0.178 0.187 0.147
16 r+J-rA 1.0 10_ 0.1 3×1_ 1.24 0.160 0.089 0.020
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]able O_
At'CURACII'S AJ 30 DAYS ONL MI,ASL:R|-Mi'N'I-,I)A'f
EMS range = 100 km
RMS range rate --0.3 cm/s
l'ositmn Frr ,r VeR_ctty l-rr,n
Nornreal LIbrahon (kin) ,cm/_)
Type RMS Tracking RMS P'fint
Run of Angle Distance Bias Radius=R Cross Down ('ross Down
No. I)a' ; (/arad) (km_ (km) (kin) Range(x) Range (y) Range (x_ Range ly)
1 r+t: - 198 0.1 =0 98.6 2. _ 1.18 1.17
2 r+i - 10'7 0.1 =0 98.3 2.8 !.18 1.16
3 r'¢.; - 10s 0,1 3XI0 s 60.8 2.8 0.737 0.724
4 r+/" - 10"; 0.1 3XI0 s 7.66 2.7 0.205 0.104
5 r+_A 10 10a 0.1 = 0 78.3 2.8 0.940 0.925
6 r+_'A 10 10"7 0.1 =0 12.8 2.8 0.251 0.156
7 rti+A 10 i0 s 0.1 3X10 s 55.0 2.8 0.670 0.655
8 r+.H'A I0 !07 0.1 3XI0 s 6.55 2.7 0.290 0.092
9 _t:+A 1I/To- 1o8 o.I = 0 37.7 2.8 0.489 0.447
10 r_A _ 107 0.1 = 0 4.09 12.6 0.200 0.062
11 r+i'¢A # 108 0.1 3XI0 s 33.9 12.8 0.443 0.405
q/i"0 107 0.! 3XI0 s 3.59 12.6 0.186 0.06012 r+i'+A
13 _i'+A i.0 10s 0.1 =0 12 8 12.8 0.251 0.156
14 r+i+A 1.0 10'7 0.1 ---0 _.30 12.1 0.167 0.042
15 r+f+A 1.0 !0 a 0.1 3X10 s 2.6 12.8 0.248 0.155
16 r+#'A 1.0 I07 0.1 3XIOs |/28 11.9 0.161 0.042
functional form of the residual_ in the ephemerides of pr_pos, tracking relays in highly eccentric earth orbits
tracking relays which is slowly varying rather than a wt,ose_ ajora::esareessentially normal to the ecliptic.
constant bias or pure noise. The proper treatment of such
correlated errors would be the most "nportant statistical
feature of a follow-on effort. The ultimate limits on 4. NAVIGATION NEAR MARS
tracking accuracy from orbital relays will der_xe from
geophysical uncertainties and occulation conditions. Co_ ider a Man flyby trajectory in a planet-centered
In connecting the near,Earth phase to :, heliocentric hyperbc ,c orbit (Figure 145). The flyby vehicle F is
representation of the trajecto-y, the problem of units observer from a planet-centered satellite S by means of
discussed in Section 2 was encountered. While a trilatera- ra,Jge, rar.ge rate, and (possibly) angle measurements. An
Ea:'th-centered range, range rate, and (possibly) angle
tion procedure implies terrestrial measurements (i.,.'., the tracker Lobserves the satellite and the spacecraft, but it
meter) as a unit of length, the interplanetary pha._ uses
ranges in terms of light seconds. Thus, the ,.peed of light limited by long range and poor geometry. The observer S
becomes one of the quantities undergoing refinement, would premtrably improve the accuracy of _,bit refine- ;
men and speed of error response. The question to be
Finally, a three-dimensional extem,ion of the present answered by the present error analysis it: How much is the
work should be considered for complett generality. To first peffo "mance improved by addition of observer S?
order, the dynamic perturbations and trajectory estimation
errors normal to the ecliptic are uncoupled from the
two-dimensional model. !f optical d:,ta are relied upon, the 4.1 Ufl_t C_omctry m,d OInermbla
tame set of near-Earth trackers will alto cope with the
three-dimensional situation, if tril:terattoa is to be it is atsamed that for most of the ulient features of
simulated in the third dimension, one would have to the problem a planar solution will suffice. It it alto aseumed
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Figure 145. Geometry of Flyby(F) Trajectoryand Satellite(S) Orbit, Marsat
Originof Coordinates
SATELLITE PARAMETERS, FLYBY PARAMETERS:
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that the prt_hlem tlme l+, ,,hot, emmgh h_ allow the A vector _I = (:ln,az,a+,aa,bl,h2,hj,b 4) of the
I arth-phmct Imc t,_ he fl',,cd trl.mcrtlai splice. It n.,,dellottrd hyperbohc and dhphc orbit elements must be estimated
by tiilnt vector [. t!nlt vettur i_ taken perpendicular t¢)'_ l_+"to+tel)resent a mm+nml trajet,lory and the devlati¢_ll,,
and through the pla,iel celllt'r [i '+, nl l'igure 1,15. The frOllt tlt)i1111lal 8CI( = O (_+ The +_cnsltIVllX,, ' Inalll._, Ii I. ,eli.trill}'
posltl,m of I l_.. de,tiled by vector p+ wl,,h ,s assumed to elrl>rs in element,, t() error _,, in me_+ISUlCTlIL'li15 _}i" ;_
he a functitm (ff lmle. at',d four ,>rb+lelements aI, a2. ,13aa. required, lhu+ h' - _)_n/()_ dally+asu row vector of l,artl:'_
Tile position ol .%is den(_tcd by :Jvector r wluch Is assumed derivatives /
l(, be a ftillCllOll ('f 'lille. and elellqCnls--[_ i . b2. b,, b,l. The [3_, i _>\
_+:-pla._,Ols :,.ce,actor,,,i_[h+deri_edvectors,'_r,,,,,,l++ h': t=\--_+..... -:.=J_/to S and r_ from I+to S are ,hell
This yields a vector zi of observationsr I =P.+r
rs = r - p (38) Zl= hlba + Vi :"I)_
The <_hwrved_,ari;ihlesare derailed _,_(i = ].2 ..... 10): where \ _ a white noise representing observ:Jtl¢..'l error.
The covariance ofV I ISE IVjVI] = Rijbll.
_,,:I[E! : IR2 + 2r.R+r21'h (39) 4.2 Kalman Filter n0
i.E.rE Measurements are taken at equal intervals ixnthe true
- - anomaly of the probe orbit. The optimal estimate is updated
X2 - I !El at each measurement point. The estimate of boxat instant n
is
Sill -I [E. _./, [E 6Otn+I = aOtn+ Kn (Zn -Hn/iOtn) (40)
½ ( h'0T_
l l = hn 'hn ......n ]" is the sensitivity3_ =l_rSl = _ra- 2r.e +e "_ where IIT IT 21- matrix .ff the combined observauons and zn is the
combined measurement vector at the nth sample point. The
•IS. rs 8 x I0 matrix Kn = PnH_R"nt, when Pn is the covariance
_,s = --- matrix of orbit elements, weights present observations by
I*-Sl the usual rationale: Observations believed to be very
( I _ accu.ate compared with current orbit element estimates
sin _6 = _rS._j _rs will be heavily weighted, whereas less accurate observations
will have little effect on subsequent estimates.
The state covariance matrix is the solution to the(+ ++o
I;I - (;.;)+ Thematrix(Rn+HnPnH.r)-tHismdledtheinforma-tionrate matrix and has the effect of reducin8 the diagonal
l l elements of Pn" This equation yields a complete error
_,s = Rap, analysis of the orbit determination problem. Pn (in double
precision) is solved recursively, given its initial value Po"
= O. (p + R)/lp + RI These iterative computations occur at equal increments of
[ _ ] f, the true anomaly of the probe. The given value of f israp= sin-t (e+_. 1£+_131 takenandF,t arecomimtedby knownformulas.Thusthe
hyperbolic orbit and its partial derivatives may be
computed. Using t, the elliptic Kepler equation is inverted;
the pmitlon in the elliptic orbit and its partial derivatives are
Here _,z, 7_z,),3 are range, raise rate, and aisle of the then computed (see Appendix I I).
satelliterelativetoEarth.X4,ks,_ arerange,rangerate,
and angle of the satellite relative to the probe. _,7 i_ the The veeton hi are computed wdn8 the formula
altitude of the satellite above Mars. X_, _, Xto m range, hi .(JAIA,/DIB)rangerate, and angle of the probe relative to Earth.
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where the matr,ces aredefined a'_follows will: the hyperbohc I I,_ x _,nd y components of vectors are denoted pl = 1' I.9and elhptlc clement', gtvcn by a I =a h. a2 :e. a_--_, p2=_p ,etc.
,J4 = T. h I = aI . b_ -: , , b_ = m. b4 = 1 A new state vector will now be _e£ned in rectangular
variables as XT = (p! ,P2,P, ,P2,r! ,r2,it ,i2) = (p! ,P2,P3,
p4,_t,r2,r3,r4). Define M = E(6XSXT) as the error co-
variance matrix in rectangular coordinates. The relation
a__ ap ap ap
A=
ap3 ap3
_at "_'2 "_3 _ By starting wit!: a value Mo and settir,g Po =
S-IMoS "l-! recursive computation of Pn can begin. At the
_P.._..4 _P4 _)P4 _P4 output Pn is converted into Mn by the above Formula.
B = fn - fn-I = 0.02 radian iq the true anomaly. The input
_ _._ _r3 covariance matrix Mo was chosen consistent with the
abl _b2 _b3 a-b4 I programs for interplanetary transferdescribed in Section 2.
at4 _ _._ at4 / in fact, the rms values of initial uncerfainties* were
_t _b2 _b3 _b'.:J Probe Satellite
Position 5.1 km !.41 km
JAi =[ _t _ _ _'_1 Velocity !.16 cm/s 24.1 cm/s' _o2' &0[ The rms noise in the meamtements was asmmedt to
be:
[0_1 a_l o_i a)_] From Earth " From SatelliteRang. 1kin 03km
Range Rate ! cm/s 10 cm/s
The nominal orbit_ for the space probe and the Mars
orbiter are shown in Figure 146. The following cases were
considered, using the above conditiops: (1) probe observed
from Earth, (2) probe observed from satellite, and (3)
combined obtervatiom from (1) and (2). As indicated
*The value of Or for the probe is somewhat com_vative if above, the initial uncertainties in the satellite state vector
comparedwiththe remitsobtainableby theprogramof Section2.
Sindlady, the orbit of a Matssatellite may he determinedto were assumed to remit from earth tracking.
tomewhatheateraccuracyfromthe Earthff trackedrelativeto the Vigures 147a and 147b show the evolution of position
planet, uncertainty of the probe and of the satellite over a critical
fFot er tad ot fromthe Earth,publishedvalues for DSIFwere period of about 15 houm For the probe the Mar_ orbiter
dqtaded, as in Section 2, to allow forutlophytk:alunfettaMtlet provides a peat advanlaSe in reqmme time over Earth-
andpositionanon of theue_-Earthtraclumthemselves.Fromthe based ob_rvatiom. This effect brin$_ the position error
Mm oddter toprohe, thedgnd to ne4seratio(comparedto DSID from about $ lint to about 1.2 km durin$ tm interval of O.2would be Ioweml beaum thevehicleantennais smallertiuma
_ound taring, tad ndNd hec_us_the nmp is about 0.001 of radiam in true anomaly or 9 hours of trackin8 time. In any
t,,te_h,,e_._, climate,; the two effem cancel sad tit,, SNR is casethe asymptoticpmition errorh leasthan0.$ km (after
i pmmtved.The effect of timing_tl_ fe_ Doppl_memd-w/mlogilatm am be mbk,d 157 houri of tracking).
• yleldsaDoppl__m_ of3 Figure 148 showethermsenorIntheprobe-pmitinn
_m/tIn_Isstudynm aeemadesof0.3km tad10_m/swere VL itltrueanomalylubNquellto,_mlddenrisein
mume0 u conm_U_ esemsm,it is _ pentmisec to mmm uncertainty represented by Op- 3 km. This milht be due tono improvementas the nugle betwem Mm orbit rand spaee
pmhedecmas_ accidental interruption of the trackin$ operation,loss of
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{r_ILkll_L If_l_fn,dtl(H1. i)r (,_[,t.-l" .;I_{;IIld]IL"_ ()I _h(.' HII_,SI()[|+ I_! d MII'_'d_.C CX'..I|;M(HI _,C}IJCJC +_r rl_dl]fh.'{J, r{_Hil(I-lrtp []_,[_,
_,l_lUllc:mlly t,>_ard .,ccctcr_Jt,_'dtC,lCqUl_lhl)r_durm_ th__,
tr+IIl'..ICl;lpt.'r_(>d.X,>tt. thilt thl', c',unt v,a,. d,u',cn It)()Cctlr
ralhcr ¢low m I;ln¢ h)pcr;_'cc 5. INTRAGALACFI¢. NAVIGATION
I r,e,lrc I 1(_+,.}i<_',.I |'_hd ',;,ml;ir to I l_,ilru l,_. +_IXqllg
th,..rm,, ,,t..h,_.tt_,t.rror m re',,,r;on',,e |() a transient uncertainty An intra_alactic lrar+sf,.'r'.; e.. a probe _,cllt l[t,;p tht_,
_,t (;,", m/', lhr, ,:l>lll:j +epresent the recoverF from ;t t:arth t<>the out,,r reachesof the solarsystemand beyond.
nl_dc,_ur'+¢ct_rrcct,,,n ,_tth lo._s <_Jc_)nununicatl(m. Aga_h. will d,ffer fronl the problems of Section 2 in two ways ]tic
the tl ICklll_t',l_,',M:lllCCIzoUlthe 3,1:_rsorbiter _s felt in a way trip will be longer, and for a large porhon of the fl_ght the
+Hal:, If H,al of Figure 14_. prose will be mflucnccd mainly by _olar gravity. Never-
theless, there _ssufficient similarity i. this situation to be
considered a scaled-up analo__of the mt -?lanetar> case.
Such _: mlsmon is simulated and the results described
4.4 Conclusions briefly m this section. ,x._in _ection 2, the effect of tbc
iz_clusion t_f lughly accurate angular reformation upon theThe most significant aspect of the flyby maneuver is
the quick-response capabihty offered by the Mars orbiter posit,on and velocity uncertainties of the spacecraft are of
for absorbing sudden uncertainties in the space probe primary interest.
ephemeris. This may be particularly useful fl)r ¢i ¢cking the
probe potation along _ts trajectory, as needed for ti,e precise
dispatch of automated excursion vehicles to the planet Numerical Resuitsand Conclusions
surface. The value ot the Mars orbiter as a navigation aid
during flyby is due to the prior orbit refinement it receives The result+ of the near-Earth phase of the mission; i.e.,
from the Earth. Its very presence as a tracking aid during the first 10 days, will be carried over without change; they
the flyby maneuver is the governing feature of this ate taken from Table 59 and Figures 135a and 135b. Thus
particular situation. In this respect, the addition of optical the position and velocity uncertainties of the probe are as
angle measurements, with o = 2 s, to the range and range- obtained previously. From Day 10 on, however, the probe
rate data generated between probe and orbiter is of will be acted upon by the gravities of the Earth and the Sun
secondary importance. This was corroborated by a few only; i.e., the Martian gravity is omitted from the computer
exTloratory results not included among the figures given program. The data are processed optimally,* using the
here. The same will probably hold for three-wayDoppler tracking parameters given in Table 60, part ilia. The
measurements between Earth, space probe, and Mars position and velocity uncertainties of the p_obe are denoted
orbiter, it seems particularly important to explain the
Op and ov respectively, and they are illustrated for data
effectiveness with which the Martian satellite orbit may be processing with (r, _) and (r, _, angle)-type observations in
determined from Earth. Bias errors entering through Figures 150a and 150b for the first 450 days of the
terrestrial trackers or geophysical uncertainties would seem mission.
to make such a tracking operation rather questionable if it These curves are to be compared with Figures 137a and
were not lor the fact that differential observations of the 137b, where a !00-day interval of an interplanetary mission
orbiter relative to Mars can eliminate their effect. A major with similar tracking parameters was considered. As
residual uncertainty would then be connected with the expected, the results are similar for the first 100 days of the
timing of the orbiter's motion, which translates into an flight. That is, the effect of highly accurate angular data, +_
in-track t;rror.This can stand a more detailed study, s,Jch as would be obtained from exoatmospheric optical
For the three-dimensional case, the out-of-ecliptic instrumentation, is to reduce position and velocity unccr-
errors of the space probe may be reduced by using a highly lainties significantly in the early portion (say, the first two
inclined Marsorbiter at considerable altitude. This aspect of months) of an intrasalactic fligltt. There is a gradual but _
the three-dimensional problem may yield very interesting continuat increase in the uncertainties of position and
remits. Similarly, the proper treatment of bias errors velocity as the time of flight becon_s very large. This might _
|
resulting from the tracking instruments and astrophysical be expected from the increasing Earth-probe distance, since i
con:,tants is important if a complete understanding of the triangulation effect of the Earth's orbital movement +'
terminal navigation is to be achieved, Such studies would be relative to the probe becomes less pronounced with +
: e,4>e¢iallyimportant if one were to investigate navigation increasing range. (The drop in position uncertainty after
problems connected with the landing and return rendezvous Day 400, which seems to fall out of line, corresponds to a
i sitlnificant, periodic d,P,crease in Earth-probe
but the
distance iP this region, which is caused by the Earth's1 '*Thatis,usinl;Equation1151. annual motio,.) One could inquire if a regulartrilateration ;
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scheme, e-,lended over i0terplaneta D distances, mxgh! m)t The pervading limitations of ,Ill specific CalduIJhtm,,
prove advantageous. Thus. for example, a Mars t.r Venus prescmcd m Sections 2 to _, is the speeulallVe llatule t_l
orbiter and neJ:-l:_arth satellites could suppl_ the neces_r._ degradations caused b._bm_'s m the astrod_ n.mucal mt_del,
base line. Again. the payoffs from this scheme are higldy used for the _artt,us orbit dctermmalions fhe',e m(lud¢
dependent on errors in this base line. which means that errors in the astrods,mmic and geoph._s:cal constant, _ucJ:
adequate models for ephemeris errors and bias effects must as the speed o.f liglfl, staliol: Iocalion,. _anderm_ ol i]_c
be provided, l-alth's poles, and vagarnesm its rate of rotation. I ne effect
of these uncertainties ,s It, render lhe highest ttackm_
6. SUMMARY AND PENDING PROBI.EMS precisions currently avadable (suet1 as or = tom at inter-
planetary ranges) r.,_ fully utilizable. A proper treatment
The merits of o[.,tieal angle measurements, if added to of this type of bias involves a significant ex:ension of the
range and range-rate data. consist of .-apid trajectory analyses presented here and should probably go hand-in-
refinement or reacquisition alter disturbances m the hand with refined modeling of instrument biases en-
transfer phase of a rfission and during near-Earth tracking, oountered h'l the tracking, data retrieval, and midcourse
In particular, this is true for range-rate data good to 3 correction pr, Ncedures. This requiresa w.ore detailed under-
ram/s, as currently (iuoted lot the DSIF, and optical angles standing of specific tracking instruments and their perfof
with an rms er:or of 2 s, which are considered possible with manee as a function of range, illumination conditions, etc.
existing star trackers, laser telescopes, and attitt, de stabiliza- Onoe this level of refinement is contemplated, one should
tion systems. The ",ahie of such optical trajectory, refine- probably go to a full, three-dimensional simulation _f
ment for a particular mission must. of course, be judged in critical ndssion phases, such as the Marsflyby, especially if
the context of overall system studies, an autonomous mode of navigation is to be considered.
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APP.C.NDIXI. PRIMEPOWER
Many resources are being devoted t_ development of -fherefore, the suitability of solar cells is dependent on tile
adequat power sources for space projects. Table I-1 mission, and it decreases rapidly beyond I or 2 A.U. In
(reprinte_ from Reference I) s_mmari.*esthe availability of addition, the solar cell is subject to radiation damage which
future prime power sources, ultimately degrades its performance.
Prime power of 2 to i.5 kW ,v; be required just for the
transmitters visualized in sJacec_aft within the next !0- to Nuclear power is generally thought to be the only
15-year period (I to 5 k_.)..<olar ..'ells. isotope Brayton. reasonable source of power i, excess of a few tens of
and/or re:,-ctorthermuelectrnc pre/idc adequate power, kilov,atts for more thmna few weeks duration.:3Bemuse of
Long-life spacecraft have been dependent almost the scarcity (_nd thus the high cest) of isotopes the reactor
_>elusively upon solar cells for power. The solar cell array is most likely to be u._A. Much effort is beun( de, .ted to
on the Mariner4 is the lightest to be designed and flown (as the nLclear react,)cs i,2 and considerable progress is belt,,;
late as May 1967). n Its weigh_/p->werratio of I00 Ib/kW made. The weight/power ratio of the reactor is presently
was one-half of that for the Mariner 2 solar array. Solar reporte_ ¢o be 300 to 400 lb/kW with a goal of !70 Ib/kW
cells will continue to be one of the major prime power possil'Ie b/ using the mercury Rankine cycle conversion
sources in the immediate future. A functional model of a system."_'_
12.5-kW panel assembly will soon be ,:ompleted. 2 An entire
system of four of these panels will have a weighffpower in the range of power from 2 tL, i0 kW the isotope
ratio of 42 lb./kW. This will meet the early goals set by" Brayton system appears to be promising. However,
NASA. ! The long-range goals are 25 Jb/k5 with power problems exist in developing the packaging: thus, accurate
levels up to megawatt_, assessments of the mechanical integrity and life capability
A _fious limitation in the use of solar cells is that the Imve not been made. The dates projected by NASA may be
output power is proportional to the Sun's power. _ptimistic.
Table :-1
-
ESTIMATED TECHNOLOGY READY DATES FOR
SYSTEMS OF PRINCIPALINTERE_71"n
-_ _obable Power Range (kW')
i System 0.01-2.0 2-10 !0-25 25-50 >50Solar cells !966-1967 1967-1968 1968-1969 1969-1970
_ Isotope f'termoelectric 1966-1969 |
t Isotope Bra_or, 1970-1972
! Rea_or thermoelecUs. 1969-1971
Reactor Rankine 1972.1974 1976-1980
t Reactor thermionk 1976-1980
S_!b.% 1971-1972
%
$ year nw,_u,_eable _ -1972-1974
Fuel _ 1 year ih_: = . 1973-1975 _.
: -: _- f-18.67
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To obtain an idea of the relative costs of prime l_ower should be expected and the_ ratios will both be reduced by
_arces in terms of weig,%.tfor given missions, weight/power approximately one-half. For communication system
ratios of 75 lb/kW for solar cell arrays and 300 Ib/kW for comparisons the relative ratios are the must important, and
nuclear reactors (both better than actually obtained at the these appear to be essentially constant (approximately 4)
present) will be used. it is noted that future improvement with time.
REFERENCES
I. Transcript of the Briefin8 for Industry on NASA Space 3. G.C. Szego, '.'Space Power Systems State of the Art,"
Power and Electric Propulsion Prof_rams, NASA, April Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets
24, 1967. (September-Oct.ober, 1965), pp 641-659.
2. G. Barna. "'Power Systems." Space(Aerona,.ttics. Vol.
48 (|uly 31, 1967), pp 101-106.
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APPENDIX 2. LARGE ANTENNA RECEIVING ARRAYS
The maximum gain that can be obtained from antennas 4. Enough signal energy must _'e available at each
is limited by the inability to construct and maintain antenna to allow the phase-lock loops to track
extremely accurate antenna surfaces for microwave signal phase.
frequencies, la the millimeter region, atmospheric 5. Phasefront variatio,,s in the signJ must be slow
distortion of signals and mechanical errors in antenna enough to allow phase-tracking loops to follow the
construction limit gain. Deep space mission requirements fluctuations.
make extremely high-gain antenna systems desirable:
therefore, some work has been done to determine the At least one receiving array has been built and operated
feasibility of using arraysof large antennas. ! for some time.2 Operation of the array seems technically
Antenna arrays seem to offer seeeral advantagesover a feasible; therefore, some effort will be given to determining
the cost of large antenna arrays and comparing it to thesingle large antenna of comparable gain. Some of the more
important advantagesare as follows: cost of a single antenna of equivalent gain. Initial cost
1. The cost of an array is less than that of a single estimates will be made ;'or single antennas and arrays for
operating frequehcics of 8, 16, 35, and 94 GHz. System
antenna for extremely large equivalent apertures, cost will not be calculated because it is a function of the
2. The antenna gain of an array is not limited to complexity of the ground station, data processing, and
phase errors introduced by the array dements or storage equipment. However, the basic receiving array
by the .'4anosphereunder most conditions, components, such as antenna structure and foundation,
3. Pointing accuracy requirements for each array servo electronics, and receiver electconics, will be
antenna depend upon individual antenna beam considered to determine the optimum antenna diameter
width, and the number of antennas for use in the receiving arrays.
4. Additional gain can be obtained as needed by Terminal equipment such as computers and recorders must
adding additional antennas, be used regardless of whether one antenna or an array is
chosen; therefore, such equipment will not be considered.
5. Mainte_mnce can be performed during operation Table 2-1 shows the costs assumed for the components
on an antenna, while still operating with a large selected. The costs shown are budgetary and may rise if
numbe_ of elements, without signifw.antly extremely sophisticated receivers are employed. The cut of
affecting performance, each item can also be expected to drop by 0.90 to 0.95
6. An array with a large number of elements can each time the quantity is doubled (0.95 is used in this
suffer failure of an individual element without report).
large gain reduction. Figures 2-1 to 2-4 show the cost of the receivingarray
i 7. The array often the flexibility of serving several as a function of the equivalent diameter of the array. The
missions simultaneously because it offers most important conclusion that can be drawn from these
multibeam capability, f'gures is 'hat for each frequency the cheapest array can be i
: The array also has several disadvantas_, which are as chosen. Ti_e number of antennas that give the most
follows: _3nomicai _olution for a particular equivalent area varies
1. Phase-lock detectors require phase coherent as a function of the equivalent area, but tae optimum
antenna size is roughly independent of the eqaivaknt
transmission, aperture chmen. The fact that the optimum antenna
2. The number, location, and size of the antennas dialneter decreases with fv_me_ reflects the e0st of
limit the minimum obtainable elevation angle increased surface error requirements at higher frequencies.
(because of one or more antennas blc,_ting the The _qion of microwave antennas in the nei_borhood
others). _ore, more ground stations could be _ of 100 feet in diameter as being o_timum is comistent with
required, at least three otheres!bnat_ l,_ Some estimate, have
3. Relativelyeemllated eleeuonicsasereqakedto plaoed the optinmmantennaditmeteras I_h as 250
insure coherent reception in the presenee of feet.4's It should be notei_ that the 1_ diffel-enee
a_toda_nee, bma_n theestimates,i thecostofeleo_c,mas and
: 2-I
, 'i " I M' I MMmM! I Ill I
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facd,:tes used with ea¢ll ,.,ntcnna. The h_gile,,t e,,t]mate of electronic.', wFtJ,o,lt redundancy. If mole sophJ,-ticated
optm]m0, antenna diametel was tnadc h_, c,>nsidermg equipment Is required, larger a_ltennas should be ¢on,,tdered
extremely expensive elcctr,)nics used with each element of to nfinimi/e coq.
the arra). "lhc results of this rep;_rt are based ,,n simple
Table 2- I
('()ST IN DOLLARS OF SE[ ECTED COMPONEN i-S OF AN ARRAY
('omp,:;_ent blaster Sl_;e
Antenna 6. _ x 10SDI3e D'45 6.7 x 10SD z 3eD 45
Servo electronics l0 s 2.5 x 104
Receiver I0 s ! 0 s
Total 2 x l0 s + 6.7x 10SDI '3e o 45 !.25 x I0 s + 6.7 x 10SDl'3e D 45
REFERENCES
I. Stanford Research Institute, Feasibility Analysis of a Antennas and Propagation, Vol. AP-i 2 (March, 1964),
Deep Space Rec_e;ving TeFminal Array of. Large pp 169-176.
Equivalent Aperture, Final Report, Contract NAS
1-3075 (May, 1964). 4. J. Schnader, "'Receiving System Design for the
Arraying of Independently Steerable Antennas," IRE
2. J. Eberle, High Gain Antenna Array Facilities at the Transactions on Spa_ Flectronics and Telemctr_, Vol.
Ohio State University, Contract AF 30(602)- 2166 S_T9(June, 1962r), pp 141s- 1-53.
(September, 1961).
5. P. Potter, W. Merrick, and A. L'Jdwig, Large Antenna
3. J. Eberle, "An Adaptive Phased, Four-Element Array Apertures and Arrays for Deep Space Comm.unications_
of Thirty-Foot Reflectors for Passive (Echo) Technical Report No. 32-848, Jet Propulsion
Communications Systems," IEEE Transactions on Laboratory, Pasadena, California(November, 1965).
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APPENDIX3.
GAIN OF ANTENNAS WITH RANDOM SURFACEDEVIATIONS
On-ax_s gain of antennas with rough reflecting integral has also an asymptotic series representation,
surfaces has been computed as a function of average which is suitable for numerical computation for large
surface deviation e, correlation distance c. antenna arguments. On this basis the on-axis gain has been
diameter D, and wavelength _,. Gaussian stationary surface computed as a function of the rms surface deviation to
deviations, Gaussian correlation _unctions, and uniform thc wavelength ratio and for a range of correlation
illumination were assumed. It is believed that this parameters. The asymptotic limit for the gain is evident
represents the first calculation of on-axis antenna gain vs. from these computations.
wavelength when the normalized deviation (4ne/_) 2 of The. off.axis gain is more difficult to compute, since
the rough surface is larger than 4. the asymptotic representations of the series which would
The gain of shallow paraboloid reflector antennas facilitate` such computations do not seem to be available.
with random surface deviations has been derived by However, it is shown that in the asymptotic li.mit, tl;,_
Ruze) '2 The derivation was based on a scalar Kirchhofl gain reduces to that obtained by S:heffler. a
approxintatton to the radiation from reflector antennas.
The surface deviations were assumed to be Gau.. _n In the following sections the gain of antennas with
stationary w(*h Gau_ian correlation functions. On these rectangular apertures and Gaussian stationaiy surface
bases an approximate solutiol: for the antenna gain was deviations is presented by assuming uniform illumination.
obtained in terms of an infinite series. The series has been A generalization to include certain types of nonuniform
evaluated for relatively small rms surface deviation e in illuminations is discussed. The o_-axis gain for antennas
comparison to the wavelength ;_, namely (@re/X)2 _< 4. with circular _pertures is also given. It is shown that the
On-axis gain measurements of large reflector antennas as a on-axis gain for an ,-mas with rectangular and eileular
function of frequency in general exhibit the apertures can be normahzed, such that the normalized
characteristics as predicted theoretically by Ruze. gain is the same for both. The asymptotic limit for the
Asymptotic limits (as _, -+ 0) for the gain were also given off-axis gain is derived. The concluding section
by Ruze'- based on a similar analysis t_yScheffier. 3 summarizes briefly the obtained resdts.
The present work was motivated primarily to
determine the gain in the region intermediate between
very long and very short wavelengths and to establish a 1. ANTENNA GAIN
criterion for what surface deviations the asymptotic limit
was applicable. Of primary interest was the field The far field gain, G(8,@), in the vicinity of the
distribution, caused by an incident phase wave in the of a shallow paraboloM reflector antenna with surface
focal plane of a paraboloid reflector antenna in the deviations, z(x,y), is, by using the scalar Kigchhoff
vicinity of its axis. However, since both the far-field approximation, given by:4
' radiation pattern and the field distribution in the focal
plane are Fourie_ L_,.nsfonm of the antenna aperture . ff ffEa(x,y)E*(xt,Yt)¢_
"tli" S S
illumination, the deviaUom by Ruze are applicable for G(O,_) =
determining both the far-field and focal-plane )2
i distributions.
The seriessolution for the antenna gain does not {_xU+t_yv+ 21: [z(x,y)-z(xt,Yt)l}dsds,
seemto be mitable fog nmmri_ com etatiom fog _p (i)
i J'f Ea(X,y)Ea*(x,Y).ds
valuesof rms surfacedeviations.Thisisbecame of the s .
valuesthatsome of the termain the serieswill
before the terr.tt_ begin to decrease. Howe_tr, it L_
was geeollnized that, fog the on-e_ l_in,the retiesis where E, istheInojeaedelectric field on the mteam -.rchttigl to an exponentialintqltaLThe eXlmmntlal almame andsistheqmame azea.
.o_-_ . _-._:-_-_.:_. : _-- -:-: ._ - _-.;-:-.--: _ -:-_-.....--_:-_-_._-:_. _7_...... ".... '.-,".....r ,.,:.'-:....._.=_;_.'._,,,_a*::_,_f"
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2. ON-AXIS GAIN l'_quauon ("0_ has been _omput_-d b_ usm_ a SIIARE
program lt)r the computation :)I-the exponential mlegral
i-quati_)n {lll call b: .rcadilx conlputed for small developed by D. S. Villa:_. "l-his p,,gtam computes k,txl
values of 6:..rot large values of ,_: the ,erms 162 n ! nl with at least 4 decimal accuracy.
_ill a_sume ver_ large _a!ues. _hich would exceed the Computations have been performed for !O-4 <_6:
accurac._ of present computers be."ore the terms decrease_ _0 and for lAYs _ c D. _ O !. The computed notmaii/ed
_-hk series is theref,_re not suitable ie: direct computation gain is shown in Figure .t2.
ol fl 6" is large. Hu_ever. the gain on-axis ca_: be readds lhe computahons show the normahzed antenna cain
c,,m?uted b_ aoticing tha_ the series in Equation I,% for has three distinct re_ons which are characterized by the
; ":0 Js related to an exponential integral, which also has normalized rms surface deviation to wavelength ratio 6.
a, asyn'ptotic representation. In the region 0 <_ 6" _< 1 the normalized antenna
The expo_:ential integral. Ei. can be written, 6 gain is neari5 independent of tile correlation length, and
increases almost linearly with _2 [q the region 1 _<62
xn 11¢_) 20 the gain is dependent on both _ and c. In the region
Ei(:.t = _4 inx+ E _ 62 > 20 the gain is almost independent of 6 z and is a
n=! n!n function of c/Do only. This region is the asymptotic
region. For lhe ran_ of parameters used in the
where _ is Euler',_ constant. The asymptotic series (x _ computation, the sain in the asymptotic region, for a
oo) for Ei(xI is given c/D o ratio, deviates by less than 5 percent t'tom the
asymptotic value.
The curvesshown hi Figure 3-2 seem to confum the
eX N-I n[_.n x._] general characteristics of the measured gain as a functionEl(X) = x E ˜of frequency of large reflector antennas presented by
n--O Ruze, 2 which is included here as Figure 3-3.
The presented measurements extend oPly sli_ttly
Though the asymptotic series diverges for al.',finite values from the first into the _econd region but not $uff/iciently
of x it can be used to evaluate Ei(x) for large x by ruing far to show the asymptotic region. A detailed compmison
up to N terms7, where N is an integer nearest to the of the measured and cr,mputed gain can-or be made since
value of x. uniform illumination has been assumed in the
!n terms of the exponential integral, the on-axis gain computation.
for both rectangular and circular aperture antennas is
_ 3. ASYMPTOTIC VALUES FOR THE GAIN OFF AXIS
':too)2-6 _ 2-6G(0,O) = e 6 • The computation of the off-axis gain 6i_cctly from4e Equation (I 1) can only be performed f'_r Ria_ively
I ,'Ei(6a)- 1n6'-7I ] (18) valu_ of 62. An alternate tq_re_ntation for the g_in is
i obtained by expanding the exponential in the second
._ term of Equation (11) in a power series. By using this
where Do is related to the antenna area, A, by expansion and neglecting An, Equation (I 1) can be
_' rewritten as follows:
_Do2 (19) oo
" A=--'--" G(O,C_)-e Go(O,*)+ E (-l)m4
m=o
i by deeming a normalized on-axis gain, by (21)] __ m!_/
--= G(0,0) _2c/_._'_ =
I _o,o) (Do/4#= S'e'__'o/_'_'_! _ where
[Ei(6a)-In" s -7] (20)
. OO
-
Tinn==,U=dpindepend,_ o,,_,o-pmm==,,S= _ =e'_ _ (S')"_._ (_)
SKI(c/Do)=. _1 "; n''*j
____.=_._o_.--.,.-_L_-'........." - " - " ""' " :_" "_ _.... :......=-_-
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Except for the special case m = 0 tre:qed above. To obtain an estnmate for the off-axis gain. the gain
asymptotnc _ries representations for Am do not seem tt> of a u,_iforml) dlumi,aated circular aperture antenna
be available The first term of the asymptotic _x_es has without surface deviations (62 = 0) is comparea w,th gain
been obtained in Attachment C. where tl is sh_,vn th_t of such an antenna w_th 6z = 25.
for (;z _ ,,_ For 6 z = 0. the ga,n cat+be written
W/
-7)
The off-axis asymptotic gain will be designated by
G(0_d_)_,and is given by: J; is a Bessel function of order one.
= / c '( e4¢:4e...¢i.0) 2 (24) nD
G(0.¢)** [ 2"eel W =-- sin 0 (29)
and the corresponding nomtalized gain
For 62 = 25. by using the asymptotic values for the
(25)
e"°:"'0'
_D/
(_.i e-(c/DW16)2o --G(0'_)_ (3o)
_e asymptotic value for the gain, Equation (24), is (n'D} 2
in _greement with the gain obtained by Seheffler,_ based x'_'-!
on th¢ following approximation to the Gaussian
con'eKtion function. Figure 3-5 shows a graph of Equation (28) as a
function of the normalized radius W. In the same figure is
" '[_x ]_e.{Ua+VZ)l©2+e.62 also shown a graph of Equation (30) for c/D = 31.6 and[l-e_ 2 62 _! cJD = 100. The ino_Ise of the beamwidth with 62
e.xpb21_ (l-e_'-_)]='ua+vz the strong dependence of the beamwidth on the ratio of
_- / .x olD is apparent from this figure.
:-- {,++'):6"c _,u'.'_ +ca _ +, _1
(26)
Equation (24) is independent of frequency but is
. stxongly dependent on the ratio ¢1c. This ratio has been 4. CONCLUSIONS
interpreted as average surface dopefl The on-axis gain of antennas with Gau_an s_tationaryt A comparhon can be made between the previouslyi random _a'face _.vlatiom and Gatmian correlation
_. computed on-ax_ [_n and that obtainable by ruing the functions has been determined for antennas with
' approximation in Equation (26). With the latter the fwst
i term in Equation (20) is the same, and the second term is
and circular apertuml by assuming uniform
illumination. For both types a normalized expression for
apputed by the pin was dedyed,which dep_ds only on the
_"_ [6 a) nomm_d mmmufac,_deviationto --length ratio,6'aa -e45 O_ 8 :!_ 1+ and the ratio _ the ¢_mrelation length _ to a defined
"' [E_(_ ! _ mtemm ditnemion Do. F. _ .tenn_ DOiss'e+',. ')- -t, (2"0
.! l1. e_l the dianlggOt.; 5a_ I The mmma _ m a function of _$exl_its three
i [ distinct n_icm: (1) O<Sa< 1,(2) 1 <8 = < 26, and (3)
[ The R.H,S. and the LI_. ef Faluatiem (27) ate _a > 20. The last n_ion is designated es the aSyml_totic
]_ shown in pipm 3..4 m a run.ion _ _$z. The nmxiumm zegion,]n this zegk_ the pin iz aeady iadependeat of -
deviatioais 23.4 l_rceat at _a = 4. " wave]eqph.
The asymptotic telion for the off4xis pin has not The computed gain exhibits in general the
a is to mmmusm m, fuaaumd
= t'Nli0a fog the ea4xils pal literature. The_ _ts ale_l, only btto the
o
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second region and therefore not far enough to show the regnon, the expression fi)r the gain reduces to that
third (asymptotic) region, previously oblamed by Scheffler. In the second region the
off-axis gain computatnon is mote difficult, since the
"fhe off-axis gain can be readily determined in the desired representation of the series, which would facilnLate
first and third regions. It is shown that, in the third the computations d,, not seem to be available.
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Attachment A. GAIN OF ANTENNAS WITHRECTANGULAR APERTURES
To evaluate Equation (8) for antennas with rectangular Referring to Figure- 3-6, Equation (A-6) can be written at
apertures, consider the following integral 2a a-u
], f f g(x,)ffu,v)dx,dua a b b
_:o.6, ffffE,_.y,E,x,.yt_,,...,, o -a0 a
//+ g(x I)f(u,v)dx I du (A-7)
eJt_xU+_Yv)dx(ixt dx dyI (A- I } -2a -a-u
let G(xl) = f g(x_ )dx
with
u = x- xj (A-2)
v = Y'Yt (A-31 then
correlationfunct,on i, - [ _IG(_-urC,(-a)ltlu.v)Since Equation (A-l) containsthe
intermsofu andv,itispreferabletointroducetheu,vco- 0
,I
ordinate .system. )}dIn the x.xt coordinate system the integrations are over + [G(a)-G(-a+uj] f(-u.v u (A-8)
the square region shown in Figure 3-6. in the Y,Yt system
the region is similar. With th_ coordinate transformation
Equation (A-2), the transformed region in the x t .u coordi- Using Equation {A-8) and tssuminlg uniform illumination,
hate system is also shown in Figure 3.6. Ea= I, two integrations ate readily eliminated and Equation
in the xt.u plate integration with respect to x I it read- (A-!) reduces to
dy performed for certaintypes of illumination functiont." _ /bIn pertgulsr, let i • 4e"_ (2a.u)(2b.v)e 6 t(v.v)J J
0 0
t_a(X,y)- Eu(x_,_(y) (_) cot_xucos_v dudv (A-9)
N
Ea(xJ+u) • ___ tn(x:)lB(u ) (A-S) By exlxmdinll _ exponential function in. power swkJt,
i
,i,.1 _t_aR (A-9)m Imdividedintotwo_
to thecohmnt andincoh_m _ o¢pin, N fo6o_
i - ie +_ (A.to)
h, ..t_u ,o_s_ ,_.gok._ _,., _ . (I)'. , '.a' l*"&"
• ,., _-_- j,b/.(_'nn)
't,- I f _,)XL.)/d., (.) i
l _._..._Im_i_nd_m._.Im,,.,,. PJ o o
lie
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where T,_ obtain an estimate for lunc, Equation (A-12) ts
evaluated for 3x = 3y = 0, corresponding to the on-axis
gain, and for a Gaussian correlation function
2a 2b r(u,v) = e"(u2+v2)/ca (A-14)
A'lunc = 4e'62 _ / f [2(bu+av)-uv] where cisthecorrelationdistzace.
n=l 0 0 On'ax'_s
[_2_u,v)l" (_2).fl.
n! cos _xu cos _yv dudv (A-13) lunc(0,0) = IrAc2 _ \n=l
+ (A-15)
and A = 4ab is the aperture area•
It is noted that the coherent part of the gain is the same In Equation (A-15) terms of order e-n_2"_c)and e"n(2b/c)2
as the antenna gain in the absence of surface deviations but were neglected.
• 2 . . .
multiplied by e"5 . This follows from Equatlon (A-l) by ex- By extending the limits of integrations in Equation
panding the exponential function which contains the corre- (A-I 2) to .o the integration of the first part of this equa-
lation function in a power series, tion can be performed and gives Equation (I I) of the text.
i
i
I
1 3-12
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Attachment B. ON-AXIS GMN FOR CIR£ULAR APERTURE ANTENNAS
For circular aperture antennas the on-axis gain for uni- Equation (B-9) is readily derived from Equation (13-3)and
form illumination and a Gaussian correlation function is ob- the following integral 9
tained from Equation (8) by expanding the exponential
function and performing the integrations for the n=O terms, fl e-t2/2 e-X2+y2/2Jv(Xt)Jv(Yt)t dt 't v(xy ) (B.I 0)and the integration with respect to the azimuthal coordi-
nates for the remaining terms, resulting in
where Jv is a Bessel function of order v. Substituting Equa-
o. tion (I3-9) into Equation 1,8-8) and integrating by parts
+{8._ i_ (,_2)n
G(O'O) =(riD/2e'62'_ / '_,D/ _ n----_. Icn (B-l) resultsin
n=l ( _2[_ "a2where Dis aperture diameter, and len =\c_] [1--Q(an,an)- e n I, (an2)]0/2 D/2
I f "n(P2+PD/c: an --I(an2+y2)d
lcn = e _nf" 2 [ ] [+ m e _ yll(anY ) dyO O 2 dy0
bnPPl_ (B-Ilj
Io _-'-_/p dpp 1 dp 1 (B-2) Using the relation
Io - Modified Bessel function of order zero. d yll(anY)-- lo(anY) (_12)anY
The two integrations in Equation (13-2) will be per- dy
formed with the aid of the Q(Y,an) function defined by $ and the definition of the Q function, Equation (B-3) :esults
in
. )}Q(Y,an) f e'(xa+ya)121o(Xy)xdx (B-B) Icn (ei)[an2 II O(an,an, 1 an2 -a2 (a..... e n I, : (B-13)2an
;' To evaluate Q(an,an) use is made from the following rela-
Let x = Vr2nplc (B-4) tion readily derived from Equations (15-3) and (B-10)
= V_m/c (B-s)Y
' D __n Q(a_)+Q_,a) = 2+ f e"_ t2
a. = - (1_),/2c O
i be wnt,en _ o(at)Jo_t) dt
! an (i1-14)
] I. =(__)a f [l-l_,,)]ydy (11-7, ,ntel_Itil_ Equation (I_14) by parts and using Equation
: Integrating by l_'ts remlts in Q(y,x) = 1 +e "x2+ya/2 lo(xY) 01-15)
i] 1"_ = _WI _" [ l'Q(aa'_]"/¢,_lan_ _ _SyYz 8"?dy}0_8 ) with Equafi°m (!1"13) and (!$'6)' Equation (B'2) if llivea by(._)a 1 {
!
Thededvativunl_imeoa(1841)canbeexlne_nlas
= h e i, (bY) (1_9)
ey
3-13
i ....
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The _a:n _n axis 16-1)can t':erefore be _Titten by using
'46 D
_-" 6"n I For n'2fD/c) 2 >> I. when the modiC.e_ _esse! func-
," _ 1 - A n (B-I 7) lions can be approximated by the fi.st terms of :_.: as'ira P-n!n
n--' totic series. A n is then given by Equation _i5) of the text•
1
f
_-_ -__ .,. _ ,.
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Attachment C. ASYMPTOTICVALUES FOR THE GAIN
Consider the series. Am, given by Equation (22) in tile The first ser:,:s ,i, Eq _.-ion (C-2) is summable since
text. which enters in the evaluation of the off-axis gain. This
series can be written as:
oo m+J
oo E (_2)n_-l _, (62)k
- e_ (C-3)Am = e,52 162}n+m+l(n+l)(n+2)_n+3l...(n+m+l) IC-I) (n+m+l) ! - k!
n=1 n!nm  l(n+1Xn+2Xn+3 I...(n+m+ 1) n=! k=0
Performing the indicated multiplications in the numera- The second series in Equation (C-2) is estimated for
tot of Equation (C-l), Am is rewritten as fgllows 62 _ _ by proceeding in a similar mznner as in Equation
Am = e_2[ n_! (n+m+('62)n )! (C-I);hence,,o
- _ 1 (C-4)
m+l _' /" (n+m+l) ln_ (_i_)_n=l " "
From Equations (C-3) and (C--4)the asymptotic value
where al_are constants, for Am is obtained and is given by Equation (23) of the text.
¢.
|
I
t
i
!
i
J
D
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APPENDIX4. STABILITYCONDITION OF THE
BEAM-POINTING CONTROL SYSTEM
The t.inearizedand berlin-pointing control system in Figure must have no roots in the right half of the s plane.
100 of Chapter 4 can be redrawnas shown in Figure 4-1, in The character:_stic equation of the composite system is
which the variable s is the LapLacetransform variable of the
continuous ith-net. R(s) is the transformed beacon Linage
position. Ct(s) and C2(s) are, respectively, the position of [i + Kt (s)GI (s)! [1 + K= (s)G2 (s)] = 0
the tracking telescope optical axis and the position of the
tracking transfer lens when referredto the optical axis. C(s)
is the transfer lens to Earth beacon line of sight. Kl(s), Clearly, the stability of the individual loops implies the
K2(s) _nd Gt(s), G2(s) are the respective controllers and stability of the composite system.
transfer functions. When the beacon signal is pulsed, the requirements for
The co,,dition _f stability of the individual loops is stability translate to the condition that the discrete version
that the characteristic equations of the characteristic equations of the individual !oo_ shall
1 + Kt (s)Gl (s) = 0 have no roots with magnitude equal to or greater than
unity.
1 + K= (s)G2 (s) = 0
4-1
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APPENDIX 5. THE GRAND LOOP
It was shown in Section 3.2 of Chapter 4 that the in view of the long time delay existing in the grand
control and stability problem associated with the grand loop, the dynamics of the beam steering mechanism will
loop during acquisition can be treated as a problem generally be negligible. Also, because of the long-term
involving a dynamical system with constant time delay delay, the ability of the controller to regulate against
between the input and theoutput. Since error detection for shmt-term disturbances and errors is severly limited. (These
the grand loop is discrete in time, the controller design can will be taken out by the _acon tracking and attitude
best be treated in the discrete time domain using techniques control loops.) Only biasing and calibration errors and
discussed in R. W. Koepcke, "On the Control of Linear long-term drifts can be accounted for by the controller.
Systems with Pure Time Delay," JACC(1964). Thus it is appropriate to describe the grand loop by the
following system of equations:
x(k) = Gu(k) + b(k) + ns (k)
1. SYSTEMMODEL b(k) : b(k - 1) + n2(k - 1)
The coordinate system chosen for the beam pointing y(k) = x(k-p) (1)
control system on the space vehicle is defined in Figure 5-1. z(k) = y(k) - YT(k) + n3(k)
In this figure the xtx2 plane is perpendicular to the
apparent line of sight (ALOS) from the vehicle telescope to e(k) = z(k- p) + n4(k)
the Earth station. The Xl axis is the projection of the where k is the running variable indicating the k th sampling
vehicle - Sun line into the xtx2 plane, and the x2 axis is instant tk = k_t, At being the sample interval; nt represents
the line perpendicular to xt and the ALOS. The nominal the input noise to the beam steerer, n2 the internal noise
pointing direction XN is obtained initially from the target accounting for the long-term drift, n3 the measurement and
ephemeris. A sequence of scanning directions x s is quantization noise, and !14 the additional measurement
superimposed on XN. The scanning beam scans with a noise at the space vehicle; b represents the unknown biases
suitable beam size through a given field of search around within the grand loop; G represents the gain of the beam
the nominal pointing direction XN, It carries codes steerer; and p =TdlAt accounts for the one-way delay time.
identifying its position with respect to =N- When a Each noise component is assumed to have a zero mean, to
reception of the scanning beam is m_de at the Earth be uncorrelated from sample to sample, and to be
station, a pointing error relative to xN can be identified by uncor_lated with other noise components. Recursive
the code. Because of the finite beam size of the scanning substitution of the equations in Equation (1) gives
beam, the measured pointing error is quantized. This error e(k) = Gu(k - 2p)_+ b(k- 2p) + (nn(k- 21))+ n3(k- p)is magi to generate pointing cor ections, which can eith be
calculated at the Earth station and then sent to the space + n4(k))- YT(k- p) (2)
vehicle or calculated aboard the space vehicle after the Takin8 the difference of the error e(k) between successive
measured error is sent to the space vehicle from the Earth sampling instants fives the following expression for error
station, pmpag_on:
A blockdiagramillustratingtheoperationsdescribed
aboveisshowninl_isureS-2.Inthisr_rex=xN+xsis e0c)= e(k-O+GAu(k-2p)-AyT0c-p)+v(k-O
the actual pointing direction and y is the same pointing where
direction but as seen at the Earth station. A pointing error
z resultsfrmna differeacebetweenthe nominalbeam _Xu0(-2p)= u0(-2p)-elk-2p- 1)
position YN (i.e., the deityedvalue ofxN)and the porition AYTOC-p) = yTOc-p)-yTOc-p- l) (3)
of the Earth station receiver Yr. if the correction signal is I
lPnerated on the space vehicle, a delayed value of z _1(-1) " |na(k-2p-l)+nt(k-2p)
mprmmtud by a new variable, e, is received by thespace -nt0c"-2p-I)+ns(k-p)
vehicle. Based on • and the point4bead aisnal a new control I
sJsntluispnmted. -n,O:-p- ])+ n,(k)-n,(k. 1)1
5-1
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It i,,.,ten th;Jt'_kl ha',/er_,me.Jr.,hut it _,, _,_zrciJIL'd from lhe point-ahead_.g.alt,,_flu,,_'a_o,,
,,jmpleto ,,ample.Ih_we,.er.t.r ,,mallv_lut',,.! p. _c. ijrgf."
,.,,.rh,,_,,,te_at.,.m,"_.,,,eL,t, ,._.,,,_.._i,....d. u,_'- (;" (,/o.,,_',_1,* r)_t)
: (.;_t (a'o't'c_'tpAt)*(G'na_Atik (_1
2.C'ONTROLL,FR DESIGN
wlnere u, ,s the pomt-',dleadpart of the controller
The motion of the Earth stat0on recexverAyT(kJ nn output
Eqttation(3) is compensated for by the potnt-ahead sngnal.
Thus. if the presence of the norse term v(k-l) in Equat,m a_ and an' are the estimated target position and
(3) is neglected, the equation for error propagation velocitybecomes
e(l,.) = e(k- l)+GAu(k- 2p) (4) In equation1/_).the first term on the righthandsndecan
appearas an imti,d conditionfor the control u4k) in
Equation(6). whilethe secondtermmodifiesEquation(b)The system_."designedso that the closedloop error sothat
propagationcanbe expressedas
e(k) = tie(k- 1) (5) &u(k) = C !') +G Au(k- i)
with I#1 < l for stableoperat_n. Thus the controller i=l
output must be
Au(k) = C • e(k+2p-!)= G't(_-l)- e(k+2p-l)
and u(k) = u(k- l) + ,.%o(k)+G"t a'n_l,t(, >)= C k) +G _ Au(k-i (6) (9)% i=.I
• with o(0)= C"_(_ +a__t)
:- and k
u(k)= _(k-l)+Au(k) = _" _u(j)
J='" Here it hasbeenassumedthatpoint-aheadis initiatedat the
The control action at the k th _anpliog time is first samplinginstant.Singebotha_ and at aresmall,the
proportionalto the sum of the error at th,"k th sampling altar rate a_' can be neglected dm_g the acquisition
: time and the effect of the previouscontrol ac:ionsduring phase.The errorintroducedcan he readilyestimatedfrom
Y one roundtrip time delay.By addingthe effect of _mvious Equations(3) and (5) by noting&YT0C)= a] &t.From
i equations, steady-state error is en = (1 -thecontrolactions,overcolTectionof the erroris •voidecL
_)"an &t,which is the analog of the velocity error in
ccmventionslherr• theory.
3. IN_TION OF THEPOINT-AJ_EADINTO
' CONTROLLER
4. TI_ O{Mq'I_OU,J_ASA FIL'Ifl_
The angular motion of the Earth station receiver
relative _o the Slmcevehide is • time-vsW_ function. Since the cuntmller is Imimlly the discretew_un of
However,as shown in Fqgure99 of Chapter4, at Mars an integrator,certainfilterin8actioncanbe introducedinto
! distanemthe angularrote appearsquite small. It will be the m)ntrolloop by suitably increasingthe samplingrate.
i adequateto consideronly linearmotion, thatis, motion in Thiscan be shownby com/dedn8the one.dimem/oaal
i which u follows:SuPlP¢_it it requitedthatin the notmkmcame•yT(_) = _+(a, At_ (7) lx_nth_enor@(0),_hlmbeanlmmntt_lflme =0,be redu_dby l_meT to p e(0), 0 < _< 1.If themm N
'1 mnplinSImtentni thetlmeperiod[ 0,Tl, _.n daa_nl_whexe ae isthembtivepoMtlon theWmm m th_t_(k)I _(k.l),whemp" Ip, willan it the rehtiv0velocity meet the In0 mquixemenLIt is apparentfmmEquatioa&t " Td]Ptsthemmpio time (6)that thiscaa be tddevedbylottinll54
_" _ u m _].._:.___..... ::._-',,- ..... [. _i ,, -_..IuIJ.,t!,__ ,, ,, , ._, ,J,: L_,J __ i__ _n
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i = I k -")
h; the c._" where no;,,¢ is prcm:nt, thc inc4surcd +trot, c. ,_t
ca++I'_ exprc.,._cdm tetras td the sun+ol the true error c and N-I
ihe llOl_,_ by the equ'+tlofi ,
clNI : #"_'4tll*liJ. II _" .,Jk+tN-kl. I1-11
dkt = _(k- :p) + v(k), k=O
where v(k) repie._nts the IlOl._ component. The round trip Now assum¢ the nol++ components v_k) ;+reuncorrelaled
delay between the true error e and the measured error '_ is and thai each has i standard deviation, or. Then, letting on
accounted for by retting denote the standard deviation ot e'(N), one obtains
ff.,n
: V
v i-p
Equation (10)can be rewritten as
-_=nl(I -¢1= °v 1i +81 1151
Au(k) = G'_-I) k-2p)+v(k)+G Au(k-i)
i=l (! I) or
t
Since the control action l_gins at k = l,and_(k)=_(0)for aN = °vq (I
k < 0, the general form of A u (k) is I + # l_ (! 6)
: For 0 < p < !, the expression (1 - +OI/N_ i + +oI/N ) is i de-
k-I _(0) 1) _" l_k'i'lv(i in8 rate, iccompanied by a corresponding increase in t], thatAu(k) = G-I(_-I)  -
] . -= is-a cov,e_ondin8 decrease in the controller gain) decreases
+ v(k (! 2) the vaiiances of the output.
:" if the noise components are correlated from sample to
Consequently, _ sample, one cannot obtain as simple an expression as
Equation (16). However, when the conelation time is much
N shorter than the sample time, the above aqlumen_ rein=ira
u(N)- u(0) = G-I_- i) 0)+(8- !) it should be noted that the faltering action is obtained
at the expense of additional memory storage required for
storing the previous control action durin8 the Td = _Pd
_'i'1_ i) + _) motion. Ofcourse,a septnttefiltercanbe usedif the hijher
i=l J frequency of the mnUoiler aottm is cruel undodntble
fl'i_ N A
= G"a_- l) I - p =(0) S. EXAMPU¢
To illustrate the effect e_ different contmikr 881m
N ] - mttin_ml theeffectof the diffmmt umple rate=,
/.l,_ 1+- IXl .pk).{_. 1) s@)J _ a mid+ =n_ =idl (themotlom
+
k=l - (1 -P) " xixi suredocouplod)cmmspo_ to a situationin which
the point.4hud informationis mdlable,but • Id_ mm
exls Inthe 8nnd loop. Tht, bi/ns enor c_n be cued
either by the !_ compoMnt drifts and the
i -
2 _
i _ [_i_[_. : .... IIL._L _.... ! ".... _ ]1..... Ill i ................. I ]11 I /'ifl I + 1
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_.'allhl.lti_fl errs)is ,_l b_ the In.l.._ul.l_ In tile polll: ah¢,ld I:,am d¢i_lldcnt Part 1"_, wtlli.'h is tIlL" tllllc mt¢l',.tl bet_._c¢n
Illt.llllIJllori. I ,q _.,_10,1-11icntc,llcl u°ill quanlllies .lie IP,¢d lhl.' Illn¢ whe]l error I",¢gins to _'.iJng¢ ,llid Ih¢ htn¢ wh¢:l
|ll t I,lu,ltlotl'_ ( I ). (7). 4lId ('J}. ,,tl thai Ih¢ ,,_,sl¢ll_ the error becomes/ero_(ll.,I._, t,(pll:d¢|l.'fllt|llt-'d). In I II,:ur¢
par,.unct¢l, ,Ire _..I ea_ (a), C -l.0, Td = 21d I, =II, and lienev tilL. I_l,d
i¢._p,)n,_ tiin¢ is T = 2Td. In i'a_¢ tel, t'- -il 24, "/,i :]ld,
(, : I.O. b = I.I), ao : ¢1'o, ill :" tl'l i, : 13T d, all(;] hellCe the tl)lal ie,,pl)li.W,'li1:1¢i_ [ : I.'il,i.The effect i)f increasing the salupluii.t i.l!c i_ ilhi,dl,iied
(Itlr perteel p_lint ahcadl and p : I, and the uuli,li eltOl it, in Figure 5-4, where a Ill percent tiil)lnpaied with lem_, !
-I.i). : I.t)t nlc,isur¢in¢,il iitu,i¢ _,'hlch i_ tiilil'llillil) di._lrtbuled
The error responses f:,r control _tlillg,, ( _ -III. did between 4).l .ind ill is :l_,_Ulilcd to t_ctlr at the Earth
_lallon Ierlnillal, A Cillllpai ;_tili anlt)lig ea._s (:l), (b), and (cl4).75, 4).5, -0.25 for the noiseless case (n i = Ill _ n.i = nl ;
O) are shown in Figure 5-3. it is interesting to note thai the in Figure 4.4 shows the ell'et.tlve lllCleay_ in loop gain by
closed-loop response with a conventional discrete noting that the error re,,lallisc for c-_se (bL where p = t, arid
integrating error compensationli.e.. Au (k) = {'e {k)l ,s t = -0.25. is essenttall_ the .,,atn¢ as case (eL where p = i
unstable for all the above values of (" with the exception tit' and (' = .0.75. A comparison b,,.'lOeli cams (hi and (d) ill
i" = 4).25. Tllas, by considering the delay time effect ill the Figure 5-4 shows the less pronounced noi._ resportse (i.e.,
controller design, a much faster response time can ix the filtering action} in case (hi because of a decrease m
achieved (¢tlmpirc the responses of Figure 5.3a and 5-3e). controller setting from C = ..0.75 to i' = -0.25, while the
The point-ahead is assmned io Ix, initiated at t = O, but no equivalent loop gain remains unchanged by ,icreasing the
error is indicated tin the space vehicle until an error sampling rate from p = I to p = O.
detection i_ made at the I'.arth station and returned to the Figure 5-5 and 5.6 illustrate system error responses Ill
space vehicle, ihui, in Figure 5.3 an error indication first the presence of both bias error and noise. The bias error is
ills alia 2Td (Td being the one.way ilay tim¢). (For the sam¢ as above. The noise components are either
paI,Tdiiahothemmplinginterval.iThiscrr.)rindication uniformly distributed between -O.I and 0.1 or are
dots not chan_ until th-. time t = 4Td which corresponds Gaussian.<lit:dbuted with zero mean and o = 0.05. An error
to one round.tnp delay from the time of initiation of response behavior which is similar to that in Figure 5-4 can
ctmtrol action. This initial _rror response will Ix be observed in these figures.
in_pem_nt of the conu_dler settings. Subsequent error The controller _¢tting C and the sampling rate p must
tttlams¢, however, it a func:ion of the controller setting C be chosen compositely to (I) achieve desired response to
at shown in Fillt_ $-3. Thus the total etr_t r_spon_ time system errors and ('2.) limit the control action because of
can be separated in'to two parts; a ilain independent part Td the presence of noise (thus providing adequate filtering
" 2Td, coeretpomlinli to one round-trip delay time and a action).
"1968020050-'1 "14
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APPENDIX 6.
HETERODYNE COHERENCE AREA AND
ANGULAR ALIGNMENT
The general expression for is2owas given in Section 6.3 Analogous fom describe the remaining mixing currents
of Chapter 4, Equation (32). This reI>tion was obtained (note that i_o, etc., denote tin_-averaged, mean-square
from the knowledge that the photocurrent is related to the currents). When the fields display perfect spatial coherence
aperture electric field by and have uniform intensity distributions, Equation (32) is
ea._ilyevaluated and yields
t/toe E2iph°t = IW Z d2_* (1) [,,...\2
A ._
',o; 2 P,Po
where E is the total instantaneous electric _,eld at _. The
total aperture field of course is a superposifion of signal, as noted earlier.
background, and local fields. Assume that each of these Consider now the case in which the beam intensities
fields can be written as have Gamsian distributions:
Ep('_, 0 = xp(_,Ocos Wpt+yp(_, t)sinWpt (2) -- a( 3
;": - Psme, '_"Po (r_ x°+. Z Z
. _ (p : s,b,o for sigud, bad_ound, and local, respectively)
and that x and y are statistically identical, but independent, Pome "faIRrandom variables with zero means. Writingthe total lectric = a°
fieM as a mperpomtion of the three :onq, onent fields, the
i sum may be squared and inserted in Equation (1) to yield Here Psm and Pore m the expected peak-power densities at
iphot. Among the components of iphot is ira, which is the beam centen. The ¢or_lgtio_ within the beanl_ are
expressed by also amuned to be Gaumian functiom
/I "
(YsXo- X_Vo)sin ((o n- (Oo) t]dSr* (3) Z Z
4-
! . eo( ,
: squo_ns.nd retn_q o_y_ expe_md_duoof_
_mrear - "lT'-'?i,.nd_coh,n_mm.. - m.;
.i (._.)aAf ._ "%. ''lPs°m<_'_lt- ((xo/lhw°fthoboammm
da._ ovw dbtam_of p, andpom nqbmd_
wouldhm,oto bo mdwod_r. e,(r)e.(r'),or ,ore.
- . [Ch4. 8q.(3_)]6.1 other adttlde _ of Po(r) end Po(_]
+ . . + +
+ • +- - _ • _
- z
With the foregoing assumptions, ;2 may again be eval- Hence the ratio of the field of view of the partially
uated in a straightforward mannec to yield coherent heterodyne to that of the completely coherent
heuo.rodyne is
2
7 2(r/Y°e_ (1 e"AR/A) asa° _pc AS
= - -- Ar (4) -- = (7)
ts° \ hu / PsmP°m as +ao f_ ob rrin[as' %]
AsAo T h e dependence o f heterodyne performance on
where Ar = --. From Equation (33) in Chapter 4 coherence area may also be understood from a slightly dif-
As + Ao ferent (quantum-mechanical) viewpoint. As just noted, two
it can be seen that in this situation plane waves with propagation vectors making an angle
greater than about _/d do not interfere, on the _, :rage,
over an aperture with linear dimension d. That is, waves in
F = (I. e-AS/At) max(as'ao) A r distinguishably different tran_'erse modes (or photons in
different cells of phase space) do not interfere. _ Thus, the
as + ao A R area over which plane waves may interfere or the coherence
area, ac, corresponds to an angularspreadf_ of propagation
The calculation here is simplified by the fact that the mini- vector for which consLructive interference takes place ac =
mum coherence area is <<.A R. When the coherence areas xa/D. The turbulent behavior of the atmosphere changes
are smaller than, but not t_egligiblecompared to, AR, evalu- (spreads out) the appsre,t direction of propagation of the
ating Equation (32) is complica_d by the necemty for incoming wave. To calculate the signal and shot noise in a
including edge effects at the photosurface boundaries, heterodyne receiver, one must take into account the
A more general form for i2 which includes the effects number of spatial modes over which the signal and the local
of misaligned signal and local fields is oscillator waves are distributed. Suppose, then, that in a
given time interval one has s signal photons and o local
/ \: oscilhtor photons evenly distributed over Ns, NO modes
I_o e/ f f --i. respectively, and that these modes are spread out about a
•2 = 2(cosa)_'-_/JJ xs(r, t)x s (_ ,D'so " mean direction of propagation which is the same for the
xo (r ,t) Xo(r-t cos k, 7 r dar d2r' (5) tiortsignal, is proportiona I.to,t)-_ + . + -4' -_ two waves. The mixing tem,_ representing the communica-
This expression is apprL,priate when the local field impinff..s
normally on the photomfface and the tignal field _" _"
approaches at an ap_Jea from the normal. _ is the nominal " -- &sk6°k
--_ k
signal-wavevector and the vectors r and r lie in the plane of
the photomfface. When ideal monochromatic plane wave
fiekh are smarted, the anllular distance to the f'mt n,A! in
Equation (5) msy be reed to define f_ R, in which _ase it is where 6st = s[N$, 6 ok = o/N_, and the summation is carried
_- well kn,_wn that out over all the modes whi_ contain both tignal and LO
"_ l_OtOas. Thin, the mixia8 term is
Xa _,
_ - _ (Ch4. F.q.(34) 1 m_o,N,)
| • os
in the ideal cam,nullain |_o remit fgcamdmtnsct_in- NoN,
" t_rfm_ amongthe incaermntalcurrentcontrllmtlms, _ " ,
which it: turn arise from tho relative shift in cartier phsu
the fullaperture.Whenthe fieldsm notspatially andtheamber of photoelocU_ withintheW bandis
i celummt,itcm be assumedthatthemlstiwshiftiacmteg
+ plumo_prthemulim oolummoemmdelwminutmtim
t mJn+  +,ma at l, by• " x' -- - " ,+
",,,,,t,.,,o, " (6) (,,,.) .0., ..oi " .... II
++
.
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The shot noise is just only the case, however, if Aa > ao, since if AR < a° the
local oscillator cannot be resolved by the receiver. Hence
_: _'ro • o ! if AR<a o
assuming the Io_al oscillator is much stronger than the and likewise
signal. The resulting signal-to-noise ratio is [ AR/as if AR > as
Ns
[ 1 if AR < as
sm = _ • _sAv t Tlus leads to the following results:
AR ifA R <as<ao /
where t is the observation interval. Now rtro as if as < a° . ARsnr = _ =
AR AR hv nst" AR ifAR < ao<as/
N - --_ ao if ao < as . ARj
o >'_/f_o a°
rain [AR,as,a° ] (8)
where fLo. a° represent the apparent solid angleand corre-
spondang coherence area for the local oscillator. This is This is the result embo:lied in Equation (33) of Chapter 4.
J.
• .
J
!
.r
-_ r
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APPENDIX 7. HOMODYNE INFORMATION RATE
Co,,sidering the simple polarization modulation scheme From Equation (8) one Finds
(Figure 108, Chapter 4), the signal and LO fields at the _ i fT/.'_ ."3" dr'(9)
receiving aperture may be written in the form I_ = (io + iso)2 + T J0 _ tb° + tn°)
Vs(r, t) -- Xs(hsin[cost + 0s(;)] (l) An analogous procedure yields !_, and taking the differ-
Vo(r, t) = Xo(r)sinl_Oot + _o(_)] (2) ence,
= !2 12 = +is_o (10)AI2 a" _ 2ieisoThe time dependence of X and $ is suppressed, since thes."
qt.,antities do not vary over a bit period (at least in r.igh Computing the variance of 1_ and I_ is slightly more
data rate systems). Similarly the background field is involved, but _traightforward. The-result for lh is
expres_d as
Vb(r, t) = Xb(_, t)sin[o.,'bt + 0b(r, t)] (3) oa = 20+ 2ioiso + isa boibo + dtdt'
!_ . 0
", 4 fTfT--'_., , ,
In Equation (,), the variation of amplitude and phase + __JJolbOib ° inoinodtdtover a b_tperiod cannot be ignored. T;
The output of the PMT in the channel containing @2f:j_ro(__ i_o)the signal is + i_oigao- i_o 1bo"2+ _nolno-a:,a _ iano dtdt'
ia = M(is+io+ib+id+iso+isb+ibo+ins+in b (1|)
+ino'i'ind+itht M) (4)
TEe expression for o212p may be obtained by scttittg
iso = 0 (since it is deterministic) in Equation (11).
Expressions for typical direct detected and mixed currents; The sum of variances then follows directly from Equation
! e.g., io and iso, appear as (11). Employing the Gaussian assumption for the inte-
srator outputs leads ,u before to
* _d 2 2
,_roe d'/' ---- = K(re) O_)
,; io = h_ ^ (5) o_A.,
which, after :mbstituti,'_gthe foregoing expressions and
('_/ f minor rewriting, yields an expre_on for the information
' = (6) .re a:,o A Z
I
incomingWhereit issil¢udassumed(ws -thatwothe=0).LOlaser is phaw-locked to the ..KI_"{_'a_fffo_ l°h°'°_I_+"• .._ .a .--.)Assuming a strong LO, Equation (4) becomes H = [( + 2ioiso + is2o) inoi_ dtdt'i
Io " io + _so+ ibo + ino (7)
The integrator output laais obtained by squaring Equation(7)andintegttinS,withi'aermlt +2 r Trr--"r
_ •¥ joJo+o ,oi ++modmt' .
17fo'1_ = "(lo+ iso) a +"200 + tso) (ibo + ino)dt f:f i"- -- T:.,) ]_s _ _s e a. 1 dtdt+  "O qJo" qlo'flO 0
+AF
X "" TJO (ibo + lno)adt (8) + + (13)
7-1
+
+
_t.+._.....
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For a sufficiently powerfm local oscillator, the con- Substituting for the indicated currents, one finds
tribution from the heterodyned background field is domi-
nated by LO shot noise. Under these conditions, Equation
(13) may be written 4/_r oe_ 2
II _2KI cT rT ."3"., \l_i'. o (14) H t_t.)2e =- (15)" "--//,.o,.o,,.,' K\¥;-7T-0 0
f
_lil:
1
q
i
!
I
!
l
!
t
I
f
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APPENDIX8.
MIXING-TERMFLUCTUATIONSFOR DIRECTDETECTION
The classical limit for direct detection, in which mixing L
terms dominate shot-noise terms, is illustrated in this 21 _ (2 2) 1appendix. The signal field is assu ed to have constant mag- where i = as + 2X_ a + X_ +.Y_ ..
nitude, a, and to lie in a single spatial mode. The noise field _ = 1
is characterized by orthogonal Gaussian random variables, ..
XK_, YK_ (mean zero, variance o2), where K denotes the Calculating:
temporal mode, K = !,2 ...... WT(=K) and _ thesi_atial 1
mede, _ = 1,2 ..... _RAR/Xs)(-L). i = _a s Los+
The time-averaged output current is (omitting inessen-
tial constants) from which one identifies the average instantaneous signal
T current
If =is1 = -_ idt Is
O 2a
K and the ave[age instantaneous current due to noise
1 y = LoS
_ _ _ iK In
g=l
Carrying out the indicated expansions, making use of the
L orthogonality between noise "com._nents from different
modes, and noting that X4 = Y" = 304, one obtains!
where iK = _'[(a+XKI) s+Y_,+ _ (X_,+Y_£) I
=2 ol = o2a2 + Lo2
o2a2 Lo4
As the same is true for all g, g may be suppressed, so that Thus a_ K K
! and : 2(L°2) (a=/2) + (L°=)2
KL KL
"r -2 21nls 12n
" _ ol X2 w'r x_ WT
" which are just the expressions used for el, o_ in the text. t
• I
' 1
_l -
!
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APPENDIX9. PULSE-POSITIONMODULATION
Tile binary polarizatton modulation scheme discussed is possible that one fails to detect the signal, in _,dditio,i,
_' in this appendtx requires on the order of 10/r/to photons there is a false alarm error when tile backgro, nd noise is
per bit of infom_ation. Under certain circumstances, it is large enough to make it appear that the signal is present
theoretically possible to design systems (see References 57 in some interval when, in fact, it is not. At the receiver, a
and 61 of Chapter 4) which are more efficient in terms of threshold level is set to decide between signal, present or
energy use. The capacity of a noise-free optical signal has not present. A failed detection error is made when the
been well understood since !. P. Gordon's discussion net signal plus nois_"fails to exceed the threshold. Assume
(Reference 7, Chapter 4) of this problem, it was implied that the signal is polarized, that thermal noise and dark
that (for unit efficiency, r/r.o : I) on the order of one current can be ignored (i.e., a PMT may be used), and
photon per bit is practical and less than one photon per that the output of the time integrator (or base-band
bit is not proscribed theoretically as long as one is willing falter) is Gaussian. Then considerations in Section 5.7 of
to sacrific_ large amounts of bandwidth; i.e., when the Chapter 4 imply that the post-detection integration time
infom_ation rate is small compared with the bandwidth. If T required is given by
e is the number of photons per bit, C the capacity, and B
the bandwidth, Gordon's work shows that fir psmO
C 1 e"l/e !. 1 hv
-- _ (e < I) ....
B 1.2 e " "r kp Pb/2
It can be seen that C/B decreases rapidly with decreasing Psm
e. If this is not a-severe practical restriction, as in the
where kp is determined from the desired error probabilitypresent considerations, one can hope to achieve small
and the threshold level, and only ltalf the backgroundvalues of e. This is in principle what can be done with a
PPM system, in which the signal bandwidth increases to power produces shot noise since the extraneous
"_ produce narrow pulses. A crude analysis of a simple polarization may be eliminated at the receiver.
Selection of the threshold value, which in turn willexample of such a system, presenting the essentials,
r determine kp for a pre-set error probability, is amenable
_.. follows.
In an interval of time T, a single pulse of duration r to analysis* but beyond the scope of this appendix. Itis transmitted in one of m = T/r positions. At the will be assumed instead that the threshold is sufficiently
, . • high that the total falsealarm probability (for all slotsreceiver, which is assumed to be synchronized, one
_, decides in which of m positions the transmitted pulse which do not contain the signal pulse) can be neglected.
- " This means that the foregoing relation determines the
occurs, so that the information rate is log m/r bits persecond. Assume. that the average energy of the information rate but that kp will be somewhat higher
than in the binary polarization scheme. The informationi transmissioncan be eonveaed to pulses without loss, so rate becomes
i that effectively the signal power in the time interval r
(dining trantmi_on) is given by Pp = PsT/r - Ptm. if m H = 1o8 m logm i
! is larlle enough, this will be much larger than the _ ffi rest I
; baeksmund radiation power; hence,it may be possible to t
: reduce Pt at the expense (increased bandwidth)of
t lnereuinllm. At the tame time each pulse contributes loll or
t m bita rather than one. _roPs (1)• In the _ systern, there are two types of error, in --'-"
it the interval durinli which the tllmd _ it tmnmfltted, It H - iog.__m lw
_=ma,l,_=m
Phi2
:, --: kp 1+--
- *T. Cumn8haM.Ro_ Pro¢.IREE,Vok $3 (196_. p 1770. P,m
i
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One can solve for the sngnal power required A detailed comparison of power efficieucnes depends,
of course, on tile number of pulse positions m, but also
on the ratio of ti* (which is proportional to the average
kpkVll 1/ _ pb.t/rolog m rate of generation of photoelectrons due to the
_ + +. ___ background) to the information rate H. For a recenveron
Ps rtr log m 2mkphVH the ground, H* may be quite large. F r example, if _, =
o 0.SV, considering a 25 square meter receiver which is
atm_xsphere-limited with f_R assumed !0 "s sterad, letting
and, in turn, for the number of photons per bit rrro = 5 x 10"2, taking a i-angstrom predetection filter
and letting kD = 10, one finds H* = 2.4 x 107 (see't).
p Now, suppose H = 106 bits/second, and assume kn "- kp
s (as remarked earlier, k o bill usually be somewhat
¢_PPM - hvH smaller). Thus, Equation (4) becomes approximately
kp [1 ._/ 1 1ZroPb 1 log m
epPM - t/.rolOgm|'_+'` V-+ (2)4 2kphV H m e__D_ logm_t_
eFPM 1 /1+ log m
--+V-- _- 12For comparison, from Equation (41) one has 2 m
Ps=--7 V-_+
r/¢v kDhV H The following table shows the power gain (in dB) for the
PPM system over the binaw system for this illustration.
Instead of m, the parameter chosen is the pulse width ¢ ffi
for the binary polarization modulation where kv (D 10.6/m.
denoting direct cktection) is the constant which depends on
the desired error probability. The corresponding number of
i photons _r bit is
_s) gin(din
I °kD 1 .21 lff a 13.2• % = ± + + ' O)2 kDhVH H 10.9 16.4
Now forming the ratio for relative powor efficiency: It can themfor¢ b0 tmn that the potential gains art q, .,.
tignlfl0ant. Note that pult_ shorter than one nanme¢¢ :
I+VI+ __ do not aplmar to Im f_mible (mr Chapter 4).eD /kl)_ 2 One should bear in mind that the calculations (which
= !o$ m _--_-/ (4) am approximate) attunm that them it no 1_ In a_raSe
g'+ +"H" m peak lm_tm tyttmk Thit it a by attumptioa andg probablyovmattmatmtim powr tdmat_ of i_
tomv,_tt.Alno._ that¢_.par_ tttatbto.ao_
:tie it _r0d in_th _-ama.0to.. _,)it to_tt
_m He hat been _ by favombl# to the _ Syttom, Qtalltmltvoly, how_m, the
mmlu lndimt0 that _ it ¢¢wi&mbi0 pottatitl tmmflt
m be dermalIn the lq_d_ doqdWthetddtUonol
1%.Pb ompk,dtyof radiation._ d.oott_ if_ pow,rH" w-- -- m&_ff IwtmmCWtad_ opmtioa_ bems_
k D Iw _thouttoo_ I_ InMalp l_m,
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APPENDIX I0. CANONIC MISSION-MARSORBITER
I'hls appendix provides tile suppoltmg proofs and Tile orbiter altttude and mchnattot+ atlule ha,,e been
addmonal details fez tile material presented m ('hapter O, de,loted by h and i respecttvely, aad d represents 'Jle
Seotion 1. In tlus appendtx, a series of topics are considered satelhte's angular position in the orbit plane measured from
which dictate how certain choices of orbital parameters the nodal crossing. The angle eM :_ variable Ifrom 25
affect oJbltal properties important to communicatton. The degrees to -25 degrees, over a period of about two yearsL
results are presented m the simple,;! meaningful manner, but Computation of eM as a function of time of year is possible
in each case the extensions necessary to obtain .:lore de- using some simple formulas given in Section 8 where a
taded results will be clear, particular occultation problem is treated from a somewhat
different point of view. Here we will simply considerI. FRACTION OF TIME A MARS ORBITER IS
OCCULTED BY THE PLANET sample results for a specific value of aM.
The actual entry and exit angles are obtained by
At typic:d Farth-Mare distances (say, I ALl} it is replacing the inequality in Equation (2) by an equality.
inmmtenal whether it is assumed that the Mars orbiter is [Also, the angles at which the satellite enters tile port:on of
being viewed from an Earth station on the ground, at its orbit directly in front of the planet arc given by
synchronous altitudes, or even from a libration point Equation (2) with + 6 on the right hand side.] Tile fraction
tracker, in addition, it may be assumed that the planet casts of time for which the satellite is occulted is given by
a cylindrical (rather than conical) shadow at these
distances. If a Mars-centered equatorial coordinate system is ft = ¢,/n (4)
considered,* and the radius vector to the satellite is
expressed as T"and the unit _ector towards the Earth as _, where
then the satellite is occulted when
7. e <- qty. R_ O) cos_ -- _(A_+B_y_ (S)
where r = It*/and R is the Martian equatorial radius, t This is
a special case of Equation (16) in this appendix, valid fm .t
conical shadow, which is derived in Section 7 and illustrated since time and angle are linearly related for circular orbits.
A computer program to evaluate fl using Equatio.:- (3) toin Figure IO-6. Assume that the Farth is located in the x-z
plane (this merely provides a reference for the orbiter nodal (5) with ei = 25 degrees was used to investigate vaiues of
angle, _2), at an anglee below the equatorial plane, nag- _ from 0 to 180 degrees, i from 0 to 180 degrees, and h =M
leering the difference between the ecliptic and the Mars 0.5R, R, 1.5R, and 2R. Actually, _ can vary over 360
orbtt plane ("2o). Finally, assume that the orbiter is in a degrees, but the results for fl >180 degrees can be obtained
circular orbit. Then Equation (1) becomes by ieplacing fl by fl + 180 degrees and i by 180 degrees-i
• Acos0+BsinO<-6 (2) in Figures IO-i to IO.3 where the res'qts are tabulated.
= [This is to b,_.expected on physical grounds and can also be
where seen by exaw2_ation of equation (3),]
A = cos fl cos eM Even with all the simplifications that have been made.
B = -(r_nf_ cos i cos eM+ sin i sin aM) a four-parameter problem(O, i, h, aM) remains. Aftually,
[ I the various restrictions (tea circular orbit, cylindrical
_ = ! h, 2R + h)171iiR'i"h). (3) _adow z-ne, fixed Earth, spherical Man, ere.) ,tre easily
; removed in any particular case,t but so many parameters _
are then presentthat it isdifficult to presentthe -e-_idtsin a
meaninsfui manner. Some 8enerai statements can be made
about Figures IO-I to 10-3, Fm given fl and i values, ft
. _ *r ,T_medtimetoiates_ahbeam ortial°fthetystem,Ord_of mveltl ol_tet potted&thh it liledea_s with deoreatin8 h until f, -, 0,5 for the lir,dtin8 )
. ease of h = O.Alan, for any fl or h, them is an i f¢., which
t_e R_a_ I, _ lneCtdta, in tenets k to obtainent_ tad ft attains a maximum or minimum (or a ranle " i forexit Iqllet by a numestctlitemtton ia_'_llup_,which coaVeZllCS
• rapidlywhensltc,'_ withvthtetobttlaed t_ Equation(1), which ft u 0),
J?:k'+.',,;] Io._
.... _ i ill i i " -- -
]968020050-]27
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!_ extl('!nlled when _,l _afl,lh,bl_', I_ I_ ,Itld h. 'JthL'l than I qu,ll,_n t(,! I_, _¢t
C.'Q,,ICt ,lll"_?,t'l "., ",lit'f-" thc nv_it',:! ,'I tOIL` ];_lllt J] ?I,I|IiIL" _I lht"
tan 2| = "h i,l-Cl . {i .h _:_,'_ _hado_ lh ._CCII',_ll I I_ Of 3| least comparable l_np,,,rtat_ce
to the COl;COt;of| lol f,mte beamv,'idlh l_ee Sectlon 5l.
_,hele
a = sinZl_coszf M
_. MAGNITUDEAND VARIATIONOFDOPPLER5111FT
b = sinS2mseM sineM I hed_pple_-frequency_,llll-t IS usu=llydefinvdas
C = sin2_'M
F,,r.......!_'>o_R, it O>!h__w__that 0<'3_<'n......."_ Note that ..n S = -_c V t_l
wdl vary by perhap_300 degrees per yearz because of
M_rtianoblateness_nd also becauseof the motion of the where v is the frequency of tadialton emitted from the
Earth and Marsabout the Sml; therefi_re,these graphical source, c is the speed of light, andVn is the component of
results are valid only for time intervals uf the order of velocity of the radiationalong the line of sight from the
severalorbiterperiods. Furthermore.since these particular source to file receiver. It is s0mplest here to replace
_'aphs were _awn for • M= 25 degrees,they are vahd fur Eq_.,,tk.a'"'_witt_theequivalentexpression
time perit_s when this is so, although of coursegraphs u d
couldbedrawnfor any timeperiod by varying¢. S .... t_i Iq)c dt
In the abovediscussion,the line of sight to the Mars where_ is the vector from sourceto receiver.Equation(_)
orbiter is assumed not obscuredby the Earth. Loss of
visibilitymay occur for up to 50 percentof the time for must be evaluatedfor the case in whichthe source is the
trackerson the Earth'ssurface,up to 5 percent for trackers Earth (revolving about the Sun) and the receiver is a
satellite orbiting around Mars (also revolvingabout the
at synchronous altitudes (see Section 8), or up to 0.6 Sun). Assumethat *heMan orbit planecoincideswith the
percentfor traclmraat the Earth-Moonlibrationpoints(see eclipuc. Then, if an inertialheliocentricecliptic systemisSection4). It cambeavoidedby redundantrackers(with
attendanthandoverprgblema)or by schedules that avoid consideredwith unit vectors_, _, _ and radialunitvectors
occut;ation during periods when communication is arerepresentedby _x,theSun-Earthvectorcanbe expressed
particularlyimQortant, as
i 2. FRACTIONOF TIMEMARSIS WITH.INTHE BEAMOF THEEARTHTRANSMrl'rER
To the order of api_o_mation employed in Section Similarly,for theSun-Manvector
1, the friction of time that the satelliteit in front of the
planetit equalto theoccultationfraction.Thin, --,
,.. ,.
f_ _ f, +_f (6)
whom8f it a correctiondue to the finite belmwidth.The
additionalanlpdartraveldudnllwhichthe beamseesMars in Equations(I O)and(I !) _;
Inb0ekof the_teillte it appm_mmtely = !
I
= 2_0 "- 2REb/(R+h) (7) [
2s --
whomRat" 1 AU andbIsthebeamwtdth.ThusRzb isthe #E " net " = and 0M " nMt " _ I
distancesubtendedby the beamatMartiandistanmt. For ] Pl_ .,. I
typi_d vidu_, my Rob _, $00 _ (b_ OJxlO _ - -
fldlln_ l=ii__ rotund) and h - !1_ we have li_.•
_ - : . . where the orbitale_entri¢ltlu of the prL_et_arenegle©tod - [_
- -: c:. _. _ _ - --- . - - " _ and tinm (Qls nmalmd-from an Barth-Ma_opp_tlon.* . - [=_:
.. ". ...... --_--. - _:_ --: :_- _" ___- .... _ __,_: - . Moanmotions(anllul_vllo¢Id#) and_oldereil_rlodl am _ _-: .-- _.i__.
_" dmidY_ lbatihev.O_m'_ and'g _ _ ..... dlia6ttdbyn andP Withaubat,iptaE andM forllmh nnd " _-_
• --',-,'_'_-_",'L'_._"',"'I,",_'_,.... : _.,._, e .''" ' ""'"-_';_',"_;"_"_.- '"_r"_?'Y-"'%_""@ :"_'i_'"e_'_":"'_"_";', ,,. . . ''".=......."_':_'_':'_-"_:"$'_':_';'""",....... _ "':_".... , "_ _.___._.,=_,_.._'_"" _-,--,".-,"_., _
, .;. ,-,.',_.p3_o'J_._,__._._.-.,-=_-_,_-,-,-,_.,,_,_,.. _-',m,--,--,,., ........... "-- .. • .-". ...... . ". ' ' ' ,_
,.._,,_,- , o,_._'._._:'.. -_,_-.-,._t...T_',,,._- _-.,-_ .'r:._,,,, .;'. ., . ,_, _.,- ,,, .
..._:_.,,,-.,_Y_'_,_ .......,:=._:_._;:,.'-,._ :_.'..,.._:_._, .',:.i::_._.,-.;"__'_,.'_,_,._,_.o-... ....... . ... .. ....... ,,,._,,.'.,_.:,,:_.
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A r_,ugbidea i_f tlic n'naglznludeot the ,e_.,lecled_rbJt_J Iractn_m.A',.'tu_filyIIw,,e h:w In_uF,per m_,tdharetlt'gJngd_.le
Illl'lIOII _'_lll |)L' ,)htallICd by c_.,j'_ndermga ctrt'tlj'.lr o_bll II1 tltlje._, lhcv o_.'c_r at time', WhCII cI)IIlIIIUI, IL'_.IIIOI1 P-
the echptuc.'! hen th_ nargesIvalueo1'v, I_u.eeqnah_m(_qj] Ilecess,ury.m ,_'hu_.hcasesthey ca;}be aw,ded by Proper
I'_ILIsl lhe orbital vel,,_;jly. _hnchIer a typical .,,atelhlew;lln ,,¢heduling(,r redtindal|l Ir!lcker,,.
h -- 21/,o,,abt_LII0.4 "'AU/ycar. _llle small (,s_'dla,n_,:_c_fihl_.
tnagnilude ;if nl_)sl(wtth per_d _d ah,)ut I() _yearsor _t
O._ degrees) sh_tald hc supermlp_,sed ,), the t-urve m 5. VISIBILITY PERIODS OF A MARS ORBITER
F,gure 10-4. RELATIVE TO A SPACE PROBE APPROACHING
FROM EARTH
4. VISIBILITI' CONDITIONS F_(OM A TRACKER If space pr_bes appr_)_cll Mars nn file ecliptic plane,
SATELLITE SITUATED AT A TRIANGULAR LI- _J_enthe results of Section I (i.e., l'igure_ !0-1 to 10-3)
BRATION POINT OF THE EARTH-MOONSYSTEM are directly usable, with '::_representin[:. !Ire angle in Ihe
ecliptic betwce.n the p[obe-Ma_,sline and Ihe orbiter nodal
A complete analysis _,f this subject would be a ratlner crossing, as long as the probe is far enough fr_,m Mars for
to bc valid.c_)mnl,,,."three-dimension._l pr_.:blem,since :lie Mars orbit our assumptmn of a cylindrical shadow A more
plane and the Moon orbit plane are inclined to lh¢ ecliptic general direction of approach could be h._ndlcd by
(by about 2 degrees and 5 degrees, respec!ively), ltowever, returning to Eqvalion (I) and letting _ represent the unit
an up_ bound can easily be obtained on oh,: fraction of vector towards the probe.
time for which a probe is occulted by consideti,)g the As the probe approaches the planet more duseiy, the
problem in the ecliptic plane. The results should be assumption of a cy!indri_:ai shadow becomes worse.
conservative since the slilTb.lnon-plana,itie:_ will tend to Eventually, one should replace Equation (I) with
destroy any colinearity (tracker-Mutm-probe or
tracker-Earth-probe) that may occur,
Consider Figure IC-5. The Earth and Mars revolve _"_<aR- v/_l-a_)(r_.R_) (Ib)
around the Sun with periods of I and 1.88 years,
respectively. Tl'e Mo_n and the libration point tracker wherea= R/d is ',he ratio of the Martian radius to the
revolve around the Earth duri,g 27.3 days.* A typical Mars-probe distance. (We derive (16) in Section 7.) For
Earth-Mars h_iectory takes on the order of several hundred moderate distances Equat._on(16) can be expanded in a
days. Thus we _an approximate the situation by assuming series in (_. Then the extended version of Equation (2)
that the Earth and the probe are approximately fixed becomes
relative to each oti_er during one revolution of the
Earth-Moon system. Theft the fraction of one period (i.e., A cos 0 + B sin 0 < -_ + -- a + - 6 ¢ + O(_t4) (17)
, of 27.3 days) that the probe is occulted by the Moon (see r 2
: Figure 10-5) is the angle subtended by the Moon at the
tracker divided by 360 degrees. (In Fisure 10-5 a time of where _ = h(2R + h) t l2/(R + h) as before, For _xample,
occultation of the probe by the Moon is about to occur.) for h = R, 6 _ 0.866, and the correction terni_ are
The tracker-Earth and tracker-Moon distance is negligible until the probe is within a few hundred Marsra.'lii
239,000 miles for a tracker at a triat_gularlibratinn point, of the planet (d < 0.01 AU). The effect of the app;oach is
,'nd the Earth and lunar radii are 3_70 and 1080 miles, to increase ft, as misht be expected, and can be simulated
Thas the angles subtended are 1.90 and 0.52 degree,,tby the in Fig,_re, I 0-1 to 10-3 by considering the cun'es for lower
Earth and Moon, corresponding to 3.5 and 0.9 hours of altitude orbiters. Consider as an example a space probe
occultation per month. Thin ts about 0.6 percent of the wb_n a - 0.25, i.e., at 4 Marsradii front the planet. For an
time. orbiter with b n 2R i
Since the angles aubtended by the Earth and Moon are
comparable or smaller than the skewness of the various R 1
; orbit planes, wh/_h hambeen uellected in t}_ discunion, ._5+ -- a + -- _ a_ ,, -0,830
one would expect these out-of.plane effects to cause a r 2
[ considerable reduction in our 0.0q_ mlr,imum occultation
compared to ._ = 4).943. Since _ _ 4).866 for h n R, the
curves for h = R in Fillures 10-1 to 10-3 81veapproximate
values of ft for a probe at a dbtance of about 4R and an
*Actually,th,, mtltion is amendtheF4u'th.Moonbasycentwwhich orbiter at an altitude of h • 2R. Similar approximations
bwithintheEttth. Thusthoordetofn_qnltudesq;umenUmnot could be made for other distances and altitudes, or
affected. Equation(16) couldbe usedcll_ctly in eachcase,
I
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6. PAYLOAD CONSI[)ER,VYlONS FOR _. '_tARS mlpulswe lhrusl capahddy _r m . ,qunctJ_m with ,t (mined
MISSION _,rhybrid thra'd).
Adddhmal variations are ofleled by multlplanet flybys
"lhe useful p_vh_ati 'vhlch can b,. placed near tile targe_ or swlngby missions. I:()_example. _ the gravltatl(mal field
planet Jsdependent on II,e I)._e i;f mls_nm planned and the of Venus n ,y be used on tile rubicund and o,ftbound legs 1(i
available booster and vehicle c._pabdlly, as well as the deflect tile probe's tralect_ ry so lh:d acceptable stol,:;ver
mlssitln date, and many other factors. Ilere several of the times on Mars are poss,ble ,,I olherwlsc unfaw_rable dales.
broad clesses o:" possible missions can be hsted and One may consider still more complex combinations such as
references provided t_ recent samples oi the ,',dun'Jnous a powered flyby of _lars (pre_:eded by a Vent, s swingby)
literatare, du,;r,g which a manned excursion vehicle is landed on the
Marhan surface and then recovered by the main
6.1 One-WayFlyby _ spacecraft/' These more complicated missions offer large
theoretical tuel savings and/or timing tlexibihty at the
The probe is launched from Earth or Earth orbit into a expense of increased complexity.
A relatively simple combination of the basic types.heliocentric elhpse past Mars. No primary propulsion is
reqtaired after Earth departure. This missiofl's main namely a capture mission in which a spacecraft is put in ;i
advaLtage is its(relative)simplicity as evidenced by the fact Martian orbit, followed by a round-trip nonstop flyby
that several have already been flown, offers interesting possibilities of accurate mutual orbit
determination betweef, the probe and life orbiter.
6.2 Capture Mission3
7. VISIBILITY CONDITIONS BETWEEN A MARS
The probe is made to impact or soft land or orbit Mars LANDING VEHICLE AND A.MARS ORBITER
by atmospheric or propulsive braking out of the heliocentric
transfer ellip_. Consider the situation in the plane defined by the
"adius vector to th,. orbiter (_) and the unit _,ector (_')
towards the lending vehicle (LV). From a consideration of
6.3 Round-Trip Nonstop Flyby 3 Figure 10-6, it can be seen that occullation occurs whe,
These are the interplanetary equivalent of Imtar
free-return trajectories. The features of this mission of ---_'./_>x (18)
interest for communications purposes are close ra:tge
encounter with the target planet coupled with a return trip that is, when the projection of _ upon _ is grea;.er m
during which stored data could be transmitted at relatively magnitude than x, and in ," 'dition _ and _ point towards
low data rates. It is also attractive for an early man,led opposite sides of the occulting body. From Figure 10-6 we
mission. The so-called "powered flyby" in which thrust see :hat
near Mars is used to augment the effect of the Mar,ian
gravity is a variant of this mission. Timing flexibility.,
gained at the expense of additional complexity, x "_d = (y + z) cos A
y = (r2 . g2)la
6.4 Round-Trip Capture or Stopover3 z = (d2 . R2)t n
These are conceptually simple extensions of the cosA= z/d (19)
nonstop flyby in which some stopover time on the planet is
allowed for in the mission profde. Using Equation (19) in Equation (18) we obtain the
The above mission classes are basically "ballistic"; that occultation condition of Equation (16), which we repeat
is, only high thrust impulsive propulsion is used during the
mission. (In addition, midcoune guidance corrections to
reduce errors in the implementation of the impulses would -,
always be required in practice.) Thus minimization of fuel r ' _ < aR - J('l-a 2) (rLR a)
consumption is theoretically equivalent to minimization of a • Rid (16)
instantaneous velocity impulm.
More comp!ex minion types can ariJe from the above
in several ways. One Jb the allows.ace of non-impuldve [Note that the exprenion for a cylindrical shadow, (1),
thrust during the minion. For ,;x_mple,4 continuous low follows immediately from Equation (16) for d -* _, i.e.,
thrust may be used during the entire minion either without a-*0.]
10-10
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Ihc cotnp()new_t_of tile vector_ r' and ,z can he _. VISIBILITY OF A MARS SYNCIlRONOUS
exprc%%edm ',ny c(mver_,enlcoordltlale ',ystem f,_l t,le SATELI,ITE FROM AN EARTtl SYNCHRONOUS
tlelerrillr)illlor, i)t _ccultati',_J |ractlons in lernP.; i)l orbJ.al SATELLITE
parameter,,,_sm Section I
lhe ,_lftl'lln_nalter fhe vehtclehas landed is de'_cril'ed It ha" beer! shown previously that under certann
by selling d = R ,_oIhaT_ : 1 m Equahon (1(_). Thus (he conditions a Mars orbiter would ,ot be occulted by Mars
c(,ndJtnm for occuttatn(m becomes for at least several orbiter periods, and thus will remain
visible from the Earth ff occultatnon by Mars alone is
_y,
r • _ < R (20) considered. Of court, in practnce occultation by the Earth
must also be considered. In Sectior, I. an easdy obtained
where f: 0s now the umt vcct.r t.wards the landed LV. '..,.per bound, was noted, namely that occultation by the
Since the LV may be on the surface for ,nany orbiter Earth when viewing from a Earth synchronous satellite
per0ods _t Js convemcnt to express Equatnon (2U9 nn terms occurs at most 5 percent ot any given day.
of orbital parameters and LV coordinates. Thus, :'onsider It is of interesl to know whether, as one might expect,
'hat _' and _' are expres_d ,n a Mars-centered equ,,torial there are extended periods when nt_..2occultatnon occu;s and
coord;nate system. Then continuous communication ns possible. Although purely
geometrical, the problem ns somewhat involved and the
proverbial slide rule estimates cannot be relied upon. The
situation is an,_lyzed in the fodowing sections.
rj : r(cos _2cos0- s,n IZ _,n 0 cos,)
r2 = r(sin _-Zcos 0 + cos_Zsin 0 cos 0
r3 = fsin0 sin i
8.1 Visibility of Mars from an Earth Synchronous Satellite
e_ = cosfa+wO
e2 = s./a+tot) Consider a heliocentric inertial system with axis x'
pointing towards the first point of Ares (7), z' normal to
e3 = sin 5 (21) the ecliptic (directed north), and y' in the ecliptic such that
x', y', and z' form a right-handed system• (See Figure 10-7.)
Thus the x' - y' plane is the ecliptic plane. The Mars orbit
where a is the LV longitude in our coordinate system at t = plane intersects the Earth orbit plane in an axis x, an angle
0, 5 is the latitude, and w is the Mars rotation rate. For a 12M from 7. The orbit planes are inclined at an angle iM.
circular orbit, 0 = nt and r = R + h. Denote the angular distance of Mars from x in the Mars
As an example of the use of Equations (20) and (21), orbit plane by 0M and the angular distance of the Earth
consider a satellite at synchronous altitude, h = hs i.e., such from x in the ecliptic by 0E. Assume
that n = ns : co. For an equatorial orbit (i = 0), with the
satellite at t : 0 above the LV (I2 = a =/i = 0), Equation
(20) becomes
n M
cos cot' (R+hs)COSnst + sin cot (R+hs)sin nst < R 0M = _ 0E• nE (22)
or
R where nM a._.d nE are the Martian and terrestrial mean
cogw.ns)t < _ motions. Equation (22) assumes time is nwasured from anEarth-Mars opposition, i.e., when bnth are on the x axis.
Theu occur approximately evew 2 yeats. Denote the
Sun-Earth and Sun-Mars distan_es by PE and PM,
for occultation. Since w • ns and he > O, the LV is always r_speetively, and assume them constant. (The quantities
visible from the satellite, as of coune it should be in this defined so far are illustrated in Ftpre 10-7, the Earth,
case. More _mplex cam may he treated directly from Mars, and the Sun hein8 denoted by E, M, and S _
Equations (20) and (21), and occultation fraetiona may be resl_otlwly.) At any moment the Earth's equatorial plane
found as in Section I. is hwdlMd below the ecliptic an anlJe e. ,
10.11
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Y_ Px!
x = _ces_)M__o_{,t_ - 1_52-1
_I /'!
nM£M
-_ = 0 _,_i
._ = -_sm 0Mcos _Xl"sin 0t -"
FI n_
PXl iL, = I._5:
z = _sm_._l sinl (_i
l)t "M" .r)_._!= -'9.31_. (t-p¢._:i_IO7l I
(- = 23.45:
where x. y. and z are the components of I1_ E.,ar[hMars r_ = 0.20 x !0-3 At:
distance -_nastronomical units. The x', y'. and z"system is 0 _ b.75 "_
obtained from x. y. and z by a coanterclockwise rotation of s
f_u around z. Then x". y". and : "are obtained from x'. y'.
m,dz' by aclockwiserotat_on ofe around x'..Thus The remits as a function of 0E _e*
O" _ 0E _ 252°. visible fog 252 °
x" = xcos_M-ysin_ M
" 253° _ 0E __ 313 °. not visible for60°-;
y" = cos_(xsinfl_+ycos£_)-zsine
314° _ 0E _ 506° : visible for 192°
z" = sin e(x sin _M+y cos f_Xt) + z cos _ (24)
507' _ Ol: g 571°: not visible for64 °
' 572° _ 0E _ 950 ° : visible for 378 °
and x:', y", and z" can be comidered to be the coonlinat_ 95)° g 0E g10130: n°tvisiblef°r62°
,' of Marsin an Earth-cenmed equatorial coordinate system.
* Now comider an _chronous equatorial satellite etc.
. St in Figure 10-8. St t, a distance rs from the Earth which
subtends an angle 2_ at St. The coofdinate_ of Man;(x"2 8.20cealll_im of a Man Odtitet"by M_.-_ g
+ y-2)1/2 Z" al_ appmximatel) constant during on,. day; -"
during this time the _hadow cone (vertex at St, vertex angk Consider a Mar_-centemd inertial system with the Z
7@:) awee_ out the solid of revolution whose cross section _ pointing north along the l_tn axis of rotation, the Y
k shown in Figure 10.8. For contt_uous visR_lity M must axis along the intersection of the ecliptic and the Mm _
i be ouldde this region, o, equatorial plane, and the X axis complet[n 8 the
. fight-handed sy_'m (_e Figure 10-9). The ecliptic
_,. inten=cts the X-g plane in a line an angle e_ below the X
i! J ! - axi_ ,m ett" 25 degn_, fThe inclination of the IVan
1 Iz'l> [ [rs+(x_+y_) t_ tan_, (25) orbit plane to the ecliptic, iM ffi !.85 _ ,a_lJ hej _ in the _alcolatiom.) A unit vector _ pointR,g in
_! _ _,-Emh dke_tRm maku an angleO_ with the X-Z
: Mmme tim Mmcmtsacy]Jndmalshadow;thusthe
imlUte_1occultuiwhm
: tb!at l, dty. --i, b-
_.: 10-13 _ l::
5:4_..:;.:2._£:_::_7_ _ ':
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wt-,cre r is tile radius vector from Mars to the satellite, w": Tile actual angles, 0, for shadow-zone entry and exit
Irl. and R is tile Mars cqur.to .al radms. Tile vector _.has are given by replacing the inequality in Equation (2q) by an
components equality. The occultation fractiort i_given by
¢,
,:,. = cos e_,!cos 01." fl = --n (31 )
:v = sin OF
where
ez = - sin eM cos0 M 1.27)
cos_= 5 (A2+B2) TM (32)
in the system M-XYZ. Similarly the vector r' is expressed as
For the ease of equatorial Mars orbiters, using i = 0
in Equation (30),
rx = [(cos _2cos O- sin _ cos i sin O)
A2 + B2 = sin20E  c°saeM c°s20E
ry = r(sin fi cos 0 + cos $2cos i sin 0)
rz = r sin i sin 0 (28) Thus _:ultation neve.___[occurs when
where the angles _, 0, and i specify the direction of i"as 1 -{--R_2 > sin= 0E + c°s2 eM c°s20E
shown in Figure 10-9. Using Equations (27) and (28) it, V/
Equation (26), the occultation condition is*
or when
A cos 0 + Bsin 0 < - 6 (29)
IcosOEI> {R (R+h,_ineM}"I (33)
where Note that there is no h for which occultation never
occurs.However,the period of the year(i.e., region of 0E)
can be found for. w:dch there is no occultation for a given
A = coseMtcosOE cos_2+ sitiOE sin_ altitudesatellite.
B = - coseM COSOEsin l'lcosi + sinOEcos12CosJ i8.3ContinuousVia'bmty
- sin eM cosOEsin i
For continuous visibility, Equations (25) and (33) !
R+h[ )] must be satisfied simultaneously so that the F.arth6 = h(2R+h }_ (30) synchronous satellite can see Mars without being occulted
by the Earth, and the Mars synchronous satellite is visible
from the Earth without being occulted by Mars. To check
The altitude h in Equation (30), given by h = r - R is a the simultaneous satisfaction of Equations (25) and (33),
comtant ff the orbiter is in a circular orbit, as assumed OEas a function of 0E must be known.
below. Referring to Figure 10-10, the orientation of the
normal to the Mars equatorial plane, line SN, is given by
*F,quaflcas(29) and(30)comq_ondtoEquaUom(2} and(3) of right ascan_onand declination angles,ao and 80, with
SecUoa 1; howevm',the/am equivalent_ _..=n¢E = 0. Thus mllpect to Aries and the Earth's equator where7
the _ _milts for fl_obtalncdin Section I m _ oaly for I
pmiodsof time eared _E" 0. Resultsfor other time pmiods
¢_d be t_ulmd _uzp_ by mp_ eM. S_km ] by _
_ e'm_h _t ao _ 317"93*
line' = line M c°l'_g 10-I$ 6° _. 54"73° (epoch 1971) [£.
,4 -
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"[he orlentallo,3 of the Ihie ,.if Inle;se¢ttop of the .Mar_ _,.hcre0 = (L  /3nstt,e anglebct_,_.ccn_,;,,id tl,e M-I: line.
equatorial plane. SN" and the echptlc can be def,ned by an Thu_. since
:_ngk_3.measured m the echptic from "r
The direction cosines ol EN are O : (l + d = OI + d- u'l_'
I c°s 6" c"_"u°" c°_ b° sm _°" _in 6°1 ther,
those of SN' are 01 = 0- ;/]¢'_0"1 (35}
cos B. sin B cos e. sinB sm c I
I where 0 is given in terms of 0_: using Eqt_ation (;4).
A computer program It) evaluate Eqdation (33). with
The orthogonality of SN and SN' can be used to obiain an 0f as the independent ",,ariable, has beet: written. It is
expression for tan II, namely, %und that
COS O.
O
tan,q =-cosesina +sin¢tan5 O° < OE < IO2°: no occultation for102 °O O
103° < 0E < 178°: occultation for 75°
yielding 13= 85.980. * i 79° 6 OF. < 369° : no occult_.tiun for !90°
Now consider" the following directior._ and angles in the
ecliptic(sc¢ Figure IC'LII). Let 370° < 0E < 434°: occultation hn 64°
435 ° < 0E < 628°: no occultation ._or193°7 indicate the direction, of the line of intersection
of the Earth's equatorial plane and the ecliptic. 529° _ 0E • 867° : occultation for 239°
868 ° '_ 01* < IO70°: no occultation for 202 °A indicate the direction of the line of intersection
_: of the Mart equatorial plane and the ecliptic etc.
(i.e., a direction parallel to SN"in Figure 10-10.)
a = 0E "90 degrees be the an#e between A ano _e
M-Eline Combining these with the results found in Section
8.1 shows there is continuous visibility when
"V be the betweenImg;e ?and A
i 7= '_E+OEbethemglebetweenT andthe S'E line O° • 0E • 102° (102°)
i 6M = [l M  0M 1790 • 0E • 252° (73 °)
, 314° ¢' 0E • 369 ° (55.0)
;: The distancesS-E andS-M are l_.,and,oMI,oE in AUs. Thus 435° ¢4 0£ • 506° (71°)
i thecomponentsof the distanceIMEI aregivenby 5720 • 0E • 628° ($6°)
PM
IM'EIT " cos6---.cos6 M = II_.icos¢_ 868° < 0E • 950"_ (82°)
% to]4° ,_ o_ • ]o7o0 (s6°)
_M
I_I n = tin _- ----sin 6M : II_I tin @ (34) etc.
PE
Thus there are periods 04"2 or 3 months, 2 or 3 times
•The_bmtmbilpd_ot*lS0dqnN_Howeveg, tldsdoesnot pet year when continuous conununicstionis pussible
sffect the mtmquamt ctladstiom, asms_ _ seenby mplsc_ _ between an Earth wnchronous ntellite and s Msr#
_$-_ _180 destu_ (NotothatO_then- co- 180 d_m.) qmchronous ntdlite.
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EQUATORIAL PI.ANE
SN-kORMAL TO MARS EQUATOR
SlMJ_ TO SN, IN ECLIPTIC
¥
Fi_m 10-10. Orientation of httersection of mars equatorial plane
with ecliptic
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FIpmlO.l I. _Ecliptic plmmpomet_
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APPENDIXII.
SENSITIVITIESOF HYPERBOLICAND ELLIPTICORBITS
I. The tlyperb.lic Orbit 3,0:
i)e ;JIt ',m cu
line p,,,it,un VeCtor ot tile hyl_crb,)llc I_rohc orbll
3p:
L", |;nkell t() t_li." _ = Pl
A ;I_Q
p :: /_pco,,0 + 2p ,,m0
• _l dP2 flail
_,_.hcrcp = alll"coql F- IlandO = I+ o; 111,..'lollu_,m# .... (_+cos0)
relat,oir, huld am_.,ngtl_eelenleuH_,of the orbit. ()TII '_'
2 :'
all = ,,el!lnllalHra%l,, _DI II(lll+slrlO) 3n all(t-T)¢osO
- +
n = k I Sail -_ ' = nneannl_)lnoll null 21_ 2p 2
u_ = ]ovl_ltt|d,: _H"pericenler Of_i
f --- true diit)lvlaly ;Je
F = hyperbolic anomah,' an0, nail .
..... (_+co,_O)= -p,
TII = tunle of pericenter passage
t = 7"11+ [e sinh F- Fl/n a_, _ k cos 0
_TII p2
t(I +x - n 3n'al](t-r)F = 2tanll-lX = _u_-i--'_') al_z (l_+ cosO)+ SlllO
e-- I I z _all 2_ 2p2/ \
= 0
ae
d_l = p: /)P: hall
df nai(e2 I ) i.'l ....
" a_ I_ (vll+sinO) = /_i
Given the elements all, e, _'H,and co, the partialderiv- B/_2 k sin 0
atives of the rectangular coordinates and velocities can be -- = --
found with respect to the elements. Let _0 = (ea . 1)'/2 , 0rH /92 _,
p = aHOa(I + e cos f)-z m = e sin _o, £=ecosco
, 2. The Elliptic Orbit
]_ aa'-aaP'= a'_p cosO+3n26(t - r) (m + sinO)
! Elements used for the elliptic (satellite) orbit are
i OPl aE = semimajor axis! 0"_ = allCOScot
f I1 : ecosco
." apt
"- ---P2[ Oco m - e sin coS
' OPt nail qZ = time of pericenterpamse_
] _rH = _ (m + sin O) Solution of the standard Kepler equation to determine
] position in the elliptic orbit and partial derivativesof the
--OP2n --P sin O- 3n (t-+_') (1t+ cos O) latter with respect to the ele[fier,ta was available from
Oax an '_" earlier tracking studies in terms of a library routine.
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APPENDIX 12.
HETERODYNEDETECTIONOF
OPTICAL SIGNALSWITH A PHASEDARRAY
As has already been shown,l,2, 3 if the collecting where the subscript s denotes the case where signal and
aperture of a heterodyne optical receiving system exceeds noise are present, and the subscript n tile case where
the coherence area of the signal field, then the noise alone is present, it is genezally more common 1,2,3
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) saturates at a level determined to define SNR by the ratio of the expectation o1 !RI2
by this coherencc area. Rather than considering a single when signal alone is present, to the expectation of IRI2
large collecting area, it is then natural to consider a when noise alone is present. However, in the case of
phased array of smaller apertures, each with the area no di_,ital communication systems where we wish to decide
larger than the coherence area of the signal field. This is between the two hypotheses: either signal plus noi,_e or
illustrated schematically in Figure 12-1, where signal and noise alone is present, then the second is the more
local oscillator are incident on N apertures, in each of appropriate performance criterion. Indeed, it has been
these N channels, the resultant field is photodetected and shown that the more conventional definition can in
the output current is filtered at the difference frequency, some cases lead to grossly misleading results.
The output of each filter consists of a signal term, si(t), Three methods of combining will be considered: (1)
whictt is proportional to the product of the signal and linear, (2) square law, and (3) linear with phase correction
local oscillator fields, and a shot noise term, hi(t), whose (matched filter); and these will be compared on the basis
standard deviation is proportional to the magnitude of the of the input SNR, A2/2o 2, required to achieve a given
local oscillator field.* Because the shot noise is observed SNR.
in a narrow bandwidth W, it is reasonable to treat the
ni(t) as Gaussian prrmesses. It will be assumed further
that the ni(t) are independent processes and are I. LINEAR COMBINII_iG
independent of the signal.
,' The complex envelope representation4 of narrowband Consider
._ signals will be employed, in this representation, ni N
(evaluated at a fixed instant of timet) is a radially _7
" symmetric complex Gaussian variate with:_: Eni = 0 = Rt = /_., (AeJ0i+ no (3)
Eni2, Elntl2 = 2o2. The signals st(t) are assumed to be of i = I
the form
sl (t) = A exp [jOi (t)] (1) In this case, it can be shown that
where the 8t are independent random variables uniformly EslR t 12distributed on (0,2f). = NAa + 2N02
The outputs of the N channels are combined (in varslRtP = (Na" N)A4+ 4NaA202 _"4N2e¢
manners to be discussed below) to give • resultant output and the corresponding moments for the subscript n arcR(t). The output SNR will be defused as
obtained by replacing A by zero. Therefore,
SNR= (2) A2/Ta2(varslRP + yarn_q)t t# (SNR), -
j. *It Issmumedthat t_ ioca osctlbtot is much.tmapr thantiw _/1 Aa_- N-1 A4_" -(4)
ctment output of the photodetectot_wbleJt(with the above
,,,umptlon) is _ to the malmitude,quamd of the
local Sold. Note that for lstp N the SNR is essentially lndelmnde,_t
t _Vhen we omit the st_mnt of tlw randomptoram, we will of N. Note also that, for N > l, the output SNR also
.lwi_s I_ _ thenmdomvadaMecomspondlnilto a
nx_ imUmtoram: - astumtmwithlncnmalnSA/a,to thatimptovenmntlsn_
dehorn expectatioa. 12-1 achieved by lncmuin$ the Input _ul-to-noMe ratio. The
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FILTER AT W_-W 0
DANOWIDTH=W/ __.J I I-----"LO _ J
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0
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"_'_'--_" DETECTOR FILTER
$I¢ " AN IloN 4-nN
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rc,l_m lot lUus is that rand,_m phase addih_m g,ve_ which gwes
e',selltl,illy cl (J;.UlSSlansignal for which the average p<,wer NA:i2o e
and the _tandard deviation of the average power arc (._;N;')3 = IS)
proportional to one an(,thcr. /I + NA.___._:
Thus Inlear coml)ining affords no advantage, and _/' 2o2indeed can result in performance considerably poore, lha:l
a single chalmel. Nole that linear combining is es._mhally Ilerc the input signal-to-noise raho rctlulred t_ achieve a
what occurs when a collecting aperture larger than the fixed _utput tSNR)3 decreases as I/N, colresp,ndmg t_
coherence area is employed, the _ell-kno_n coherent integration result.
2. SQUARE-LAW COMBINING
4. DISCUSSION
Consider
_-'N IAc10_' The input signal-to-n_ise ratio (A2/2o 2) required to
R_ = Z  niI2 i/2 (5) achieve SNR = 4* is shown in Figure 12-2 as a function
i= I of N f,>r square-law combining IEquation (6)] and
in which case coherent combining [Equation (8)]. Clearly, the results
Es IR:I 2 = NA2 + 2No2 are identical for N = i. Coherent combining (matched
filter) permits a 3dP, reduc'.ion in A2/2o 2 for each
vars I R2 I 2 = 4NA2o 2 + 4No 4 doubling of N, whereas in the hmit of large N, square-law
comb;n:ng permits only a 1.5 dB reduction. However, for
Therefore modera.; values of N the pcrto:rr.,ance of square-law
N A2[2o 2 c,mlbinlng iz act h_ueh poorer than the optimum. Fo_"
(SNR)z = (6) example, for N -- 10, there is only a 1.3 dB difference
x/l + A2/2o z between the two curves.
To perform the optimum coherent combining it isIt follows from Equation (6) that to achieve a fixed
(SNR)z the input signal-to-noise rrtio (AZ/2o 2) may be ,aecessary to know the phases 0f However, there is
decreased proporti_s:.al to I/N when AZ/2o2 >> 1, b:_t generally inadequate signal to noise to measure these
phases over the full cemmunication bandwidth W.* If the
decreases proportional to 1/V_ when A2/2a z << 1. The phzse variation is, however, independent of frequency,
latter case is the well-known incoherent integration then it is possible ¢o use a narrowband B(B _< W)
result, component of the signal (e.g., a carrier or pilot as in the
STAR repeaters) to obtain the phase. The ratio of carrier
power Pc to signal powe_ Ps required for this is given
3. COHERENT COMBINING approximately by
If the individual 01 were known, phase correction
could be employed to obtain Pc NB
•_ (9)N Ps W
,._ (A nle.J0i) (7)Ra = _ +i=l
in which case The basis of Equation (9) is that, if coher_nt combining is
requised, the signal power per channel is a factor N too
Es IR_I a = NaA a + 2No: small for satisfactory detection. Thus, we require this
vars lRs Ia = 4NSAao_ + 4N_o 4 factor more carder power, reduced of course by thebandwidth ratio B/W. It is desirable to make B as small as
1 po_ble, the lower limit being dztemdnod by th_
i bandwidth of the plum fluctuation. Typically thI_ _11 Ix,
i "Not_that, fromEquation(2), thisc_ds to tzqulflng that,
• for a binaryerrorto be made, tim "trot statis_ _"dlffm by 10sS than 1 KHz so that, for a 1 MHz communication
; four standard eviationsfrom lU mean. [Nmdwidth, 100 channob oonld be combined utiHztnfsa
•If _ worn 0ulllchmtslgnal-to-aoiwratioin eachclumul, then o_1_r power of tlm order of I0 percent of th_ .
oombbdn8_provement wouldnot bemquhul, o011mMi/at/on Ilowor.
!.2,3
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